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SHAREHOLDER AND VOTING INFORMATION

Advice to Beneficial Holders of Common Shares
Although as a Beneficial Shareholder you may not be recognized
The information contained in this section is of significant
directly at the Meeting for the purposes of voting Common
importance to you if you do not hold your Common Shares in your
Shares registered in the name of your broker (or agent of the
own name (referred to in the Circular as “Beneficial Shareholders”).
broker), you may attend the Meeting as proxyholder for the
Only proxies deposited by shareholders whose names appear on
registered shareholder and vote Common Shares in that capacity.
the Corporation’s records as the registered holders of Common
If you wish to attend the Meeting and indirectly vote your
Shares can be recognized and acted upon at the Meeting. If
Common Shares as proxyholder for the registered shareholder,
Common Shares are listed in your account statement provided by
Letter
to Shareholders
you should enter your own name in the blank space on the form
your broker,
then in almost all cases those Common Shares will not
of proxy provided to you and return it to your broker (or the
be registered in your name in the Corporation’s records. Such
broker’s agent who provided it to you) in accordance with the
Common Shares will likely be registered under the name of your
April
instructions provided by such broker (or agent), well in advance
broker3,or2020
an agent of that broker. In Canada, most Common Shares
of the Meeting.
are registered under the name of CDS & Co. (the registration name
for CDS Clearing and Depository Services Inc., which acts as
These materials are being sent to both registered and
Dear
Fellow
Shareholder:
nominee
for many
Canadian brokerage firms). Common Shares held
non-registered owners of Common Shares. If you are a
by your broker or their nominee can only be voted upon your
Athabasca Oil Corporation (“Athabasca”) is pleased to invite you to
the annual meeting
of Athabasca
common shareholders
non-registered
owner, and
or its agent hasonsent these
instructions. Without specific instructions, your broker or their
May 7, 2020. The meeting will be held at 9:00 a.m. at Suite 1200, materials
215 - 9th Avenue
SW,
Calgary,
Alberta.
directly
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you,
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and address and
nominee is prohibited from voting your Common Shares. Applicable
information
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holding
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The attached
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take some
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Every
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mailing
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notthe
using
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who
is retiring is
from
Board
on May 7, 2020,to
forsend
his its
Shares are voted at the Meeting.
proxy-related materials to shareholders, and paper copies of
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majority
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search Financial
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Shareholders

are urged to vote on the matters before the meeting by proxy and to view the meeting online by way of a live webcast
that will be available at https://www.atha.com/investors/presentation-events.html. Shareholders will be able to submit
Revocability
of Proxy
questions to management of Athabasca through the webcast at the conclusion of the meeting. We will continue to monitor
the situation closely and in the event it is not possible to hold thethe
annual
meeting in person, Athabasca will announce
instrument must be in writing and must be deposited either
You may revoke your proxy at any time prior to a vote. If you or
alternative
arrangements
for
the
meeting
as
promptly
as
practicable.
with us c/o our transfer agent Computershare Trust Company of
the person you appoint as your proxy attends personally at the
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you
suchcontinued
person may
revoke theinproxy
and vote in
Thank you
fororyour
confidence
Athabasca.
person. In addition to revocation in any other manner permitted
Sincerely,
by law, a proxy may be revoked by an instrument in writing
executed by you or your attorney authorized in writing or, if you
are
a corporation,
under your corporate seal or by a duly
(Signed)
“Ronald Eckhardt”
authorized officer or attorney of the corporation. To be effective

Canada, Proxy Dept., 100 University Avenue, 8th Floor, Toronto,
Ontario, M5J 2Y1, at any time prior to 4:30 p.m. (Calgary time) on
the last business day preceding the day of the Meeting, or any
adjournment or postponement thereof, at which the proxy is to
be used, or with the chair of the Meeting on the day of the
Meeting, or any adjournment or postponement thereof.

Ronald Eckhardt
Persons
Making the Solicitation
Chair of the Board of Directors
This solicitation is made on behalf of Athabasca’s management.
Athabasca will bear the costs incurred in the preparation and
mailing of the form of proxy, Notice of Annual General Meeting
and the Circular. In addition to mailing forms of proxy, proxies

may be solicited by telephone, personal interviews, or by other
means of communication, by our directors, officers and
employees who will not be remunerated therefor.
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Notice of Annual General Meeting of Shareholders
to be held on May 7, 2020.
The annual general meeting (the
“Meeting”) of the holders of common
shares of Athabasca Oil Corporation
(the “Corporation” or “Athabasca”)
will be held at 9:00 a.m. (Calgary
time) on Thursday, May 7, 2020 at
Suite 1200, 215 - 9th Avenue SW,
Calgary, Alberta,
Record Date: April 2, 2020.

Agenda
1. Receive and consider the financial statements of the Corporation for the year ended
December 31, 2019 and the auditors’ report thereon;
2. Fix the number of directors to be elected at the Meeting at seven;
3. Elect the directors of the Corporation;
4. Appoint Ernst & Young LLP as the auditors of the Corporation and authorize the directors to
fix their remuneration as such; and
5. Transact such other business as may properly be brought before the Meeting or any
adjournment or postponement thereof.

The specific details of the matters proposed to be put before the Meeting are set out in the Information Circular-Proxy Statement of the Corporation
accompanying this notice.
If you are a registered shareholder, you are requested to complete, date and sign the enclosed instrument of proxy and return it by mail, hand delivery or
fax to the Corporation’s transfer agent, Computershare Trust Company of Canada, as follows:
1.

By mail or hand delivery to Computershare Trust Company of Canada, Proxy Department, 100 University Avenue, 8th Floor, Toronto, Ontario, M5J 2Y1;
or

2.

By facsimile to (416) 263-9524 or 1-866-249-7775.

Alternatively, shareholders may vote through the internet at www.investorvote.com or by telephone at 1-866-732-VOTE (8683) (toll free within North
America) or 1-312-588-4290 (outside North America). Shareholders require the 15 digit control number that may be found on the instrument of proxy in
order to vote through the internet or by telephone.
In order to be valid and acted upon at the Meeting, instruments of proxy as well as votes by internet and telephone must be received not less than 48 hours
(excluding weekends and holidays) before the time set for the Meeting or any adjournment or postponement thereof. Shareholders are cautioned that the
use of the mail to transmit proxies is at each shareholder’s risk. The Corporation reserves the right to accept late proxies. The time limit for deposit of proxies
may be waived or extended by the Chair of the Meeting at his discretion, without notice. The Chair of the Meeting is under no obligation to accept or reject
late proxies.
As a result of the ongoing public health concerns related to the COVID-19 outbreak and in order to comply with the measures imposed by the federal,
provincial and local governments, we are strongly encouraging shareholders and others not to attend the Meeting in person.
If you are a beneficial or non-registered shareholder, you should follow the instructions on the voting instruction form provided by your broker or other
intermediaries with respect to the procedures to be followed for voting at the Meeting.
Shareholders of record at the close of business on April 2, 2020 will be entitled to vote at the Meeting.
DATED at Calgary, Alberta, April 3, 2020.

BY ORDER OF THE BOARD
(Signed) “Ronald Eckhardt”
Ronald Eckhardt
Chair of the Board
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SHAREHOLDER AND VOTING INFORMATION
Information Circular – Proxy Statement

Advice to Beneficial Holders of Common Shares
For the Annual General Meeting of Shareholders
Although as a Beneficial Shareholder you may not be recognized
The information contained in this section is of significant
to be held on May 7, 2020
(the “Meeting”)
directly at the Meeting for the purposes of voting Common
importance to you if you do not hold your Common Shares in your
Dated April
own name (referred to in the Circular as “Beneficial Shareholders”).
Only proxies deposited by shareholders whose names appear on
the Corporation’s records as the registered holders of Common
Shares can be recognized and acted upon at the Meeting. If
Common Shares are listed in your account statement provided by
your broker, then in almost all cases those Common Shares will not
be registered in your name in the Corporation’s records. Such
Common Shares will likely be registered under the name of your
broker or an agent of that broker. In Canada, most Common Shares
are registered under the name of CDS & Co. (the registration name
for CDS Clearing and Depository Services Inc., which acts as
nominee for many Canadian brokerage firms). Common Shares held
by your broker or their nominee can only be voted upon your
instructions. Without specific instructions, your broker or their
nominee is prohibited from voting your Common Shares. Applicable
regulatory policy requires your broker to seek voting instructions
from you in advance of the Meeting. Every broker has its own
mailing procedures and provides its own return instructions, which
you should carefully follow in order to ensure that your Common
Shares are voted at the Meeting.
The majority of brokers now delegate responsibility for obtaining
instructions from clients to Broadridge Financial Solutions, Inc.
(“Broadridge”) or another intermediary. If you receive a voting
instruction form from Broadridge or another intermediary it
cannot be used as a proxy to vote Common Shares directly at the
Meeting as the proxy must be returned (or otherwise reported)
as described in the voting instruction form well in advance of the
Meeting in order to have the Common Shares voted.

3,
2020
Shares
registered

in the name of your broker (or agent of the
broker), you may attend the Meeting as proxyholder for the
registered shareholder and vote Common Shares in that capacity.
If you wish to attend the Meeting and indirectly vote your
Common Shares as proxyholder for the registered shareholder,
you should enter your own name in the blank space on the form
of proxy provided to you and return it to your broker (or the
broker’s agent who provided it to you) in accordance with the
instructions provided by such broker (or agent), well in advance
of the Meeting.
These materials are being sent to both registered and
non-registered owners of Common Shares. If you are a
non-registered owner, and Athabasca or its agent has sent these
materials directly to you, your name and address and
information about your holding of Common Shares have been
obtained in accordance with applicable securities regulatory
requirements from the intermediary holding on your behalf.
The Corporation is not using “notice-and-access” to send its
proxy-related materials to shareholders, and paper copies of
such materials will be sent to all shareholders. The Corporation
will not send proxy-related materials directly to non-objecting
Beneficial Shareholders and such materials will be delivered to
non-objecting Beneficial Shareholders by Broadridge or through
the non-objecting Beneficial Shareholder’s intermediary. The
Corporation intends to pay for the costs of an intermediary to
deliver to objecting Beneficial Shareholders the proxy-related
materials and Form 54-101F7 Request for Voting Instructions
Made by Intermediary of National Instrument 54-101.

Revocability of Proxy
You may revoke your proxy at any time prior to a vote. If you or
the person you appoint as your proxy attends personally at the
Meeting, you or such person may revoke the proxy and vote in
person. In addition to revocation in any other manner permitted
by law, a proxy may be revoked by an instrument in writing
executed by you or your attorney authorized in writing or, if you
are a corporation, under your corporate seal or by a duly
authorized officer or attorney of the corporation. To be effective

the instrument must be in writing and must be deposited either
with us c/o our transfer agent Computershare Trust Company of
Canada, Proxy Dept., 100 University Avenue, 8th Floor, Toronto,
Ontario, M5J 2Y1, at any time prior to 4:30 p.m. (Calgary time) on
the last business day preceding the day of the Meeting, or any
adjournment or postponement thereof, at which the proxy is to
be used, or with the chair of the Meeting on the day of the
Meeting, or any adjournment or postponement thereof.

Persons Making the Solicitation
This solicitation is made on behalf of Athabasca’s management.
Athabasca will bear the costs incurred in the preparation and
mailing of the form of proxy, Notice of Annual General Meeting
and the Circular. In addition to mailing forms of proxy, proxies

may be solicited by telephone, personal interviews, or by other
means of communication, by our directors, officers and
employees who will not be remunerated therefor.
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Shareholder
Shareholderand
andVoting
VotingInformation
Information
If you are a registered shareholder and are unable to attend the
If
you areina person,
registered
shareholder
unable
to attend
the
Meeting
please
exercise and
yourare
right
to vote
by proxy.
Meeting
in
person,
please
exercise
your
right
to
vote
by
proxy.
In order to be effective, the proxy must be sent by mail, hand
In order to
the proxy
must be sent by
mail, hand
delivery
or be
faxeffective,
to Athabasca
Oil Corporation’s
(“Athabasca”,
the
“Corporation”,
“us”, “our”
or “we”) (“Athabasca”,
transfer agent,
delivery
or fax to Athabasca
Oil Corporation’s
the
Computershare
Canada,
as follows:
“Corporation”, Trust
“us”,Company
“our” of or
“we”)
transfer agent,
Computershare
Trust delivery
Company
Canada, as follows:
1. By mail or hand
toofComputershare
Trust Company
of Canada, Proxy Department, 100 University Avenue, 8th
1. By mail or hand delivery to Computershare Trust Company
Floor, Toronto, Ontario, M5J 2Y1; or
of Canada, Proxy Department, 100 University Avenue, 8th
2. By
facsimile
to (416)
263-9524
or 1-866-249-7775.
Floor,
Toronto,
Ontario,
M5J 2Y1;
or
Alternatively,
vote through
the internet at
2. By facsimileplease
to (416) 263-9524
or 1-866-249-7775.
www.investorvote.com or by telephone at 1-866-732-VOTE
(8683)
(toll freeplease
within vote
North through
America) or
Alternatively,
the 1-312-588-4290
internet at
(outside
North America).orRegistered
shareholders
will require
www.investorvote.com
by telephone
at 1-866-732-VOTE
the
15-digit
numberNorth
that may
be foundoron1-312-588-4290
the instrument
(8683)
(tollcontrol
free within
America)
of proxy in order to vote through the internet or by telephone.
(outside North America). Registered shareholders will require
The
may usenumber
the Broadridge
service to
the Corporation
15-digit control
that QuickVote™
may be found
onassist
the
non-registered
shareholders
common
instrument of proxy
in ordertotoconveniently
vote throughvote
the their
internet
or by
shares
in the capital of the Corporation (the “Common Shares”).
telephone.

Solicitation of Proxies by Management
This information circular - proxy statement (the “Circular”)
Solicitation
of Proxies
is furnished in connection
with by
theManagement
solicitation of proxies
by management of the Corporation for use at the Meeting.
This information
circularon– April
proxy 2,statement
“Circular”)
Shareholders
of record
2020 (the(the
“Record
Date”)is
are
entitledintoconnection
receive notice
and solicitation
to attend and
at, the
furnished
withof, the
of vote
proxies
by
Meeting.
Shareholders
of Athabascafor
whose
been
management
of the Corporation
use names
at thehave
Meeting.
entered
in theofregister
the“Record
close ofDate”)
business
Shareholders
record of
on shareholders
April 4, 2019 at
(the
are
on
that
date
will
be
entitled
to
receive
notice
of
and
vote
at the
entitled to receive notice of, and to attend and vote at,
the
Meeting, provided that, to the extent a shareholder transfers the
Meeting.
ownership of any of his or her Common Shares after such date
and instrument
the transferee
of thoseaCommon
Shares
establishes
that
he
The
appointing
proxy must
be in
writing and
must
or
she
owns
the
Common
Shares
and
requests,
not
later
than
be executed by you or your attorney authorized in writing or,10if
days before the Meeting, to be included in the list of shareholders
you are a corporation, under your corporate seal or by a duly
eligible to vote at the Meeting, such transferee will be entitled to
authorized
officer or Shares
attorney
corporation.
vote those Common
at of
thethe
Meeting.
The persons
named
in the enclosed
instrument
of proxy
are
our
instrument
appointing
a proxy must
be in writing
and
must
be executed
you or yourshareholder,
attorney authorized
in writing
or, to
if
officers.
As by
a registered
you have
the right
appoint another person (who need not be a shareholder) to

Exercise of Discretion by Proxy
Exercise of Discretion by Proxy

The Common Shares represented by proxy will be voted or
withheld
from Shares
voting on
any matter
maywill
properly
come
The Common
represented
bythat
proxy
be voted
or
before the Meeting. Where you specify a choice with respect
withheld from voting on any matter that may properly come
to any matter to be acted upon at the Meeting, your Common
before the Meeting. Where you specify a choice with respect to
Shares will be voted in accordance with your instructions. If you
any
matter
to instructions,
be acted upon
the Meeting,
yourbeCommon
do not
provide
yourat
Common
Shares will
voted in
Shares
will
be
voted
in
accordance
with
your
instructions.
If you
favour of the matters to be acted upon as set out in the Circular.
do
not
provide
instructions,
your
Common
Shares
will
be
voted
A shareholder has the right to appoint a person or entity (who
need
not be
shareholder)
attend
act as
for set
himout
or her
on
in favour
of athe
matters totobe
actedand
upon
in the
his
or herAbehalf
at the Meeting
the persons
named
Circular.
shareholder
has the other
right than
to appoint
a person
or
in
the enclosed
instrument
Proxy. The persons
named
in the
entity
(who need
not be a of
shareholder)
to attend
and act
for
him or her on his or her behalf at the Meeting other than the
persons named in the enclosed instrument of Proxy. The
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The
may
use and
the Broadridge
QuickVote™
service to
In Corporation
order to be
valid
acted upon
at the Meeting,
instruments
of proxy
as well astovotes
by internet
assist
non-registered
shareholders
conveniently
voteand
their
telephone
must
becapital
received
in each
case not
than
common
shares
in the
of the
Corporation
(theless
“Common
48 hours (excluding weekends and holidays) before
Shares”).

the time set for the Meeting or any adjournment or
postponement
thereof.
In
order to be
valid and acted upon at the

Meeting, instruments of proxy as well as

Shareholders are cautioned that the use of mail to transmit
votes by internet and telephone must be
proxies is at each shareholder’s risk. The Corporation reserves
received
in each
not
48deposit
hoursof
the
right to accept
late case
proxies.
Theless
timethan
limit for
proxies
may be waived
or extended
Chair of the
Meeting
(excluding
weekends
andby the
holidays)
before
atthe
his discretion,
without
Chair of theor
Meeting
time set
fornotice.
theTheMeeting
anyis
under no obligation to accept or reject any late proxies.

adjournment or postponement thereof.

As a result of the ongoing public health concerns related to the
COVID-19 outbreak and in order to comply with the measures
Shareholders are cautioned that the use of mail to transmit
imposed by the federal, provincial and local governments, we
proxies
is at encouraging
each shareholder’s
risk. The
reserves
are strongly
shareholders
andCorporation
others not to
attend
the
right
to
accept
late
proxies.
The
time
limit
for
deposit
of
the Meeting in person.
proxies may be waived or extended by the Chair of the Meeting
at his discretion, without notice. The Chair of the Meeting is
under no obligation to accept or reject any late proxies.
you are a corporation, under your corporate seal or by a duly
authorized officer or attorney of the corporation.
The persons
in the enclosed
instrument
ofyou
proxy
are
represent
younamed
at the Meeting.
To exercise
this right,
should
our officers. As a registered shareholder, you have the right to
insert the name of your desired representative in the blank
appoint another person (who need not be a shareholder) to
space provided in the form of proxy and strike out the other
represent you at the Meeting. To exercise this right, you should
names
or submit
appropriate
proxy. in the blank space
insert the
name ofanother
your desired
representative
provided in the form of proxy and strike out the other names or
Unless otherwise stated, the information contained in the
submit another appropriate proxy.
Circular is given as at April 11, 2019. All dollar amounts in the
Unless otherwise
stated, the indicated,
informationare
contained
Circular
Circular,
unless otherwise
stated inintheCanadian
is
given
as
April
3,
2020.
All
dollar
amounts
in
the
Circular,
unless
currency.
otherwise indicated, are stated in Canadian currency.
No
No person
person has
has been
been authorized
authorized by
by the
the Corporation
Corporation to
to give
give any
any
information
or
make
any
representations
in
connection
with
information or make any representations in connection with the
the
Meeting
Meeting other
other than
than as
as described
described in
in the
the Circular
Circular and,
and, if
if given
given or
or
made,
made, any
any such
such information
information or
or representation
representation must not be relied
upon as
as having
having been
been authorized
authorized by the Corporation.
upon

enclosed proxy will have discretionary authority with respect to
any amendments
variations
of proxy
the matters
of business
to be
persons
named inorthe
enclosed
will have
discretionary
acted on at the Meeting or any other matters properly brought
authority with respect to any amendments or variations of the
before the Meeting or any adjournment or postponement thereof,
matters of business to be acted on at the Meeting or any other
in each instance, to the extent permitted by law, whether or not
matters
properlyvariation
brought
before
thethatMeeting
or any
the amendment,
or other
matter
comes before
the
adjournment
or
postponement
thereof,
in
each
instance,
to the
Meeting is routine and whether or not the amendment, variation
extent
bycomes
law, whether
not the
amendment,
or otherpermitted
matter that
before theorMeeting
is contested.
At
the time oforprinting
Circular,
know before
of no such
variation
other the
matter
thatwe
comes
theamendment,
Meeting is
variationand
or other
matter.
routine
whether
or not the amendment, variation or other
matter that comes before the Meeting is contested. At the time
of printing the Circular, we know of no such amendment,
variation or other matter.

SHAREHOLDER AND
AND VOTING
VOTING INFORMATION
SHAREHOLDER

Advice
to Beneficial
Advice to
Beneficial Holders
Holders of
of Common
Common Shares
Shares
The information contained in this
this section
section isis of
of significant
significant
importance
youif you
if you
do hold
not hold
your Common
importance totoyou
do not
your Common
Shares Shares
in your
in
own
name to(referred
to in asthe
Circular Shareholders”).
as “Beneficial
ownyour
name
(referred
in the Circular
“Beneficial
Shareholders”).
Only proxies
deposited whose
by shareholders
whose
Only proxies deposited
by shareholders
names appear
on
names appear on the Corporation’s records as the registered
the Corporation’s records as the registered holders of Common
holders of Common Shares can be recognized and acted upon at the
Shares
be recognized
actedinupon
the Meeting.
Meeting.can
If Common
Shares and
are listed
your at
account
statementIf
Common
Shares
are
listed
in
your
account
statement
provided
by
provided by your broker, then in almost all cases those Common
your
broker,
then
in
almost
all
cases
those
Common
Shares
will
not
Shares will not be registered in your name in the Corporation’s
be registered
in your name
thelikely
Corporation’s
records.
records.
Such Common
Sharesinwill
be registered
underSuch
the
name
of your
broker
or an be
agent
of that under
broker.the
In Canada,
Common
Shares
will likely
registered
name ofmost
your
Common
Shares
registered
the most
nameCommon
of CDS Shares
& Co.
broker or an
agentare
of that
broker. under
In Canada,
(theregistered
registration
name
CDSofClearing
and(the
Depository
Services
are
under
thefor
name
CDS & Co.
registration
name
Inc.,
whichClearing
acts as nominee
for many
Canadian
brokerage
firms).
for CDS
and Depository
Services
Inc.,
which acts
as
Common Shares held by your broker or their nominee can only be
nominee for many Canadian brokerage firms). Common Shares held
voted upon your instructions. Without specific instructions, your
by
yourorbroker
or their isnominee
canfrom
only voting
be voted
your
broker
their nominee
prohibited
yourupon
Common
instructions.
Without
specific
instructions,
your
broker
or
their
Shares. Applicable regulatory policy requires your broker to seek
nominee
is prohibited
fromyou
voting
your Common
Applicable
voting instructions
from
in advance
of theShares.
Meeting.
Every
regulatory
policy
your brokerand
to seek
voting
instructions
broker
has its
ownrequires
mailing procedures
provides
its own
return
instructions,
youofshould
carefullyEvery
followbroker
in order
to its
ensure
from you in which
advance
the Meeting.
has
own
that
your
Common and
Shares
are voted
at the
Meeting.
mailing
procedures
provides
its own
return
instructions, which
you
should carefully
follow
order toresponsibility
ensure that your
Common
The majority
of brokers
nowindelegate
for obtaining
Shares
are
voted
at
the
Meeting.
instructions from clients to Broadridge Financial Solutions, Inc.
(“Broadridge”) or another intermediary. If you receive a voting
The
majorityform
of brokers
delegateorresponsibility
for obtaining
instruction
from now
Broadridge
another intermediary
it
instructions
from
clients
to
Broadridge
Financial
Solutions,
Inc.
cannot be used as a proxy to vote Common Shares directly at the
(“Broadridge”)
another
If you
receivereported)
a voting
Meeting as the or
proxy
must intermediary.
be returned (or
otherwise
as
describedform
in thefrom
votingBroadridge
instructionor
form
well in intermediary
advance of theit
instruction
another
Meeting
orderastoa proxy
have the
Common
Shares
voted.
Broadridge
cannot beinused
to vote
Common
Shares
directly
at the
typically
provides
a scannable
voting request
form orreported)
applies
Meeting as
the proxy
must be returned
(or otherwise
aasspecial
sticker
tovoting
the proxy
forms,form
mailswell
those
forms to
described
in the
instruction
in advance
of the
the
Beneficial Shareholders and asks Beneficial Shareholders to return
Meeting in order to have the Common Shares voted.
the voting request forms or proxy forms to Broadridge. Often
Beneficial Shareholders are alternatively provided with a toll-

free telephone
number Shareholder
to vote theiryou
shares
website
address
Although
as a Beneficial
mayornot
be recognized
where shares
be voted.
then tabulates
results
directly
at thecanMeeting
forBroadridge
the purposes
of votingthe
Common
of all instructions
and provides
appropriate
instructions
Shares
registered received
in the name
of your broker
(or agent
of the
respecting
themay
voting
of shares
be represented
at the Meeting.
broker),
you
attend
the to
Meeting
as proxyholder
for the
A Beneficial Shareholder receiving a voting instruction request or
registered shareholder and vote Common Shares in that capacity.
a proxy with a Broadridge sticker on it cannot use that instruction
Ifrequest
you wish
to attend
Meeting
anddirectly
indirectly
vote
your
or proxy
to vote the
Common
Shares
at the
Meeting
Common
Shares
as
proxyholder
for
the
registered
shareholder,
as the proxy must be returned as directed by Broadridge well in
you
should
your owninname
blank
on theShares
form
advance
ofenter
the Meeting
orderintothe
have
thespace
Common
of
proxyAccordingly,
provided to ityouis and
returnsuggested
it to your that
broker
(or the
voted.
strongly
Beneficial
Shareholders
their completed
instructions
or proxies
as
broker’s
agentreturn
who provided
it to you)
in accordance
with the
directed by Broadridge
in advance
of agent),
the Meeting.
instructions
provided bywell
such
broker (or
well in advance
of
the Meeting.
Although
as a Beneficial Shareholder you may not be recognized
directly at the Meeting for the purposes of voting Common Shares
These materials are being sent to both registered and
registered in the name of your broker (or agent of the broker),
non-registered
of Common
Shares.forIftheyou
are a
you may attendowners
the Meeting
as proxyholder
registered
non-registered
owner,
and
Athabasca
or
its
agent
has
sent
shareholder and vote Common Shares in that capacity. If youthese
wish
materials
directly
you,
your vote
name
address
to attend the
Meetingtoand
indirectly
yourand
Common
Sharesand
as
proxyholder about
for the your
registered
shareholder,
youShares
should have
enterbeen
your
information
holding
of Common
own nameinin the
blank space
on the
form of proxy
provided
to you
obtained
accordance
with
applicable
securities
regulatory
and return it to
your
(or the broker’s
agent
provided
requirements
from
thebroker
intermediary
holding on
yourwho
behalf.
it to you) in accordance with the instructions provided by such
broker
(or agent), well
in advance
of the Meeting. As noted
above,
The
Corporation
is not
using “notice-and-access”
to send
its
as a result of the
ongoing
health concerns
related
to the
proxy-related
materials
to public
shareholders,
and paper
copies
of
COVID-19
outbreak
and
in to
order
to comply with
measures
such
materials
will be
sent
all shareholders.
Thethe
Corporation
imposed by the federal, provincial and local governments, we are
will not send proxy-related materials directly to non-objecting
strongly encouraging shareholders and others not to attend the
Beneficial Shareholders and such materials will be delivered to
meeting in person.
non-objecting Beneficial Shareholders by Broadridge or through
These
materials areBeneficial
being sent
to both registered
and nonthe
non-objecting
Shareholder’s
intermediary.
The
registered owners
of to
Common
If you
non-registered
Corporation
intends
pay forShares.
the costs
of are
an aintermediary
to
owner, and Athabasca or its agent has sent these materials directly
deliver to objecting Beneficial Shareholders the proxy-related
to you, your name and address and information about your
materials and Form 54-101F7 Request for Voting Instructions
holding of Common Shares have been obtained in accordance
Made
by Intermediary
of National
Instrument
54-101. from the
with applicable
securities
regulatory
requirements
intermediary holding on your behalf.

Revocability of Proxy
Voting Instructions for Employee Shareholders
You may revoke your proxy at any time prior to a vote. If you or
If
you
hold shares
throughas
theyour
Athabasca
employee
stock purchase
the
person
you appoint
proxy attends
personally
at the
plan,
you
may
vote
your
shares
in
one
of
the
following
ways:
Meeting, you or such person may revoke the proxy and
vote in
In addition
to revocation
in any other manner
permitted
•person.
Online
by visiting
www.investorvote.com
and following
the
online
instructions
using
the control
on the
voting
by law,
a proxy
may be
revoked
by an number
instrument
in writing
instruction
you attorney
received authorized
in the mail or
email;
executed
by youform
or your
in by
writing
or,orif you
are a corporation, under your corporate seal or by a duly
authorized officer or attorney of the corporation. To be effective
Notice-and-Access

the instrument must be in writing and must be deposited either
• us
By c/o
following
the agent
votingComputershare
instructions under
“Advice to
with
our transfer
Trust Company
of
Beneficial
Holders
of
Common
Shares”
above.
Canada, Proxy Dept., 100 University Avenue, 8th Floor, Toronto,
Ontario, M5J 2Y1, at any time prior to 4:30 p.m. (Calgary time) on
the last business day preceding the day of the Meeting, or any
adjournment or postponement thereof, at which the proxy is to
be used, or with the chair of the Meeting on the day of the
Meeting, or any adjournment or postponement thereof.

The Corporation is not using “notice-and-access” to send its
Persons
Solicitation
proxy-relatedMaking
materials tothe
shareholders,
and paper copies of
such materials will be sent to all shareholders. The Corporation
This not
solicitation
is made on behalf
of Athabasca’s
management.
will
send proxy-related
materials
directly to non-objecting
Athabasca Shareholders
will bear theand
costs
incurred
in the
Beneficial
such
materials
will preparation
be deliveredand
to
mailing of the Beneficial
form of proxy,
Notice ofbyAnnual
General
non-objecting
Shareholders
Broadridge
or Meeting
through
and the Circular. In addition to mailing forms of proxy, proxies

the non-objecting Beneficial Shareholder’s intermediary. The
Corporation intends to pay for the costs of an intermediary to
deliver to objecting Beneficial Shareholders the proxy-related
may
be solicited
by telephone,
by other
materials
and Form
54-101F7 personal
Request interviews,
for Voting or
Instructions
means
communication,
by Instrument
our directors,
officers and
Made byofIntermediary
of National
54-101.
employees who will not be remunerated therefor.
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SHAREHOLDER AND VOTING INFORMATION

E-Delivery
If you are a registered shareholder and are unable to attend the
Shareholders
are encouraged
to consent
to electronic
delivery
Meeting in person,
please exercise
your right
to vote by
proxy.
(“e-delivery”)
receive the
ourproxy
information
and other
In order to be to
effective,
must becirculars
sent by mail,
hand
continuous
disclosure
documents,
including annual
and interim
delivery or fax
to Athabasca
Oil Corporation’s
(“Athabasca”,
the
reports.
Shareholders
enrollorin e-delivery
will be notified
“Corporation”,
“us”, who
“our”
“we”) transfer
agent,
by email when documents are made available, at which time
Computershare Trust Company of Canada, as follows:
they can be viewed and/or downloaded from our website
(www.atha.com).
Howdelivery
you enroll
depends on whether
you are
1. By mail or hand
to Computershare
Trust Company
of Canada, Proxy Department, 100 University Avenue, 8th
Revocability
Proxy
Floor, Toronto,of
Ontario,
M5J 2Y1; or
2.
By facsimile
to (416)
263-9524
or 1-866-249-7775.
You may
revoke your
proxy
at any time
prior to a vote. If you or
the person you appoint as your proxy attends personally at the
Alternatively, please vote through the internet at
Meeting, you or such person may revoke the proxy and vote in
www.investorvote.com or by telephone at 1-866-732-VOTE
person. In addition to revocation in any other manner permitted
(8683)
freemay
within
North America)
or 1-312-588-4290
by law, (toll
a proxy
be revoked
by an instrument
in writing
(outside
North
America).
Registered
shareholders
will require
executed by you or your attorney authorized in writing
or, if
the
15-digit
control number
thatcorporate
may beseal
found
the
you are
a corporation,
under your
or byon
a duly
instrument officer
of proxy
order to
through theTo
internet
or by
authorized
or in
attorney
of vote
the corporation.
be effective
the
instrument must be in writing and must be deposited either
telephone.

Persons Making the Solicitation
This
solicitation is of
made
on behalf by
of Athabasca’s
management.
Solicitation
Proxies
Management
Athabasca will bear the costs incurred in the preparation and
mailing
of the form
of proxy,
Noticestatement
of Annual(the
General
Meetingis
This information
circular
– proxy
“Circular”)
and the Circular. In addition to mailing forms of proxy, proxies may
furnished in connection with the solicitation of proxies by
management of the Corporation for use at the Meeting.
Shareholders of record on April 4, 2019 (the “Record Date”) are
entitled to receive notice of, and to attend and vote at, the
Meeting.

The Corporation may use the Broadridge QuickVote™ service to
a registered
shareholder
or a Beneficial
Shareholder. Registered
assist
non-registered
shareholders
to conveniently
vote their
shareholders
may
for e-delivery
at the following
website:
common
shares
in sign
the up
capital
of the Corporation
(the “Common
www.investorcentre.com. Beneficial Shareholders may sign
Shares”).
up for e-delivery at www.proxyvote.com using the control
number
on your
instruction
or after
theat
Meeting,
In order
to voting
be valid
and form,
acted
upon
the
by obtaining a unique registration number from your financial
Meeting,
instruments
of
proxy
as
well
as
intermediary.

votes by internet and telephone must be
received in each case not less than 48 hours
(excluding weekends and holidays) before
with
our transfer
agent Computershare
Trust or
Company
theus c/o
time
set for
the Meeting
anyof
Canada, Proxy Dept., 100 University Avenue, 8th Floor, Toronto,
adjournment
orany
postponement
Ontario,
M5J 2Y1, at
time prior to 4:30thereof.
p.m. (Calgary time)

on the last business day preceding the day of the Meeting, or
any adjournment
postponement
thereof,
which
proxy
Shareholders
are or
cautioned
that the
use ofatmail
tothe
transmit
is to be is
used,
or with
the chair ofrisk.
the Meeting
on the day
of the
proxies
at each
shareholder’s
The Corporation
reserves
Meeting,
adjournment
or postponement
thereof.
the
right or
to any
accept
late proxies.
The time limit
for deposit of
proxies may be waived or extended by the Chair of the Meeting
at his discretion, without notice. The Chair of the Meeting is
under no obligation to accept or reject any late proxies.
be solicited by telephone, personal interviews, or by other means
of communication, by our directors, officers and employees who
will not beyou
remunerated
therefor.
represent
at the Meeting.
To exercise this right, you should
insert the name of your desired representative in the blank
space provided in the form of proxy and strike out the other
names or submit another appropriate proxy.

Unless otherwise stated,
the information
contained in the
Quorum, Voting Shares and Principal
Holders
Thereof
Circular is given as at April 11, 2019. All dollar amounts in the

Circular, unless otherwise indicated, are stated in Canadian
The instrument appointing a proxy must be in writing and must
currency.
be executed by you or your attorney authorized in writing or, if
We are
to issue
unlimited
number
of by
Common
shareholders present or represented by proxy may proceed with
you
are authorized
a corporation,
underanyour
corporate
seal or
a duly
No
been
authorized
by the Corporation
to giveis any
theperson
businesshas
of the
Meeting
notwithstanding
that a quorum
not
Shares.
As
of
the
Record
Date,
there
were
523,608,944
Common
authorized officer or attorney of the corporation.
present throughout
If a quorum
is not present
at the
Shares issued and outstanding. The holders of Common Shares
information
or makethe
anyMeeting.
representations
in connection
with
are entitled
one vote
forenclosed
each Common
Share of
held.
Theare
board
opening of
the than
Meeting,
the shareholders
presentand,
or represented
Meeting
other
as described
in the Circular
if given or
The
personsto
named
in the
instrument
proxy
our
of
directors
of
the
Corporation
(the
“Board”)
has
fixed
the
Record
by
proxy
may
adjourn
the
Meeting
to
a
fixed
time
but
made, any such information or representation mustand
notplace
be relied
officers. As a registered shareholder, you have the right to
Date
for
the
Meeting
as
the
close
of
business
on
April
2,
2020.
may
not
transact
any
other
business.
upon as having been authorized by the Corporation.
appoint another person (who need not be a shareholder) to
Business may be transacted at the Meeting if not less than two
To the knowledge of our directors and executive officers, as at the
date hereof, there is no person or company who beneficially owns
persons are present holding or representing by proxy not less
than 10% of of
the Discretion
Common Sharesby
entitled
to be voted at the
or controls or directs, directly or indirectly, more than 10% of the
Exercise
Proxy
Meeting. If a quorum is present at the opening of the Meeting, the
outstanding Common Shares, other than as set forth below:
persons named in the enclosed proxy will have discretionary
The Common Shares represented by proxy will be voted or
Number
and Percentage
of Common Shares
authority
with respect
to any amendments
or variations of the
withheld from voting on any matter that may properly come
Shareholder Name
Type of Ownership
Owned, Controlled or Directed (1)
matters of business to be acted on at the Meeting or any other
before the Meeting. Where you specify a choice with respect to
(2)
Canada
and Beneficial matters 100,000,000
Common Shares
properly brought
before (19.1%)
the Meeting or any
any matter to Equinor
be acted
uponLtd.
at the Meeting, Record
your Common
adjournment or postponement thereof, in each instance, to the
Shares will be voted in accordance with your instructions. If you
(1)
To the knowledge of the Corporation, none of the Common Shares are held subject to any voting trust or other similar agreement.
extent permitted by law, whether or not the amendment,
do
not
provide
instructions,
your
Common
Shares
will
be
voted
(2)
Based on 523,608,944 Common Shares being issued and outstanding on the Record Date.
variation or other matter that comes before the Meeting is
in favour of the matters to be acted upon as set out in the
routine and whether or not the amendment, variation or other
Circular. A shareholder has the right to appoint a person or
matter that comes before the Meeting is contested. At the time
entity (who need not be a shareholder) to attend and act for
of printing the Circular, we know of no such amendment,
him or her on his or her behalf at the Meeting other than the
variation or other matter.
persons named in the enclosed instrument of Proxy. The
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SHAREHOLDER
AND VOTING INFORMATION
Matters to be Acted Upon at the
Meeting

Advice to Beneficial Holders of Common Shares
Presentation of Financial Statements
The information contained in this section is of significant
At
the Meeting,
shareholders
will your
receive
and Shares
consider
our
importance
to you if
you do not hold
Common
in your
financial
statements
forinthe
year
December
31, 2019
own name
(referred to
thefiscal
Circular
asended
“Beneficial
Shareholders”).
together
withdeposited
the report
our auditors.
No names
formalappear
action on
is
Only
proxies
by of
shareholders
whose
the Corporation’s records as the registered holders of Common
Fixing
ofacted
Directors
Shares canthe
be Number
recognized and
upon at the Meeting. If
Common Shares are listed in your account statement provided by
Holders
of Common
Shares
will be
asked
to consider
if
your broker,
then in almost
all cases
those
Common
Shares and,
will not
thought
to be appropriate,
ordinary resolution
be registered
in your nameapprove
in the an
Corporation’s
records.fixing
Such
the
number
of directors
beregistered
elected atunder
the Meeting
at of
seven.
Common
Shares
will likelytobe
the name
your
We currently have seven (7) directors and, except for Mr. Festival,
broker or an agent of that broker. In Canada, most Common Shares
all of the nominated directors currently serve on the Board. This
are registered under the name of CDS & Co. (the registration name
number may be adjusted between shareholders’ meetings by way
for CDS Clearing and Depository Services Inc., which acts as
nominee for many Canadian brokerage firms). Common Shares held
Election
of Directors
by your broker or their nominee can only be voted upon your
instructions. Without specific instructions, your broker or their
Management is soliciting proxies, in the accompanying form of
nominee
prohibited
voting your
Common
Shares.
Applicable
proxy, forisan
ordinaryfrom
resolution
in favour
of the
election
of the
regulatory
policy
requires
your
broker
to
seek
voting
instructions
following seven (7) nominees as directors of the Corporation:
from
in advance
of the
Meeting.
Every
broker
hasDowney,
its own
Ronaldyou
Eckhardt,
Bryan
Begley,
Robert
Broen,
Anne
mailing procedures
and provides
its own
instructions,
which
Thomas
Ebbern, Carlos
Fierro and
Johnreturn
Festival.
See “Director
Nominees”
below forfollow
information
eachthat
of the
you should carefully
in orderabout
to ensure
yournominees.
Common
Each
willathold
office until the close of the next annual
Sharesdirector
are voted
the Meeting.
meeting of our shareholders or until his or her successor is duly
elected
or appointed,
unless
or her responsibility
office is earlierfor
vacated.
The majority
of brokers
now his
delegate
obtaining
instructions
from
clients
to
Broadridge
Financial
Solutions,
Inc.
The enclosed form of proxy permits shareholders to vote “for”
(“Broadridge”)
or
another
intermediary.
If
you
receive
a
voting
or to “withhold” their vote in respect of each director nominee.
instruction form
from
Broadridge
or that
another
Management
has no
reason
to believe
any ofintermediary
the nomineesit
cannot
be
used
as
a
proxy
to
vote
Common
Shares
at the
will be unable to serve as director but, should directly
any nominee
become
to do must
so forbeany
reason(or
prior
to the reported)
Meeting,
Meeting unable
as the proxy
returned
otherwise
as described in the voting instruction form well in advance of the
Meeting in order to have
Common Shares voted.
Appointment
of the
Auditors
On the recommendation of the Audit Committee of the Board,
management is soliciting proxies in favour of the appointment
Revocability
of Proxy
of Ernst & Young LLP, Chartered Accountants, of Calgary, Alberta,
as our auditors, to hold office until the next annual meeting of
You
revoke your
at any time
to a vote.
If you
or
our may
shareholders
andproxy
to authorize
theprior
directors
to fix
their
the
person
you
appoint
as
your
proxy
attends
personally
at
the
remuneration as such. Ernst & Young LLP were first appointed as
Meeting,
you or such
person
may 16,
revoke
the
Corporation’s
auditors
on April
2007.the proxy and vote in
person. In addition to revocation in any other manner permitted
by law, a proxy may be revoked by an instrument in writing
executed by you or your attorney authorized in writing or, if you
are a corporation, under your corporate seal or by a duly
authorized officer or attorney of the corporation. To be effective

Although as a Beneficial Shareholder you may not be recognized
requiredator the
proposed
to be
the Meeting
with respect
to
directly
Meeting
fortaken
the at
purposes
of voting
Common
the financial
statements.
Shares
registered
in the name of your broker (or agent of the
broker), you may attend the Meeting as proxyholder for the
registered shareholder and vote Common Shares in that capacity.
If you wish to attend the Meeting and indirectly vote your
Common Shares as proxyholder for the registered shareholder,
of resolution
of the
Board.
In order
to be
effective,
ordinary
you
should enter
your
own name
in the
blank
space the
on the
form
resolution
in respect
of fixing
the number
of directors
to the
be
of
proxy provided
to you
and return
it to your
broker (or
elected at
the Meeting
at seven
(7)you)
mustinbeaccordance
passed by with
a simple
broker’s
agent
who provided
it to
the
majority of the votes cast by shareholders present in person or by
instructions provided by such broker (or agent), well in advance
proxy at the Meeting.
of the Meeting.
These materials are being sent to both registered and
non-registered owners of Common Shares. If you are a
non-registered owner, and Athabasca or its agent has sent these
the personsdirectly
named to
in the
proxy, unless
materials
you,accompanying
your nameform
andof address
and
directed to withhold
from
voting,
theShares
right to
vote
for
information
about your
holding
of reserve
Common
have
been
other nominees at their discretion.
obtained in accordance with applicable securities regulatory
The election of
each
ofintermediary
the director nominees
approved
requirements
from
the
holding onmust
your be
behalf.
by a simple majority of the votes cast by shareholders present in
The
Corporation
“notice-and-access” to send its
person
or by proxyisatnot
the using
Meeting.
proxy-related materials to shareholders, and paper copies of
such materials will be sent to all shareholders. The Corporation
recommends
thatdirectly
shareholders
vote
willManagement
not send proxy-related
materials
to non-objecting
FOR theShareholders
election of each
of the
nominees.
Thedelivered
persons to
Beneficial
and such
materials
will be
named in the
enclosed
form of by
proxy
intend or
to through
vote
non-objecting
Beneficial
Shareholders
Broadridge
the electionBeneficial
of each of
these nominees
unless theThe
theFOR
non-objecting
Shareholder’s
intermediary.
shareholder
specifies
authority
do so
Corporation
intends
to pay
for the to
costs
of is
anwithheld.
intermediary to
deliver to objecting Beneficial Shareholders the proxy-related
materials and Form 54-101F7 Request for Voting Instructions
Made by Intermediary of National Instrument 54-101.
See “Audit Committee” in the Corporation’s annual information
form for the year ended December 31, 2019, an electronic
copy of which is available on the Corporation’s SEDAR profile at
www.sedar.com, for additional information required to be
the
instrument
must be with
in writing
andInstrument
must be deposited
disclosed
in accordance
National
52-110 –either
Audit
with
us
c/o
our
transfer
agent
Computershare
Trust
Committees, including a description of fees we paidCompany
to Ernst of
&
Canada,
Proxy
Dept.,
100 University
Avenue, 8th Floor, Toronto,
Young LLP
in the
last fiscal
year.
Ontario, M5J 2Y1, at any time prior to 4:30 p.m. (Calgary time) on
the last business day preceding the day of the Meeting, or any
adjournment or postponement thereof, at which the proxy is to
be used, or with the chair of the Meeting on the day of the
Meeting, or any adjournment or postponement thereof.

Persons Making the Solicitation
This solicitation is made on behalf of Athabasca’s management.
Athabasca will bear the costs incurred in the preparation and
mailing of the form of proxy, Notice of Annual General Meeting
and the Circular. In addition to mailing forms of proxy, proxies

may be solicited by telephone, personal interviews, or by other
means of communication, by our directors, officers and
employees who will not be remunerated therefor.
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Director
Shareholder
and Nominees
Voting Information
Below
are athe
profiles ofshareholder
each of the and
director
nominees,
together
regarding
theuse
compensation
paid QuickVote™
to each director
during
The Corporation
may
the Broadridge
service
to
If you are
registered
are unable
to attend
thewith information
the year ended December 31, 2019 (other than for Mr. Broen, whose compensation, as a member of management, is described under the
assist non-registered shareholders to conveniently vote their
Meeting in person, please exercise your right to vote by proxy.
heading “Compensation Discussion & Analysis – Compensation of Named Executive Officers”).
common shares in the capital of the Corporation (the “Common
In order to be effective, the proxy must be sent by mail, hand
Shares”).
delivery or fax to Athabasca Oil Corporation’s (“Athabasca”, the
“Corporation”, “us”, “our” or “we”) transfer agent,
In order to be valid and acted upon at the
Director
Nominee
Profiles
Computershare
Trust Company
of Canada, as follows:
1.

By mail or hand delivery to Computershare Trust Company
of Canada, Proxy Department, 100 University Avenue, 8th
Floor, Toronto, Ontario, M5J 2Y1; or

2.

By facsimile to (416) 263-9524 or 1-866-249-7775.

Ronald J. Eckhardt

Chair of thethe
Board
Alternatively, please vote through
internet at
Alberta, Canada
www.investorvote.com or by telephone
at 1-866-732-VOTE
(8683) (toll free within North America) or 1-312-588-4290
Status: Independent
(outside North America). Registered shareholders will require
Director
April 1, on
2012the
the 15-digit control number that
maysince:
be found
instrument of proxy in order to vote through the internet or by
telephone.

Meeting, instruments of proxy as well as
votes by internet and telephone must be
received in each case not less than 48 hours
(excluding weekends and holidays) before
the time set for the Meeting or any
Other Public
Company Board Memberships:
adjournment
or postponement
thereof.
• NuVista Energy Ltd.

Shareholders
are cautioned
the use of mail to transmit
Current
Committeethat
Memberships:
proxies is at each shareholder’s risk. The Corporation reserves
• Reserves
the right to accept late proxies. The time limit for deposit of
proxies may be waived or extended by the Chair of the Meeting
at his discretion, without notice. The Chair of the Meeting is
under no obligation to accept or reject any late proxies.

Mr. Eckhardt is an independent businessman with over forty years of diverse experience in the oil and gas industry including as
Executive Vice President, North American Operations of Talisman Energy Inc. Mr. Eckhardt presently also serves on the board
Solicitation
of isProxies
of directors and
the Chair ofby
theManagement
reserves committee of NuVista Energy Ltd.
represent you at the Meeting. To exercise this right, you should
This information circular – proxy statement (the “Circular”) is
insert
the Attendance:
name of your desired representative in the blank
furnished in connection with the solicitation
of proxies
by
2019 Board
and Committee
Meeting
space provided in the form of proxy and strike out the other
management of the Corporation for use at the Meeting.
Meeting Attendance
names or submit another appropriate proxy.
Shareholders of record on April 4, 2019 (the “Record Date”) are
Board
(Chair) and vote at, the
5 of 6 (83%)
entitled to receive notice of, and
to attend
Unless
stated, the information contained in the
Meeting.
Audit
5 of 5otherwise
(100%) (non-member)
Circular is given as at April 11, 2019. All dollar amounts in the
Compensation & Governance
2 of 2 (100%) (non-member)
Circular, unless otherwise indicated, are stated in Canadian
The instrument appointing a proxy must be in writing and must
Reserves
2 of 2 (100%)
currency.
be executed by you or your attorney authorized in writing or, if
you are a corporation, under your corporate seal or by a duly
No person has been authorized by the Corporation to give any
authorized officer or attorney of the corporation.
Ownership:
information or make any representations in connection with the
31,in2019
Meeting other than December
as described
the Circular and, if given or
The persons named in the enclosed instrument of proxy are our
representation must not be relied
officers. As a registered
shareholder,
you have
the right
Common
Shares Owned,
Controlled
or to
Directed made, any such information or
358,750
upon as having been authorized by the Corporation.
appoint another person (who need not be a shareholder) to
Deferred share units (“DSUs”)
913,985
Total Market Value of Common Shares, DSUs and 2010 RSUs(1)

$750,914

Exercise of Discretion by Proxy
The Common Shares represented by proxy will be voted or
withheld from voting on any matter that may properly come
before the Meeting. Where you specify a choice with respect to
any matter to be acted upon at the Meeting, your Common
Shares will be voted in accordance with your instructions. If you
do not provide instructions, your Common Shares will be voted
in favour of the matters to be acted upon as set out in the
Circular. A shareholder has the right to appoint a person or
entity (who need not be a shareholder) to attend and act for
him or her on his or her behalf at the Meeting other than the
persons named in the enclosed instrument of Proxy. The
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persons named in the enclosed proxy will have discretionary
authority with respect to any amendments or variations of the
matters of business to be acted on at the Meeting or any other
matters properly brought before the Meeting or any
adjournment or postponement thereof, in each instance, to the
extent permitted by law, whether or not the amendment,
variation or other matter that comes before the Meeting is
routine and whether or not the amendment, variation or other
matter that comes before the Meeting is contested. At the time
of printing the Circular, we know of no such amendment,
variation or other matter.

DIRECTOR
NOMINEES
SHAREHOLDER AND VOTING
INFORMATION

Advice to Beneficial Holders of Common Shares
Although as a Beneficial Shareholder you may not be recognized
The information contained in this section is of significant
Bryan
Begley
directly at the Meeting for the purposes of voting Common
importance
to you
if you do not hold your Common Shares in your
Shares registered in the name of your broker (or agent of the
own name (referred to in the Circular as “Beneficial Shareholders”).
broker), you
mayPublic
attend
the Meeting
as proxyholder for the
Only proxies deposited by shareholders
whose names appear on
Director
Other
Company
Board Memberships:
registered shareholder
and
vote
Common
Shares in that capacity.
the Corporation’s records as the registered
Texas, USAholders of Common
• None
If you wish to attend the Meeting and indirectly vote your
Shares can be recognized and acted upon at the Meeting. If
Status: Independent
Current
Memberships:
Common Shares
asCommittee
proxyholder
for the registered shareholder,
Common Shares are listed in your account statement provided by
Compensation
and Governance
you should •enter
your own name
in the blank(Chair)
space on the form
your broker, then in almost all casesDirector
those Common
Shares9,will
not
since: March
2016
• Reserves
of proxy provided
to you and return it to your broker (or the
be registered in your name in the Corporation’s records. Such
broker’s agent who provided it to you) in accordance with the
Common Shares will likely be registered under the name of your
instructions provided by such broker (or agent), well in advance
broker or an agent of that broker. In Canada, most Common Shares
of the Meeting.
are registered under the name of CDS & Co. (the registration name
Mr. Clearing
Begley is and
currently
a Managing
Director
Partner
for CDS
Depository
Services
Inc., and
which
actsatas1901 Partners, a private equity firm formed in 2014 to make private
investments
in the energy
sector.
Mr. Begley
served
as held
a ManagingThese
Director
of ZBI Ventures,
LLC from
2014,registered
another and
materials
are being
sent 2007
to to
both
nominee
for many Canadian
brokerage
firms).
Common
Shares
private
equity
firm
focused
on
the
energy
sector.
He
began
his
career
as
an
engineer
with
Phillips
Petroleum
Company
and
wasare a
non-registered
owners
of
Common
Shares.
If
you
by your broker or their nominee can only be voted upon your
a
Partner
at
McKinsey
&
Co.
in
the
Houston
and
Dallas
offices
where
he
advised
clients
across
the
global
energy
sector.
non-registered
owner,
and
Athabasca
or
its
agent
has
sent
these
instructions. Without specific instructions, your broker or their
materials
directly
to
you,
your
name
and
address
and
nominee is prohibited from voting your Common Shares. Applicable
information
about
your
holding
of
Common
Shares
have
been
regulatory policy requires your broker to seek voting instructions
obtained
accordance with applicable securities regulatory
2019broker
Boardhas
anditsCommittee
Meeting inAttendance:
from you in advance of the Meeting. Every
own
requirements
from the intermediary holding on your behalf.
mailing procedures and provides its own return instructions, which
Meeting Attendance
you should carefully follow in order to ensure that your Common
The Corporation
is not using “notice-and-access” to send its
Board
6 of 6 (100%)
Shares are voted at the Meeting.
proxy-related materials to shareholders, and paper copies of
Compensation & Governance
2 of 2 (100%)
such materials will be sent to all shareholders. The Corporation
The majority of brokers now delegate responsibility for obtaining
Reserves
of 2 (100%)
will not2send
proxy-related materials directly to non-objecting
instructions from clients to Broadridge Financial Solutions, Inc.
Beneficial
Shareholders
and such materials will be delivered to
(“Broadridge”) or another intermediary. If you receive a voting
non-objecting
Beneficial
Shareholders by Broadridge or through
instruction form from Broadridge or another intermediary it
Ownership:
the
non-objecting
Beneficial
Shareholder’s intermediary. The
cannot be used as a proxy to vote Common Shares directly at the
Corporation
intends
to
pay
for
the2019
costs of an intermediary to
December 31,
Meeting as the proxy must be returned (or otherwise reported)
deliver
to
objecting
Beneficial
Shareholders
the proxy-related
as described in the votingCommon
instruction
formOwned,
well inControlled
advance oforthe
Shares
Directed
500,010
materials
and
Form
54-101F7
Request
for
Voting
Instructions
Meeting in order to have the Common Shares voted.
DSUs
660,482
Made by Intermediary of National
Instrument 54-101.
Total Market Value of Common Shares and DSUs(1)
$684,690

Revocability of Proxy
You may revoke your proxy at any time prior to a vote. If you or
the person you appoint as your proxy attends personally at the
Meeting, you or such person may revoke the proxy and vote in
person. In addition to revocation in any other manner permitted
by law, a proxy may be revoked by an instrument in writing
executed by you or your attorney authorized in writing or, if you
are a corporation, under your corporate seal or by a duly
authorized officer or attorney of the corporation. To be effective

the instrument must be in writing and must be deposited either
with us c/o our transfer agent Computershare Trust Company of
Canada, Proxy Dept., 100 University Avenue, 8th Floor, Toronto,
Ontario, M5J 2Y1, at any time prior to 4:30 p.m. (Calgary time) on
the last business day preceding the day of the Meeting, or any
adjournment or postponement thereof, at which the proxy is to
be used, or with the chair of the Meeting on the day of the
Meeting, or any adjournment or postponement thereof.

Persons Making the Solicitation
This solicitation is made on behalf of Athabasca’s management.
Athabasca will bear the costs incurred in the preparation and
mailing of the form of proxy, Notice of Annual General Meeting
and the Circular. In addition to mailing forms of proxy, proxies

may be solicited by telephone, personal interviews, or by other
means of communication, by our directors, officers and
employees who will not be remunerated therefor.
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DIRECTOR NOMINEES

Shareholder and Voting Information

The Corporation may use the Broadridge QuickVote™ service to
If you are a registered shareholder and are unable to attend the
assist non-registered shareholders to conveniently vote their
Meeting in person, please exercise your right to vote by proxy.
common shares in the capital of the Corporation (the “Common
In order
to be effective,
Robert
Broen the proxy must be sent by mail, hand
Shares”).
delivery or fax to Athabasca Oil Corporation’s (“Athabasca”, the
“Corporation”, “us”, “our” or
“we”)andtransfer
agent,Officer
President
Chief Executive
Other Public Company Board Memberships:
In order
to be valid and acted upon at the
Computershare Trust Company of Alberta,
Canada, Canada
as follows:
• None
1.

By mail or hand delivery to Computershare
Trust Company
Status: Not Independent
of Canada, Proxy Department, 100 University Avenue, 8th
Director since: April 21, 2015
Floor, Toronto, Ontario, M5J 2Y1; or

2.

By facsimile to (416) 263-9524 or 1-866-249-7775.

Meeting, instruments of proxy as well as
Current
Committee
Memberships:
votes by
internet
and
telephone must be
•
None
received in each case not less than 48 hours
(excluding weekends and holidays) before
the time set for the Meeting or any
adjournment or postponement thereof.

Alternatively, please vote through the internet at
www.investorvote.com
by telephone
at 1-866-732-VOTE
Mr. Broen has been or
a director
and President
and Chief Executive Officer of the Corporation since April 2015. He previously held
(8683)the
(toll
within
North Officer
America)
or 1-312-588-4290
rolesfree
of Chief
Operating
of Athabasca
and Senior Vice-President,
Northare
American
Shale
at Talisman
Shareholders
cautioned
that
the use Energy
of mailInc.
toand
transmit
(outside
America).
Registered
shareholders
theNorth
President
and a director
of Talisman
Energy will
USA require
Inc.
proxies is at each shareholder’s risk. The Corporation reserves
the 15-digit control number that may be found on the
the right to accept late proxies. The time limit for deposit of
instrument of proxy in order to vote through the internet or by
proxies may be waived or extended by the Chair of the Meeting
2019 Board and Committee Meeting Attendance:
telephone.
at his discretion, without notice. The Chair of the Meeting is
Attendance
underMeeting
no obligation
to accept or reject any late proxies.
Board

Solicitation of ProxiesAudit
by Management

Compensation & Governance

6 of 6 (100%)
5 of 5 (100%) (non-member)
2 of 2 (100%) (non-member)

represent
you at(non-member)
the Meeting. To exercise this right, you should
This information circular – proxyReserves
statement (the “Circular”) is
2 of 2 (100%)
insert the name of your desired representative in the blank
furnished in connection with the solicitation of proxies by
space provided in the form of proxy and strike out the other
management of the Corporation for use at the Meeting.
names or submit another appropriate proxy.
Shareholders of record on April 4, 2019 (the “Record Date”) Ownership:
are
entitled to receive notice of, and to attend and vote at, the
December 31, 2019
Unless otherwise stated, the information contained in the
Meeting.
(2)
Common Shares Owned, Controlled or DirectedCircular is given as at April1,697,458
11, 2019. All dollar amounts in the
Circular, unless otherwise4,831,800
indicated, are stated in Canadian
The instrument appointing
a proxy must be in writing and must
Options
currency.
be executed by you or your attorney authorized in writing or, if
2010 RSUs
66,667
you are a corporation, under your corporate seal or by a duly
2015 RSUs
No person has been authorized
by the Corporation to give any
1,311,499
authorized officer or attorney
of the corporation.
information
or
make
any
representations
in connection with the
Performance Awards
1,864,300
Meeting other than as described in the Circular and, if given or
The persons named in the enclosed instrument of proxy are our
Total Market Value of Common Shares, Options, 2010 RSUs, 2015
made, any such information or representation must not be relied
officers. As a registered shareholder, you have the
right to
$2,291,333
RSUs and Performance Awards (1) (2) (3)
upon as having been authorized by the Corporation.
appoint another person (who need not be a shareholder) to

Exercise of Discretion by Proxy
The Common Shares represented by proxy will be voted or
withheld from voting on any matter that may properly come
before the Meeting. Where you specify a choice with respect to
any matter to be acted upon at the Meeting, your Common
Shares will be voted in accordance with your instructions. If you
do not provide instructions, your Common Shares will be voted
in favour of the matters to be acted upon as set out in the
Circular. A shareholder has the right to appoint a person or
entity (who need not be a shareholder) to attend and act for
him or her on his or her behalf at the Meeting other than the
persons named in the enclosed instrument of Proxy. The
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persons named in the enclosed proxy will have discretionary
authority with respect to any amendments or variations of the
matters of business to be acted on at the Meeting or any other
matters properly brought before the Meeting or any
adjournment or postponement thereof, in each instance, to the
extent permitted by law, whether or not the amendment,
variation or other matter that comes before the Meeting is
routine and whether or not the amendment, variation or other
matter that comes before the Meeting is contested. At the time
of printing the Circular, we know of no such amendment,
variation or other matter.

DIRECTOR
NOMINEES
SHAREHOLDER AND VOTING
INFORMATION

Advice to Beneficial Holders of Common Shares
Although as a Beneficial Shareholder you may not be recognized
The information contained in this section is of significant
Anneto Downey
directly at the Meeting for the purposes of voting Common
importance
you if you do not hold your Common Shares in your
Shares registered in the name of your broker (or agent of the
own name (referred to in the Circular as “Beneficial Shareholders”).
broker), you
mayPublic
attend
the Meeting
as proxyholder for the
Only proxies deposited by shareholders
whose names appear on
Director
Other
Company
Board Memberships:
registered shareholder
and
vote
Common
Shares in that capacity.
the Corporation’s records as the registered
holders of Common
Alberta, Canada
• None
If
you
wish
to
attend
the
Meeting
and
indirectly vote your
Shares can be recognized and acted upon at the Meeting.
If
Status: Not Independent(4)
Current
Memberships:
Common Shares
asCommittee
proxyholder
for the registered shareholder,
Common Shares are listed in your account statement provided by
Reserves
(Chair)
your own
name in the blank space on the form
your broker, then in almost all casesDirector
those Common
Shares will1,
not
since: September
2017 you should •enter
of proxy provided to you and return it to your broker (or the
be registered in your name in the Corporation’s records. Such
broker’s agent who provided it to you) in accordance with the
Common Shares will likely be registered under the name of your
instructions provided by such broker (or agent), well in advance
broker or an agent of that broker. In Canada, most Common Shares
of the Meeting.
are registered under the name of CDS & Co. (the registration name
Ms.Clearing
Downey and
brings
40 years ofServices
upstream
oil which
and gasacts
experience
including as the Vice President Operations at Statoil Canada
for CDS
Depository
Inc.,
as
responsible
oil sands
asset development,
operations
and technology
and implementation
Downey and
These strategy
materials
are being sentuntil
to2017.
bothMs.registered
nominee
for many for
Canadian
brokerage
firms). Common
Shares held
was
an
Industry
Member
appointee
to
the
Alberta
Government’s
Oil
Sands
Advisory
Group
and
previously
held
senior
technical
non-registered
owners
of
Common
Shares.
If
you are a
by your broker or their nominee can only be voted upon your
and
management
roles
at
Gulf
Canada
and
Petro-Canada.
non-registered
owner,
and
Athabasca
or
its
agent
has
sent these
instructions. Without specific instructions, your broker or their
materials
directly
to
you,
your
name
and
address
and
nominee is prohibited from voting your Common Shares. Applicable
information
about
your
holding
of
Common
Shares
have
been
regulatory policy requires your broker to seek voting instructions
obtained
accordance with applicable securities regulatory
2019broker
Boardhas
anditsCommittee
Meeting inAttendance:
from you in advance of the Meeting. Every
own
requirements
from the intermediary holding on your behalf.
mailing procedures and provides its own return instructions, which
Meeting Attendance
you should carefully follow in order to ensure
The Corporation
is not using “notice-and-access” to send its
Boardthat your Common
6 of 6 (100%)
Shares are voted at the Meeting.
proxy-related
materials
to shareholders, and paper copies of
Reserves (Chair)
2 of 2 (100%)
such
materials
will
be
sent
to all shareholders. The Corporation
The majority of brokers now delegate responsibility for obtaining
will
not
send
proxy-related
materials directly to non-objecting
instructions from clients to Broadridge Financial Solutions, Inc.
Ownership:
Beneficial
Shareholders
and
such materials will be delivered to
(“Broadridge”) or another intermediary. If you receive a voting
non-objecting
Beneficial
Shareholders
by Broadridge or through
instruction form from Broadridge or another intermediary it
December 31, 2019
the
non-objecting
Beneficial
Shareholder’s
intermediary. The
cannot be used as a proxy
to vote Shares
Common
SharesControlled
directly atorthe
Common
Owned,
DirectedCorporation intends to pay for
42,300
the
costs
of
an
intermediary to
Meeting as the proxy must be returned (or otherwise reported)
DSUs
deliver
to
objecting
Beneficial
Shareholders
the
proxy-related
385,064
as described in the voting instruction form well in advance of the
materials
and
Form
54-101F7
Request
for
Voting
Instructions
(1)
of voted.
Common Shares and DSUs
Market Value
$252,145
Meeting in order to haveTotal
the Common
Shares
Made by Intermediary of National Instrument 54-101.

Revocability of Proxy
You may revoke your proxy at any time prior to a vote. If you or
the person you appoint as your proxy attends personally at the
Meeting, you or such person may revoke the proxy and vote in
person. In addition to revocation in any other manner permitted
by law, a proxy may be revoked by an instrument in writing
executed by you or your attorney authorized in writing or, if you
are a corporation, under your corporate seal or by a duly
authorized officer or attorney of the corporation. To be effective

the instrument must be in writing and must be deposited either
with us c/o our transfer agent Computershare Trust Company of
Canada, Proxy Dept., 100 University Avenue, 8th Floor, Toronto,
Ontario, M5J 2Y1, at any time prior to 4:30 p.m. (Calgary time) on
the last business day preceding the day of the Meeting, or any
adjournment or postponement thereof, at which the proxy is to
be used, or with the chair of the Meeting on the day of the
Meeting, or any adjournment or postponement thereof.

Persons Making the Solicitation
This solicitation is made on behalf of Athabasca’s management.
Athabasca will bear the costs incurred in the preparation and
mailing of the form of proxy, Notice of Annual General Meeting
and the Circular. In addition to mailing forms of proxy, proxies

may be solicited by telephone, personal interviews, or by other
means of communication, by our directors, officers and
employees who will not be remunerated therefor.
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If you are a registered shareholder and are unable to attend the
Meeting in person, please exercise your right to vote by proxy.
In order
to be effective,
Thomas
Ebbernthe proxy must be sent by mail, hand
delivery or fax to Athabasca Oil Corporation’s (“Athabasca”, the
“Corporation”, “us”, “our” or
“we”) transfer agent,
Director
Computershare Trust Company of Canmore,
Canada, asAB
follows:
1.

By mail or hand delivery to Computershare
Trust Company
Status: Independent
of Canada, Proxy Department, 100 University Avenue, 8th
Director since: May 9, 2018
Floor, Toronto, Ontario, M5J 2Y1; or

2.

By facsimile to (416) 263-9524 or 1-866-249-7775.

The Corporation may use the Broadridge QuickVote™ service to
assist non-registered shareholders to conveniently vote their
common shares in the capital of the Corporation (the “Common
Shares”).
Other Public Company Board Memberships:

In order
to be valid and acted upon at the
• None
Meeting, instruments of proxy as well as
Current
Committee
Memberships:
votes by
internet
and
telephone must be
•
Audit
received in each case not less than 48 hours
• Compensation and Governance
(excluding weekends and holidays) before
the time set for the Meeting or any
adjournment or postponement thereof.

Alternatively, please vote through the internet at
www.investorvote.com
orserves
by telephone
at 1-866-732-VOTE
Mr. Ebbern currently
as the Executive
Strategic Advisor for North West Refining and, prior to was the Chief Financial
2019. Mr.
Ebbern was
Managing Director of Energy Investment Banking for Macquarie Capital Markets
(8683)Officer
(toll from
free 2012
withinto North
America)
or 1-312-588-4290
Shareholders are cautioned that the use of mail to transmit
Canada
a senior partner
at Tristone
Capital.will
Mr.require
Ebbern previously served on the boards of both Nexen Inc. and Talisman
(outside
Northand
America).
Registered
shareholders
proxies is at each shareholder’s risk. The Corporation reserves
Energy Inc.
the 15-digit
control number that may be found on the
the right to accept late proxies. The time limit for deposit of
instrument of proxy in order to vote through the internet or by
proxies may be waived or extended by the Chair of the Meeting
telephone.
at his discretion, without notice. The Chair of the Meeting is
2019 Board and Committeeunder
Meeting
Attendance:
no obligation
to accept or reject any late proxies.
Meeting Attendance
Board
Solicitation of Proxies by Management
Audit

6 of 6 (100%)
5 of 5 (100%)

represent
at the Meeting. To exercise this right, you should
This information circular – proxy statement
(the “Circular”)
is
Compensation
& Governance
2 ofyou
2 (100%)
insert the name of your desired representative in the blank
furnished in connection with the solicitation of proxies by
space provided in the form of proxy and strike out the other
management of the Corporation for use at the Meeting.
names or submit another appropriate proxy.
Shareholders of record on April 4, 2019 (the “Record Date”) Ownership:
are
entitled to receive notice of, and to attend and vote at, the
December
2019
Unless otherwise stated,
the31,
information
contained in the
Meeting.
2019. All dollar amounts in the
Common Shares Owned, Controlled or Directed Circular is given as at April 11,
100,000
Circular, unless otherwise indicated, are stated in Canadian
The instrument appointing a proxy must be in writing and must
DSUs
327,829
currency.
be executed by you or your attorney authorized in writing or, if
(1)
Shares,
DSUs and 2010 RSUs
$252,419
Total Market
Value of Common
you are a corporation, under
your corporate
seal or by
a duly
No
person
has
been
authorized
by the Corporation to give any
authorized officer or attorney of the corporation.
information or make any representations in connection with the
Meeting other than as described in the Circular and, if given or
The persons named in the enclosed instrument of proxy are our
made, any such information or representation must not be relied
officers. As a registered shareholder, you have the right to
upon as having been authorized by the Corporation.
appoint another person (who need not be a shareholder) to

Exercise of Discretion by Proxy
The Common Shares represented by proxy will be voted or
withheld from voting on any matter that may properly come
before the Meeting. Where you specify a choice with respect to
any matter to be acted upon at the Meeting, your Common
Shares will be voted in accordance with your instructions. If you
do not provide instructions, your Common Shares will be voted
in favour of the matters to be acted upon as set out in the
Circular. A shareholder has the right to appoint a person or
entity (who need not be a shareholder) to attend and act for
him or her on his or her behalf at the Meeting other than the
persons named in the enclosed instrument of Proxy. The
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persons named in the enclosed proxy will have discretionary
authority with respect to any amendments or variations of the
matters of business to be acted on at the Meeting or any other
matters properly brought before the Meeting or any
adjournment or postponement thereof, in each instance, to the
extent permitted by law, whether or not the amendment,
variation or other matter that comes before the Meeting is
routine and whether or not the amendment, variation or other
matter that comes before the Meeting is contested. At the time
of printing the Circular, we know of no such amendment,
variation or other matter.

DIRECTOR
NOMINEES
SHAREHOLDER AND VOTING
INFORMATION

Advice to Beneficial Holders of Common Shares
Although as a Beneficial Shareholder you may not be recognized
The information contained in this section is of significant
JohntoFestival
directly at the Meeting for the purposes of voting Common
importance
you if you do not hold your Common Shares in your
Shares registered in the name of your broker (or agent of the
own name (referred to in the Circular as “Beneficial Shareholders”).
broker), you
mayPublic
attend
the Meeting
as proxyholder for the
Only proxies deposited by shareholders
whose names appear on
Director
Other
Company
Board Memberships:
registered shareholder
and
vote
Common
Shares in that capacity.
the Corporation’s records as the registered
holders of Common
Alberta, Canada
• Gibson Energy Inc.
If you wish• to
attend
the
Meeting
and
vote your
Shares can be recognized and acted upon at the Meeting. If
International Petroleum Corp. indirectly
(“IPC”)
Status: Independent
• Toscana
Energy Income
Corporation
Common Shares
as proxyholder
for the
registered shareholder,
Common Shares are listed in your account statement provided by
you should enter your own name in the blank space on the form
your broker, then in almost all casesDirector
those Common
Shares will not
Nominee
Current to
Committee
of proxy provided
you and Memberships:
return it to your broker (or the
be registered in your name in the Corporation’s records. Such
• N/A
broker’s agent
who provided it to you) in accordance with the
Common Shares will likely be registered under the name of your
instructions provided by such broker (or agent), well in advance
broker or an agent of that broker. In Canada, most Common Shares
of the Meeting.
are registered under the name of CDS & Co. (the registration name
Mr. Clearing
Festival has
three decades
experience
theasoil and gas industry. Mr. Festival is currently President, CEO and a
for CDS
andover
Depository
Servicesof Inc.,
which in
acts
director of Broadview Energy Ltd., a private corporation with heavyThese
oil assets
in Albertaare
and being
Saskatchewan.
2009
through and
materials
sent toFrom
both
registered
nominee for many Canadian brokerage firms). Common Shares held
2018, Mr. Festival served as the President and Chief Executive Officer
and a directorowners
of BlackPearl
ResourcesShares.
Inc. PriorIf toyou
that,
non-registered
of
Common
by your
theirPresident
nomineeofcan
only beVentures
voted upon
your 2001 to 2006 and as its Vice President of Corporate Developmentare a
he broker
served or
as the
BlackRock
Inc. from
non-registered
owner,
and
Athabasca
or
its
agent
has
sent these
instructions.
Without
specific
instructions,
your broker
or of
their
from 1999
to 2000.
Mr. Festival
is currently
a director
Gibson Energy, Toscana Energy Income Corporation and IPC (he will
materials
directly
to
you,
your
name
and
address
and
nominee
prohibited
from voting
yournext
Common
Shares. Applicable
notisstand
for re-election
at the
IPC shareholders’
meeting). He holds a degree in Chemical Engineering from the University
information
about
your
holding
of
Common
Shares
have
been
regulatory
policy requires your broker to seek voting instructions
of Saskatchewan.
obtained in accordance with applicable securities regulatory
from you in advance of the Meeting. Every broker has its own
requirements from the intermediary holding on your behalf.
mailing procedures and provides its own return instructions, which
you should carefully follow in order to ensure
yourand
Common
2019that
Board
CommitteeThe
Meeting
Attendance:
Corporation
is not using “notice-and-access” to send its
Shares are voted at the Meeting.
proxy-related
materials
Meeting Attendance to shareholders, and paper copies of
such
materials
The majority of brokers now delegate responsibility for obtaining
N/Awill be sent to all shareholders. The Corporation
will
not
send
proxy-related materials directly to non-objecting
instructions from clients to Broadridge Financial Solutions, Inc.
Beneficial
Shareholders
and such materials will be delivered to
(“Broadridge”) or another intermediary. If you receive a voting
non-objecting
Beneficial
Shareholders by Broadridge or through
instruction form from Broadridge or another intermediary it
Ownership:
the
non-objecting
Beneficial
Shareholder’s intermediary. The
cannot be used as a proxy to vote Common Shares directly at the
Corporation
intends
to
pay
for
the2019
costs of an intermediary to
December 31,
Meeting as the proxy must be returned (or otherwise reported)
deliver
to
objecting
Beneficial
Shareholders
the proxy-related
as described in the voting
instruction
form
well inControlled
advance oforthe
Common
Shares
Owned,
Directed
600,000
materials
and
Form
54-101F7
Request
for
Voting
Instructions
Meeting in order to haveDSUs
the Common Shares voted.
0
Made by Intermediary of National Instrument
54-101.
$354,000
Total Market Value of Common Shares and DSUs(1)

Revocability of Proxy
You may revoke your proxy at any time prior to a vote. If you or
the person you appoint as your proxy attends personally at the
Meeting, you or such person may revoke the proxy and vote in
person. In addition to revocation in any other manner permitted
by law, a proxy may be revoked by an instrument in writing
executed by you or your attorney authorized in writing or, if you
are a corporation, under your corporate seal or by a duly
authorized officer or attorney of the corporation. To be effective

the instrument must be in writing and must be deposited either
with us c/o our transfer agent Computershare Trust Company of
Canada, Proxy Dept., 100 University Avenue, 8th Floor, Toronto,
Ontario, M5J 2Y1, at any time prior to 4:30 p.m. (Calgary time) on
the last business day preceding the day of the Meeting, or any
adjournment or postponement thereof, at which the proxy is to
be used, or with the chair of the Meeting on the day of the
Meeting, or any adjournment or postponement thereof.

Persons Making the Solicitation
This solicitation is made on behalf of Athabasca’s management.
Athabasca will bear the costs incurred in the preparation and
mailing of the form of proxy, Notice of Annual General Meeting
and the Circular. In addition to mailing forms of proxy, proxies

may be solicited by telephone, personal interviews, or by other
means of communication, by our directors, officers and
employees who will not be remunerated therefor.
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If you are a registered shareholder and are unable to attend the
Meeting in person, please exercise your right to vote by proxy.
In order
to be Fierro
effective, the proxy must be sent by mail, hand
Carlos
delivery or fax to Athabasca Oil Corporation’s (“Athabasca”, the
“Corporation”, “us”, “our” or
“we”) transfer agent,
Director
Computershare Trust Company of New
Canada,
asUSA
follows:
York,
1.

By mail or hand delivery to Computershare
Trust Company
Status: Independent
of Canada, Proxy Department, 100 University Avenue, 8th
Director since: January 6, 2015
Floor, Toronto, Ontario, M5J 2Y1; or

2.

By facsimile to (416) 263-9524 or 1-866-249-7775.

The Corporation may use the Broadridge QuickVote™ service to
assist non-registered shareholders to conveniently vote their
common shares in the capital of the Corporation (the “Common
Shares”).
Other Public Company Board Memberships:

In order
to be valid and acted upon at the
• Shell Midstream Partners, L.P.
Meeting, instruments of proxy as well as
Current
Committee
Memberships:
votes by
internet
and
telephone must be
•
Audit
received in each case not less than 48 hours
• Compensation and Governance
(excluding weekends and holidays) before
the time set for the Meeting or any
adjournment or postponement thereof.

Alternatively, please vote through the internet at
www.investorvote.com
by has
telephone
1-866-732-VOTE
Since May 2016, Mr.or
Fierro
served asat
a senior
advisor to Guggenheim Securities, the investment banking arm of Guggenheim
(8683)Partners.
(toll free
withinalso
North
or 1-312-588-4290
Mr. Fierro
servesAmerica)
on the board
of directors and audit and
conflicts committee
of Shellthat
Midstream
Shareholders
are cautioned
the usePartners,
of mailGP
toLLC.
transmit
(outside
Registered
shareholders
willand
require
Mr.North
Fierro America).
was previously
the Managing
Director
Global Head
of
the
Natural
Resources
Group
for
Barclays
PLC
and
a
proxies is at each shareholder’s risk. The Corporation reserves
the 15-digit
control
number
that Botts
mayLLP.
be found on the
transactional
lawyer
with Baker
the right to accept late proxies. The time limit for deposit of
instrument of proxy in order to vote through the internet or by
proxies may be waived or extended by the Chair of the Meeting
telephone.
at his discretion, without notice. The Chair of the Meeting is

2019 Board and Committeeunder
Meeting
Attendance:
no obligation
to accept or reject any late proxies.
Meeting Attendance

Board
Solicitation of Proxies by Management
Audit

6 of 6 (100%)
5 of 5 (100%)

represent
at the Meeting. To exercise this right, you should
This information circular – proxy statement
(the “Circular”)
is
Compensation
& Governance
2 ofyou
2 (100%)
insert the name of your desired representative in the blank
furnished in connection with the solicitation of proxies by
space provided in the form of proxy and strike out the other
management of the Corporation for use at the Meeting.
names or submit another appropriate proxy.
Shareholders of record on April 4, 2019 (the “Record Date”) are
Ownership:
entitled to receive notice of, and to attend and vote at, the
Unless otherwise stated,
the31,
information
contained in the
December
2019
Meeting.
Circular
is
given
as
at
April
11,
2019.
All
dollar
amounts in the
Common Shares Owned, Controlled or Directed
45,157
Circular, unless otherwise indicated, are stated in Canadian
The instrument appointing a proxy must be in writing and must
DSUs
740,797
currency.
be executed by you or your attorney authorized in writing or, if
(1)
Total
Market
Value
of
Common
Shares,
DSUs
and
2010
RSUs
$463,713
you are a corporation, under your corporate seal or by a duly
No person has been authorized by the Corporation to give any
authorized officer or attorney of the corporation.
information or make any representations in connection with the
Meeting other than as described in the Circular and, if given or
The persons named in the enclosed instrument of proxy are our
made, any such information or representation must not be relied
officers. As a registered shareholder, you have the right to
upon as having been authorized by the Corporation.
appoint another person (who need not be a shareholder) to
Notes:
(1)

“Total Market Value” was determined by (a) multiplying the number of Common Shares held by the nominee as of December 31, 2019 by the closing
price of the Common Shares on the TSX on such date ($0.59) adding (b) the sum of the number of Common Shares issuable upon exercise of in-themoney Options (if any) and 2010 RSUs held as of December 31, 2019 multiplied by the difference between the closing price of the Common Shares
on the TSX on such date ($0.59) and the exercise price of any in-the-money Options and 2010 RSUs; and adding (c) the number of DSUs held as of
2019 multiplied
by theby
closing
price
of the
Shares onpersons
the TSX on
such date
named
in ($0.59).
the enclosed proxy will have discretionary
The December
Common 31,
Shares
represented
proxy
will
be Common
voted or

Exercise of Discretion by Proxy

anythe
amendments
or variations
ofPlan.
the
withheld
fromCommon
voting on
anyalso
matter
mayheld
properly
come
(2)
Mr. Broen’s
Shares
includesthat
directly
stock which
previously authority
were held aswith
unitsrespect
of a fundto
within
former Employee
Profit Sharing
These
were converted
to directly
held
stock now
held
in an individual
account
under
the Registered
Retirement
on December
2019.
matters
of business
to be
acted onSavings
at thePlan
Meeting
or any1,other
before
theunits
Meeting.
Where you
specify
a choice
with
respect
to
See “Other
– Registered
Plan” below.
matters properly brought before the Meeting or any
any matter
toCompensation
be acted upon
at the Retirement
Meeting, Savings
your Common
(3) Mr.will
Broen’s
“Total in
Market
Value” also
includes
values for Performance
and 2015 RSUs
to the sum of
the Performance
Awards and
adjournment
or equal
postponement
thereof,
in each instance,
tounits
the
Shares
be voted
accordance
with
your instructions.
If you Awards
multiplied
the closing price
of Common
the Common
Shares
on be
thevoted
TSX on December
31, permitted
2019 ($0.59)by
andlaw,
subject
to any applicable
applied to
extent
whether
or not multiplier
the amendment,
do not
providebyinstructions,
your
Shares
will
Performance Award units granted to Mr. Broen.
variation or other matter that comes before the Meeting is
in favour of the matters to be acted upon as set out in the
(4) Ms. Downey
provided consulting
services
June 14,
2018 in connection
with the
Corporation’s
acquisition
the Statoil Canada
Ltd. (“Statoil”)
routine
and
whether or
not the ofamendment,
variation
or other
Circular.
A shareholder
has the right
to until
appoint
a person
or
Corner
oil assets.
matter that comes before the Meeting is contested. At the time
entityLeismer
(who and
need
not thermal
be a shareholder)
to attend and act for
(5) or
Mr.her
McRae
at the Meeting.
attended
Board
meetingthe
in 2019.
Mr. McRae
a director
Inc.
printing
Circular,
we isknow
of of
noGibson
such Energy
amendment,
him
on will
his not
or be
herseeking
behalfre-election
at the Meeting
other He
than
the each of
variation or other matter.
persons named in the enclosed instrument of Proxy. The
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Experience
and Background
Advice to Beneficial
Holders of
of Directors
Common Nominees
Shares

for
CDS Safety
Clearing
and Depository Services Inc., which acts as•
Health,
& Environment
nominee for many Canadian brokerage firms). Common Shares held
Management/Leadership
•
•
by your broker or their nominee can only be voted upon your
Oil & Gas Upstream
• or their•
instructions.
Without specific instructions, your broker
nominee
is
prohibited
from
voting
your
Common
Shares.
Applicable•
Midstream/Trading
regulatory policy requires your broker to seek voting instructions
Oil Sands
•
•
from you in advance of the Meeting. Every broker has its own
Capital
Markets
• which•
mailing procedures and provides its own return instructions,
you
should carefully follow in order to ensure that your
M&A
• Common•
Shares
are
voted
at
the
Meeting.
Risk Management

•

Count
8 obtaining12
The
majority of brokers now delegate responsibility for
instructions from clients to Broadridge Financial Solutions, Inc.
Director
Orientation
and Continuing
Education
(“Broadridge”)
or another
intermediary.
If you receive a voting
instruction
form
from
Broadridge
or
another
The Board is responsible for providing each new intermediary
director with ait
cannot
be
used
as
a
proxy
to
vote
Common
Shares
directly atEach
the
comprehensive orientation to Athabasca and its business.
Meeting
as
the
proxy
must
be
returned
(or
otherwise
reported)
new director is provided a Director Orientation Manual that
contains
materials
familiarize
the new
with theofrole
as described
in the to
voting
instruction
form director
well in advance
the
of
the Board
andtoits
committees
andShares
the Board’s
Meeting
in order
have
the Common
voted. governance
mandates. The materials include:
•

information about Athabasca’s organizational structure;

Revocability
of Proxy
• Athabasca’s Individual
Director mandate, Board mandate and
the mandates of each of the Board committees; and
You may revoke your proxy at any time prior to a vote. If you or
•the policies
Athabasca’s
Code of Business
person and
you guidelines,
appoint asincluding
your proxy
attends personally
at the
Ethics and Conduct, Whistleblower Policy, Trading and BlackMeeting, you or such person may revoke the proxy and vote in
Out Policy, and Equity Ownership and Retention Guidelines for
person.
In addition
to revocation
in any other
manner permitted
Independent
Directors
and Executive
Officers.
by law, a proxy may be revoked by an instrument in writing
New
directors
also
an orientation
session
with executive
executed
by you
or attend
your attorney
authorized
in writing
or, if you
management
to
receive
management
presentations
are a corporation, under your corporate seal or by aabout
duly
Athabasca, its business strategies, operations and financial
authorized officer or attorney of the corporation. To be effective
performance.

Co
un
t

rro

Fi e

Fes
ti

val

t

ard

Eck
h

ern

Eb
b

ey

Do
wn

Bro
en

Be

gl e
y

The Compensation
and Governance
Committee
responsibility
theasBoard
is madeShareholder
up of individuals
whonot
have
relevant
Although
a Beneficial
you may
bethe
recognized
information contained
in this
section has
is of
significant for ensuring
experience
andyou
expertise
toyour
effectively
fulfill
the in
Board’s
matrix shown
below
shows of
thevoting
experience
and
directlyThe
at skills
the Meeting
for the
purposes
Common
importance to
if you doneeded
not hold
Common
Shares
your mandates.
expertise
each director
Athabasca’s Board. Shares registered in the name of your broker (or agent of the
own namethat
(referred
to in thenominee
Circular ascontributes
“Beneficialto
Shareholders”).
broker), you may attend the Meeting as proxyholder for the
Only proxies deposited by shareholders whose names appear on
registered shareholder and vote Common Shares in that capacity.
the Corporation’s records as the registered holders of Common
If you wish to attend the Meeting and indirectly vote your
Shares can be recognized and acted upon at the Meeting. If
Experience Director
Common Shares as proxyholder for the registered shareholder,
Common Shares are listed in your account statement provided by
Accounting
Finance
• will not•
• your own• name in the
• blank space
• on the7form
you •should enter
your
broker, &
then
in almost all cases those Common Shares
of
proxy
provided
to
you
and
return
it
to
your
broker (or
be
registered
in
your
name
in
the
Corporation’s
records.
Such
Engineering/Reserves
5 the
•
•
•
•
•
broker’s agent who provided it to you) in accordance with the
Common Shares will likely be registered under the name of your
Governance
7
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
instructions provided by such broker (or agent), well in advance
broker or an agent of that broker. In Canada, most Common Shares
Government/Regulatory/Legal
6
• Meeting.•
•
•
•
of the
are
registered under the name of CDS & Co. (the registration name•
4
•
•
•
These materials are being sent to both registered and
7
•
• owners •of Common
• Shares.• If you are
non-registered
a
non-registered
owner,
and
Athabasca
or
its
agent
has
sent
these
7
•
•
•
•
•
materials directly to you, your name and address and
5
•
•
•
•
information about your holding of Common Shares have been
4
• in accordance with applicable
•
obtained
securities regulatory
requirements from
on •
your behalf.5
• the intermediary holding
•
6 its
• is not using
• “notice-and-access”
•
• to send
The Corporation
6 of
proxy-related
materials
to
and •paper copies
•
•
• shareholders,
•
such9 materials 9will be sent
to
all
shareholders.
The
Corporation
10
12
9
will not send proxy-related materials directly to non-objecting
Beneficial Shareholders and such materials will be delivered to
non-objecting Beneficial Shareholders by Broadridge or through
Each month, the Board is provided a written report which
the non-objecting Beneficial Shareholder’s intermediary. The
summarizes, among other things, Athabasca’s monthly
Corporation intends to pay for the costs of an intermediary to
operational and financial results; liquidity; health, safety and
deliver
to objecting
Beneficialand
Shareholders
the proxy-related
environmental
performance
share performance.
At each
materials
and
Form
54-101F7
Request
for
Voting
Instructions
quarterly Board meeting, executive management informs
the
Made
Boardby
of Intermediary
any risks and of
anyNational
market,Instrument
industry or54-101.
regulatory changes
affecting Athabasca’s business.
The Board also holds strategy sessions with Athabasca’s
executive management team to discuss, review and consider the
Corporation’s
forand
themust
current
and for
the
the
instrumentbusiness
must bestrategy
in writing
be year
deposited
either
next five years. The Board considered the Corporation’s current
with us c/o our transfer agent Computershare Trust Company of
and long-term strategies at each of its quarterly meetings held
Canada,
in 2019. Proxy Dept., 100 University Avenue, 8th Floor, Toronto,
Ontario, M5J 2Y1, at any time prior to 4:30 p.m. (Calgary time) on
Directors
also participate
in continuing
programs
the
last business
day preceding
the dayeducation
of the Meeting,
or and
any
industry
and
governance
related
seminars
to
maintain
or
enhance
adjournment or postponement thereof, at which the proxy is to
their knowledge and understanding of issues affecting Athabasca’s
be used, or with the chair of the Meeting on the day of the
business.
Meeting, or any adjournment or postponement thereof.

Director
Compensation
Persons Making
the Solicitation
General
This solicitation is made on behalf of Athabasca’s management.
Athabasca
bear thethe
costsCompensation
incurred in theand
preparation
and
The
Board,willthrough
Governance
mailing of the
of proxy, Notice
of Annual
General program
Meeting
Committee,
hasform
implemented
a director
compensation
that
is intended
non-management
directors
for
and the
Circular. to
In compensate
addition to mailing
forms of proxy,
proxies
their services on the Board and its committees. We do not pay any

may be solicited by telephone, personal interviews, or by other
means
of communication,
by our
and
compensation
to officers for acting
as a directors,
director. Forofficers
information
employees
will not be remunerated
therefor.
concerningwho
the compensation
paid to Mr.
Broen who is also our
President and Chief Executive Officer, see “CEO Compensation”
and “Compensation of Named Executive Officers”.
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In setting the directors’ annual compensation, the Board considers
what is competitive with other comparable public companies and
If you are a registered shareholder and are unable to attend the
the current market environment. We wish to attract and retain
Meeting in person, please exercise your right to vote by proxy.
the services of qualified individuals and compensate them in a
In
order that
to be
the proxy
must
be and
sentresponsibilities
by mail, hand
manner
is effective,
commensurate
with the
risks
delivery
or
fax
to
Athabasca
Oil
Corporation’s
(“Athabasca”,
the
that are assumed through board and committee memberships.
“Corporation”,
“us”,
“our”
or
“we”)
transfer
agent,
The Board has not approved an increase to the directors’ annual
Computershare
TrustMarch
Company
Canada,
cash
retainer since
14, of
2014
and, as
infollows:
fact, approved a
rollback of its retainer in 2019 in recognition of the challenging
1.
Byenvironment.
mail or hand delivery to Computershare Trust Company
macro
of Canada, Proxy Department, 100 University Avenue, 8th
The directors’
annualOntario,
compensation
is made
Floor, Toronto,
M5J 2Y1;
or up of two parts: (1)
a cash retainer; and (2) a grant of Director’s DSUs, which are not
2. By facsimile
(416)
redeemable
until to
after
the263-9524
director or
has1-866-249-7775.
ceased to be a member
of the Board. See Appendix B – “Description of Long-Term Equity
Alternatively,
please Share
vote Unit
through
internetof the
at
Incentive Plans - Deferred
Plan” for the
a description
www.investorvote.com
or byPlan”).
telephone
at March
1-866-732-VOTE
deferred
share unit plan (“DSU
Effective
2015, the
Corporation
granting
options
(“Options”)
and restricted
(8683)
(toll ceased
free within
North
America)
or 1-312-588-4290
share units
(“RSUs”)
to non-management
directors. will require
(outside
North
America).
Registered shareholders
the
Cash 15-digit
Retainer control number that may be found on the
instrument of proxy in order to vote through the internet or by
For the year ended December 31, 2019, non-management
telephone.
directors were paid an annual retainer of $45,455. Additionally,
non-management directors were also paid for serving in the
following roles:

Summary
Compensation
Table
Solicitation
of Proxies

Rollback Retainer
Board
Role
Amount
The Corporation may
use
the Broadridge QuickVote™
service to
assist
shareholders to conveniently vote
their
Board non-registered
Chair
$45,455
common
shares
in
the
capital
of
the
Corporation
(the
“Common
Audit Committee Chair
$13,636
Shares”).
Compensation and Governance Committee Chair

$6,818

Reserve
Committee
In order
to Chair
be valid

and acted upon at$6,818
the
$22,727
of proxy as well
as
votes by internet and telephone must be
The Corporation does not pay its directors any fees for attendance
in each case
notbutless
than 48
hoursfor
atreceived
board or committee
meetings
reimburses
directors
all(excluding
reasonable expenses
incurred
in order
to attendbefore
board or
weekends
and
holidays)
committee
meetings.
the time
set for the Meeting or any
adjournment
thereof.
Directors
may elector
to postponement
receive all or any portion
of their cash
Lead
Director (when
applicable)
Meeting,
instruments

retainers in the form of DSUs.
Shareholders are cautioned that the use of mail to transmit
DSUs is at each shareholder’s risk. The Corporation reserves
proxies
the
right to acceptdirectors
late proxies.
Theeligible
time limit
for deposit
of
Non-management
are also
to participate
in the
proxies
may
be
waived
or
extended
by
the
Chair
of
the
Meeting
DSU Plan if awards under such plan are recommended by the
at
his discretion,
notice.
The Chair
ofapproved
the Meeting
is
Compensation
andwithout
Governance
Committee
and
by the
under
obligation
reject any
latenon-management
proxies.
Board.no
The
value of to
theaccept
DSUs or
awarded
to the
directors in 2019 was $150,000.

by Management

The following table sets out information concerning the compensation paid by the Corporation to its directors during the year ended
represent
youbelow
at theunder
Meeting.
To exercise
this right, you
should
This information
circular
proxy
statement
(the
“Circular”)
December
31, 2019
(other –than
Mr. Broen
who is
included
in the istable that
is provided
the heading
“Compensation
Discussion
insert the name of your desired representative in the blank
furnished
connection with
the Executive
solicitation
of proxies by
&
Analysis –inCompensation
of Named
Officers“).
space provided in the form of proxy and strike out the other
management of the Corporation for use at the Meeting.
Non-equity
names
or submit another appropriate proxy.
Shareholders of record on April 4, 2019 (the “Record Date”) are
Share-based
Option-based
incentive plan
All other
(1)
(2)
entitled to receive noticeFees
of,earned
and to attend
and vote at,awards
the
awards
compensation
Pension value
compensation
Total (3)
Unless
otherwise
stated,
the
information
contained
Name
($)
($)
($)
($)
($)
($)
($) in the
Meeting.
Circular is given as at April 11, 2019. All dollar amounts in the
150,000
—
—
N/A
—
202,273
Bryan
Begley (4) appointing a52,273
Circular, unless otherwise indicated, are stated in Canadian
The
instrument
proxy must be in writing and must
currency.
be
executed
by you or your52,273
attorney authorized
in writing or,—if
Anne
Downey
150,000
—
N/A
—
202,273
you are a corporation,
under
your
corporate
seal
or
by
a
duly
Thomas Ebbern (5)
45,455
150,000
—
— has been authorized
N/A
No person
by the—Corporation 195,455
to give any
authorized officer or attorney of the corporation.
information
or
make
any
representations
in
connection
with the
(6)
Ronald Eckhardt
90,909
150,000
—
—
N/A
—
240,909
Meeting other than as described in the Circular and, if given or
The persons named in the enclosed instrument of proxy are our
(7)
Carlos Fierro
45,455
— such information
N/A or representation
—
195,455
made, any
must not
be relied
officers.
As a registered shareholder,
you150,000
have the right —
to
upon
as
having
been
authorized
by
the
Corporation.
appoint
another
person
(who
need
not
be
a
shareholder)
to
Marshall McRae
59,091
150,000
—
—
N/A
—
209,091
Notes:

Exercise
of Discretion by Proxy
(1) The compensation reported under share-based awards is the value of DSUs granted in the year ended December 31, 2019. The fair value of DSUs is based on
the number of DSUs granted multiplied by the volume weighted average price per Common Share on the TSX for the 20 trading days immediately preceding
date of grant.
These
amounts exclude
valuewill
of any
paid in
fees,named
as further
in footnotes
(4), (5),
and (7)
below.
persons
indescribed
the enclosed
proxy
will(6)have
discretionary
The the
Common
Shares
represented
by the
proxy
beDSUs
voted
orlieu of director
(2) As a result
implementation
of the DSU
Plan
on March
11, 2015,
the directors
ceased participating
in theto
2010
RSU
Plan. Any grants
directors acquired
authority
with respect
any
amendments
orthe
variations
of the
withheld
fromof the
voting
on any matter
that
may
properly
come
under
2010 RSUWhere
Plan prior
to March
11,a2015
havewith
since respect
vested and
exercised
the Corporation’s
directors
any remaining
matters
ofand
business
to be acted
on do
at not
thehave
Meeting
or anyoptionother
before
thethe
Meeting.
you
specify
choice
tohave been
based awards (under the 2010 RSU Plan) to report.
matters properly brought before the Meeting or any
any matter to be acted upon at the Meeting, your Common
(3) Neither the Corporation nor any of its subsidiaries paid, awarded, granted, gave, or otherwise provided, directly or indirectly, additional compensation to the
adjournment or postponement thereof, in each instance, to the
Shares
will be voted in accordance with your instructions. If you
directors in any capacity under any other arrangement in 2019 (including any plan or non-plan compensation, direct or indirect pay, remuneration, economic
extent
permitted
by law,
whether
not for
theservices
amendment,
do not
provide
instructions,
your
Common
Shares
will
be
voted
or financial award, reward, benefit, gift or perquisite to be paid, payable, awarded,
granted,
given, or otherwise
provided
to theor
directors
provided,
directlyof
or the
indirectly,
to theto
Corporation
a subsidiary
thereof).
variation or other matter that comes before the Meeting is
in favour
matters
be actedor upon
as set
out in the
(4) Mr. Begley
elected to receive
of feesto
earned
in the form
of DSUs.orAs a result,
Mr. Begley
78,519
DSUsthe
in lieu
of such fees. variation or other
routine
andreceived
whether
or not
amendment,
Circular.
A shareholder
has 100%
the right
appoint
a person
(5) Mr.(who
Ebbern
elected
receive
100% of fees earned
in the form
DSUs.
Mr. Ebbern
receivedbefore
68,277 DSUs
in lieu of such
fees.
matter
that comes
the Meeting
is contested.
At the time
entity
need
notto be
a shareholder)
to attend
andofact
forAs a result,
(6) or
Mr.her
Eckhardt
elected
to receive
100%
of fees
earned inother
the form
of DSUs.
Mr. Eckhardt
136,554
in lieu
suchsuch
fees. amendment,
of printing
thereceived
Circular,
weDSUs
know
ofofno
him
on his
or her
behalf
at the
Meeting
than
the As a result,
(7) Mr. Fierro
elected
receive
100% of fees
earned in the
of DSUs.
As a result,
Mr. Fierroorreceived
DSUs in lieu of such fees.
variation
other 68,277
matter.
persons
named
in tothe
enclosed
instrument
ofform
Proxy.
The
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DIRECTOR
NOMINEES
SHAREHOLDER AND VOTING
INFORMATION
Incentive Plan Awards – Value Vested or Earned During the Year
Advice to Beneficial Holders of Common Shares
Outstanding Share-Based Awards and Option-Based Awards

The following table set forth information regarding all DSUs held by
The director,
information
in 2019
this (other
sectionthan
is Mr.
of Broen
significant
each
as at contained
December 31,
who
is
included in
is provided
below
underShares
the heading
importance
tothe
youtable
if youthat
do not
hold your
Common
in your
“Compensation
Discussion
Analysisas- “Beneficial
Outstanding
Share-Based
own name (referred
to in the&Circular
Shareholders”).
Awards
and Option-Based
NEOs”).
Directors
not hold
Only
proxies
deposited by Awards–
shareholders
whose
namesdoappear
on
any outstanding
awards.
the
Corporation’soption-based
records as the
registered holders of Common
Shares can be recognized and acted upon at the Meeting. If
Share-Based Awards
Common Shares are listed in your account statement provided by
Market
your broker, then in almost
all cases those
Common Shares
will not
Market or
or payout
Number of
be registered in yourshares
nameorin the value
Corporation’s
records.
payout valueSuch
of
of
share-based
unitsbe
of registered
Common Shares will likely
under thevested
nameshareof your
based awards
awards that
shares that
broker or an agent of that
In Canada,
Shares
not paid out
or
have notmost Common
havebroker.
not
distributed
vested
are registered under thevested
name of CDS &
Co. (the registration
name
($)(1) (2)
($)
(#)
Name
for CDS Clearing and Depository Services Inc., which acts as
Bryan Begley
– brokerage firms).
– Common
389,684
nominee
for many Canadian
Shares held
by
your
broker
or
their
nominee
can
only
be
voted
upon your
Anne Downey
–
–
227,188
instructions. Without specific instructions, your broker or their
Thomas Ebbern
193,419
nominee is prohibited from voting your Common Shares. Applicable
Ronald Eckhardt
regulatory
policy requires–your broker to– seek voting539,251
instructions
from
you
in
advance
of
the
Meeting.
Every
broker
has
its own
Carlos Fierro
–
–
437,070
mailing procedures and provides its own return instructions, which
Marshall McRae
–
–
324,091
you should carefully follow in order to ensure that your Common
Notes:
Shares are voted at the Meeting.
(1)

All DSUs vest immediately upon the grant of such DSUs but cannot

The majority
of brokers
now
responsibility
for obtaining
be redeemed
until after
thedelegate
director ceases
to be a director
of the
instructions
from
clients
to
Broadridge
Financial
Solutions,
Inc.
Corporation.
(“Broadridge”)
or
another
intermediary.
If
you
receive
a
voting
(2) The market or payout value of vested share-based awards not paid
out or distributed
has been
calculated
on theintermediary
number of DSUsit
instruction
form from
Broadridge
orbased
another
held
December
31, 2019
multiplied
by $0.59,
being
the closing
cannot
beatused
as a proxy
to vote
Common
Shares
directly
at the
price of the Common Shares on the TSX on December 31, 2019.
Meeting as the proxy must be returned (or otherwise reported)
as described in the voting instruction form well in advance of the
Additional
Disclosure Relating to Directors
Meeting in order to have the Common Shares voted.
None of our directors of the Corporation or proposed director:
(a) is, or has been within the past 10 years, a director, chief
executive officer orofchief
financial officer of any company,
Revocability
Proxy
including the Corporation, that while such person was acting in
that
capacity,
was
theproxy
subject
of atime
cease
trade
order
You may
revoke
your
at any
prior
to aorder,
vote.an
If you
or
similar
to
a
cease
trade
order
or
an
order
that
denied
the
relevant
the person you appoint as your proxy attends personally at the
company access to any exemption under securities legislation,
Meeting, you or such person may revoke the proxy and vote in
that in each case was in effect for a period of more than 30
person.
In addition
to revocation
any other
permitted
consecutive
days (collectively,
an in
“Order”),
or manner
after such
person
by
law,
a
proxy
may
be
revoked
by
an
instrument
writing
ceased to be a director, chief executive officer or chiefinfinancial
executed
by
you
or
your
attorney
authorized
in
writing
or,
if you
officer of the relevant company, was the subject of an Order
are a resulted
corporation,
under
your
seal acting
or by ina such
duly
which
from an
event
thatcorporate
occurred while
capacity;
(b)officer
exceptorasattorney
set forthofbelow,
is, or has been
within
the
authorized
the corporation.
To be
effective
past 10 years, a director or executive officer of any company,
including the Corporation, that, while such person was acting in
Persons
theof Solicitation
that capacity,Making
or within a year
that person ceasing to act in that
capacity, became bankrupt, made a proposal under any legislation
relating
to bankruptcy
or insolvency
or was
subject tomanagement.
or instituted
This solicitation
is made
on behalf of
Athabasca’s
any
proceedings,
arrangement
or
compromise
with
creditorsand
or
Athabasca will bear the costs incurred in the preparation
had
a
receiver,
receiver
manager
or
trustee
appointed
to
hold
mailing of the form of proxy, Notice of Annual General Meeting
its
(c) has,Inwithin
the to
past
10 years,
bankrupt,
andassets;
the Circular.
addition
mailing
formsbecome
of proxy,
proxies
made a proposal under any legislation relating to bankruptcy or
insolvency, or become subject to or instituted any proceedings,
arrangement or compromise with creditors or had a receiver,

The following table sets forth the value of share-based awards
which vested
the Shareholder
year ended December
31,be
2019
and the
Although
as a during
Beneficial
you may not
recognized
value of non-equity incentive plan compensation earned during
directly at the Meeting for the purposes of voting Common
the year ended December 31, 2019 for each director. Directors did
Shares
registered
in the name
of your awards
broker (or
the
not hold
any outstanding
option-based
thatagent
wouldofhave
broker),
you
may
attend
the
Meeting
as
proxyholder
for
the
vested in 2019.
registered shareholder and vote Common Shares in that capacity.
If you wish to attend the Meeting and Non-equity
indirectly incentive
vote your
Share-based awards
plan compensation
–
Common Shares as proxyholder
for the registered
shareholder,
– Value vested during
Value earned during
you should enter your own
name
in
the
blank
space
on
the
form
the year(1)(2)
the year
ofName
proxy provided to you and
($) return it to your broker
($) (or the
broker’s
agent
who
provided
it
to
you)
in
accordance
Bryan Begley
202,270
– with the
instructions provided by such broker (or agent), well in advance
Anne Downey
150,000
–
of the Meeting.
Thomas Ebbern
195,450
–
These
materials
are
being
sent
to
both
registered
and
Ronald Eckhardt
240,910
–
non-registered owners of Common Shares. If you are a
Carlos Fierro
195,450
–
non-registered owner, and Athabasca or its agent has sent these
Marshall McRae
150,000
–
materials
directly to you,
your name and address
and
information
about
your
holding
of
Common
Shares
have
been
Notes:
obtained
in vest
accordance
with
applicable
(1) All DSUs
immediately
upon
the grant ofsecurities
such DSUs,regulatory
but cannot
requirements
fromuntil
theafter
intermediary
holding
your
behalf.of the
be redeemed
the director
ceases on
to be
a director
Corporation.

The
Corporation is not using “notice-and-access” to send its
(2) Represents the value of DSUs granted in the year ended December
proxy-related
materials
to ofshareholders,
paper
copies
of
31, 2019. The
fair value
DSUs is based and
on the
number
of DSUs
multiplied
by the
volume
weighted average
price per
such granted
materials
will be sent
to all
shareholders.
The Corporation
Common
on the TSX
for the 20
tradingtodays
immediately
will not
send Share
proxy-related
materials
directly
non-objecting
preceding the date of grant.
Beneficial
Shareholders and such materials will be delivered to
non-objecting Beneficial Shareholders by Broadridge or through
the non-objecting Beneficial Shareholder’s intermediary. The
Corporation intends to pay for the costs of an intermediary to
deliver to objecting Beneficial Shareholders the proxy-related
materials and Form 54-101F7 Request for Voting Instructions
Made by Intermediary of National Instrument 54-101.
receiver manager or trustee appointed to hold his assets; or
(d) has been subject to any penalties or sanctions imposed by a
court relating to securities legislation or by a securities regulatory
authority or has entered into a settlement with a securities
regulatory
authority,
or in
been
subject
anybeother
penalties
or
the
instrument
must be
writing
and to
must
deposited
either
sanctions
imposed
by
a
court
or
regulatory
body
that
would
likely
with us c/o our transfer agent Computershare Trust Company of
be considered important to a reasonable shareholder in deciding
Canada, Proxy Dept., 100 University Avenue, 8th Floor, Toronto,
whether to vote for a proposed director.
Ontario, M5J 2Y1, at any time prior to 4:30 p.m. (Calgary time) on
Mr. last
Ebbern
resigned
as a director
of Live
OutMeeting,
There Inc.
on
the
business
day preceding
the day
of the
or any
November 6, or
2017.
Following Mr.
Ebbern’s
resignation,
Live isOut
adjournment
postponement
thereof,
at which
the proxy
to
There
Inc.orconsented
to theofcourt
appointment
of day
a receiver
be
used,
with the chair
the Meeting
on the
of the
and manager of its assets, undertakings and properties. The
Meeting, or any adjournment or postponement thereof.
receivership order was granted on November 9, 2017.

Corporate Governance
may be solicited by telephone, personal interviews, or by other
means of communication, by our directors, officers and
employees who will not be remunerated therefor.
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Corporate
Shareholder
and Governance
Voting InformationDIRECTOR NOMINEES
Board
Directors
If you are of
a registered
shareholder and are unable to attend the
Meeting in person, please exercise your right to vote by proxy.
Mandate
In order to be effective, the proxy must be sent by mail, hand
delivery
or faxhas
to Athabasca
Oil Corporation’s
the
The Board
overall responsibility
for (“Athabasca”,
overseeing the
“Corporation”,
“us”,
“our”
or
“we”)
transfer
agent,
management of the business and affairs of Athabasca. The Board
Computershare
Trust Company
Canada,
as follows:
has adopted a written
mandateofthat
summarizes,
among other
things, the Board’s duties and responsibilities. A copy of the
1. By mail or hand delivery to Computershare Trust Company
mandate is attached as Appendix A to the Circular.
of Canada, Proxy Department, 100 University Avenue, 8th
BoardFloor,
Renewal
and Tenure
Toronto,
Ontario, M5J 2Y1; or
The
is committed
supporting
the Corporation through
2. Board
By facsimile
to (416)to
263-9524
or 1-866-249-7775.
the selection of qualified directors who have appropriate skills
to
meet the evolving
Corporation
who can
Alternatively,
pleaseneeds
voteof the
through
the and
internet
at
provide strong stewardship
for telephone
the Corporation.
Through its
www.investorvote.com
or by
at 1-866-732-VOTE
Compensation
and within
Governance
is comprised
(8683) (toll free
NorthCommittee,
America) which
or 1-312-588-4290
entirely of independent directors, the Board regularly reviews and
(outside North America). Registered shareholders will require
assesses the size, independence, operation, competencies and
the
control
number
thatdirectors.
may be found on the
skills 15-digit
of the Board
and the
individual
instrument of proxy in order to vote through the internet or by
The
Corporation initiated a targeted board renewal process
telephone.
commencing in 2014 with the assistance of the international
search firm Korn Ferry. The seven Board nominees reflect a range
of complementary but different experiences and skills to support
the Corporation. The length of director tenure of the six incumbent
Solicitation
of Proxies
by Management
Board nominees ranges
from less than
one year to eight years,
including new appointments in 2012 and each year from 2015
to
which the
Compensation
and Governance
Committeeis
This2018,
information
circular
– proxy statement
(the “Circular”)
believes,
along
with
the
proposed
nominee
Mr.
Festival,
is an
furnished in connection with the solicitation of proxies
by
appropriate
mix
of
longer-term
directors
who
have
accumulated
management of the Corporation for use at the Meeting.
extensive knowledge and understanding of the Corporation, and
Shareholders of record on April 4, 2019 (the “Record Date”) are
newer directors who are bringing additional experience and fresh
entitled to receive notice of, and to attend and vote at, the
perspectives to the Board.
Meeting.
Athabasca does not currently have a policy regarding term limits
The
instrumentThe
appointing
a proxy and
mustGovernance
be in writingCommittee
and must
for directors.
Compensation
believes
Athabasca
is your
meeting
its objective
of inachieving
theif
be
executed
by you or
attorney
authorized
writing or,
optimum
of skills
andyour
experience
the or
Board
you
are a balance
corporation,
under
corporateat seal
by a level
duly
without theofficer
need to
such
limits.
authorized
orimpose
attorney
of the
corporation.
The Compensation and Governance Committee has endorsed
The
personsreview
namedprocess
in the enclosed
instrument
of proxy
are our
an annual
that includes
a written
evaluation.
officers.
As
a
registered
shareholder,
you
have
the
right
to
The written evaluation process is seen as an opportunity to
appoint
another person (who
needsuccesses
not be aand
shareholder)
to
review past-performance,
recognize
identify areas
for improvement for the Board, its committees and individual
directors. In the written evaluation, directors evaluate overall
Board performance
through a series
questions concerning the
Exercise
of Discretion
byof Proxy
role of the Board, Board structure and the Board’s relationship
with
management
as well
as provide abyself-assessment.
The Common
Shares
represented
proxy will be voted or
withheld
from
voting
on
any
matter
that
may properly come
Membership and Independence
before the Meeting. Where you specify a choice with respect to
Our
Board oftoDirectors
members
and our
any matter
be actedcurrently
upon at has
the seven
Meeting,
your Common
Board Chair and a majority of our directors are independent
Shares will be voted in accordance with your instructions. If you
for the purposes of National Instrument 58-101 – Disclosure
do
provideGovernance
instructions,Practices
your Common
Shares will
be Board
voted
of not
Corporate
(“NI 58-101”).
The
in
favour
of
the
matters
to
be
acted
upon
as
set
out
in
the
determined that Messrs. Begley, Ebbern, Eckhardt, Fierro and
Circular.
A
shareholder
has
the
right
to
appoint
a
person
or
Festival are independent and, in respect of incumbent directors,
entityindependent
(who need in
not
be aMr.
shareholder)
attend andbecause
act for
were
2019.
Broen is notto
independent
he
theher
President
CEObehalf
of the at
Corporation.
Ms.other
Downey
is not
himis or
on his and
or her
the Meeting
than
the
persons named in the enclosed instrument of Proxy. The
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The Corporation may use the Broadridge QuickVote™ service to
assist non-registered shareholders to conveniently vote their
considered
independent
because
she Corporation
acted as a consultant
to the
common
shares
in the capital
of the
(the “Common
Corporation in 2017 and 2018.
Shares”).
Mr. McRae, who is currently a member of the Board as of the date
order
towillbenotvalid
and re-election
acted upon
the
ofInthis
Circular,
be seeking
at theat
Meeting.
Meeting,
instruments
ofMcRae
proxy
as independent
well as
During
his tenure
on the Board, Mr.
was also
for
the purposes
of NI58-101.and telephone must be
votes
by internet
Meetings
of the
received
in Independent
each caseDirectors
not less

than 48 hours
(excluding
and holidays)
The
Board held weekends
six meetings between
January 1, before
2019 and
December
31, 2019
the independent
directorsorconducted
the time
setandfor
the Meeting
any
in-camera
sessions
without
members
of
management
present,
adjournment or postponement thereof.

at a majority of these meetings, including at each of the Board’s
quarterly meetings. Additionally, in-camera sessions were held
Shareholders
that of
thethe
useAudit
of mail
to transmit
during each ofare
thecautioned
five meetings
Committee
that
proxies
is
at
each
shareholder’s
risk.
The
Corporation
reserves
were held between January 1, 2019 and December 31, 2019.
the right to accept late proxies. The time limit for deposit of
Board and Executive Diversity
proxies may be waived or extended by the Chair of the Meeting
Athabasca
recognizes
the benefits
of diversity
at
his discretion,
without
notice. The
Chair ofand
the inclusion
Meeting at
is
all levels
its organization
asany
such,
the
Board adopted
under
no within
obligation
to accept orand,
reject
late
proxies.
a formal Board Diversity Policy in 2018 that includes provisions
relating to the identification and nomination of women directors
(“Board Diversity Policy”). The Board Diversity Policy does not
contain any gender targets but specifically requires the Board to
consider candidates based on merit and to have regard to the
represent you at the Meeting. To exercise this right, you should
benefits of diversity and the needs of the Board including the
insert
name
of your desired
representative
in the blank
existingthe
level
of representation
of women
on the Board.
space provided in the form of proxy and strike out the other
The Board
Diversity
Policyappropriate
requires thatproxy.
any search firm engaged
names
or submit
another
to assist the Board in identifying candidates will be specifically
directedotherwise
to includestated,
diversethe
candidates
generally,
and multiple
Unless
information
contained
in the
women
candidates
in
particular.
Women
candidates
for director
Circular is given as at April 11, 2019. All dollar amounts
in the
must be included
on the organization’s
potential
Circular,
unless otherwise
indicated, evergreen
are statedlistinof Canadian
nominees. The Board also has the opportunity to evaluate the
currency.
effectiveness of the director selection and nomination process,
including
with the Board
Diversity
Policy, to
through
its
No
personcompliance
has been authorized
by the
Corporation
give any
annual review process. As part of such process, the Board will
information or make any representations in connection with the
consider the candidates identified or brought forward for board
Meeting
as described
in the
Circular and,
if given or
positionsother
duringthan
the year
and the skills,
knowledge
and experience
made,
any
such
information
or
representation
must
not
be relied
of such candidates to ensure that any female candidates
were
upon
having been
authorized
the Corporation.
fairly as
considered
relative
to otherbycandidates.
In 2017, Athabasca appointed its first female board member,
which represents 14% of its board membership.
When appointing individuals to executive officer positions,
Athabasca
weighs
number
of factors,
including
skills and
persons
named
in athe
enclosed
proxy will
have the
discretionary
experiencewith
necessary
position
and the personal
attributes
of
authority
respectfortothe
any
amendments
or variations
of the
the candidates.
The level
representation
womenorinany
executive
matters
of business
to beofacted
on at the of
Meeting
other
officer positions
considered
suchMeeting
factor. Instead
of
matters
properlyis also
brought
beforeonethe
or any
adopting a target, the organization believes that building a culture
adjournment or postponement thereof, in each instance, to the
of inclusion throughout the organization removes barriers to
extent
permitted
by law,
whetherexecutive
or not management
the amendment,
women’s
advancement.
Athabasca’s
team
variation
or
other
matter
that
comes
before
the Meeting
is
is currently comprised of one woman, which represents
25% of
routine
and
whether
or
not
the
amendment,
variation
or
other
the total executive officers, holding the position of Vice President,
matter
Thermalthat
Oil.comes before the Meeting is contested. At the time
of printing the Circular, we know of no such amendment,
variation or other matter.

CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE
SHAREHOLDER AND
VOTING INFORMATION
Majority Voting Policy

Shareholder Engagement
Advice to Beneficial Holders of Common Shares
In 2015, the Board adopted a majority voting policy (“Majority
Voting
Policy”) which
stipulates
thatsection
if a director
nominee
The information
contained
in this
is of significant
receives
thanCommon
“for” votes
at your
an
importancemore
to you“withhold”
if you do notvotes
hold your
Shares in
uncontested
shareholders’
such nominee
must
own name (referred
to in the meeting,
Circular asthen
“Beneficial
Shareholders”).
immediately
his or
resignationwhose
for consideration
by the
Only proxies tender
deposited
byher
shareholders
names appear
on
Compensation and Governance Committee. The Compensation
the Corporation’s records as the registered holders of Common
and Governance Committee will consider the director nominee’s
Shares
be and
recognized
anda acted
upon at theto Meeting.
offer tocan
resign
will make
recommendation
the BoardIf
Common
Shares
are
listed
in
your
account
statement
provided
by
to accept the resignation unless exceptional circumstances
your
broker,
then
in
almost
all
cases
those
Common
Shares
will
not
exist that would warrant the applicable director continuing to
be
registered
in yourWithin
name90
in days
the of
Corporation’s
Such
serve
on the Board.
the date ofrecords.
the relevant
shareholders’
meeting,
upon
the Compensation
and
Common Shares
will likely
be considering
registered under
the name of your
Governance
will accept
broker or an Committee’s
agent of that recommendation,
broker. In Canada, the
mostBoard
Common
Shares
the
director’s under
offer the
to resign
unless
circumstances
are registered
name of
CDS &exceptional
Co. (the registration
name
exist
thatClearing
warrantand
the Depository
director remaining
Board.
for CDS
Services on
Inc.,the
which
actsThe
as
resignation will be effective when accepted by the Board. A news
nominee for many Canadian brokerage firms). Common Shares held
release will be issued promptly to announce the decision that
by your broker or their nominee can only be voted upon your
is reached by the Board and if the Board chooses not to accept
instructions.
Without
specificthe
instructions,
yourwill
broker
or their
a director’s offer
to resign,
news release
describe
the
nominee
is
prohibited
from
voting
your
Common
Shares.
Applicable
reasons for that decision. No director that is required to tender
regulatory
requires
your broker
to seek
voting
instructions
his or her policy
resignation
pursuant
to the
Majority
Voting
Policy
shall
in theofdeliberations
or Every
recommendations
the
from participate
you in advance
the Meeting.
broker has itsof own
Compensation
andand
Governance
Committee
the Board which
with
mailing procedures
provides its
own returnorinstructions,
respect
to the
director’s
to resign.
The Board
mayCommon
fill any
you should
carefully
followoffer
in order
to ensure
that your
vacancy
a resignation pursuant to the Majority
Shares areresulting
voted at from
the Meeting.
Voting Policy in accordance with the Corporation’s by-laws and
articles
and applicable
laws. responsibility for obtaining
The majority
of brokerscorporate
now delegate
instructions
from
clients
to
Broadridge
Financial Solutions, Inc.
Position Descriptions
(“Broadridge”) or another intermediary. If you receive a voting
The Board has developed and implemented written position
instruction form from Broadridge or another intermediary it
descriptions for the Chair of the Board, the chairs of each
cannot be used as a proxy to vote Common Shares directly at the
committee of the Board and the CEO and CFO.
Meeting as the proxy must be returned (or otherwise reported)
Responsibility
the
Chairinstruction form well in advance of the
as described inof
the
voting
Meeting
in
order
to
have
the Common
Shares
voted.to the Board
The Chair of the Board provides
effective
leadership
in the governance of the Corporation. The Chair sets the “tone”
for the Board and its members to foster ethical and responsible
decision making and responsible practices in corporate
Revocability
of Proxy
governance. The Chair also provides leadership on governance,
corporate social responsibility, board/management relationships
You may revoke your proxy at any time prior to a vote. If you or
and organizing and conducting meetings of the Board and
the
person you
appoint as your proxy attends personally at the
shareholder
meetings.
Meeting, you or such person may revoke the proxy and vote in
person.
addition to revocation in any other manner permitted
BoardIn Committees
by law, a proxy may be revoked by an instrument in writing
executed
or youritsattorney
authorized
in writing
or, if the
you
To
assist itbyinyou
fulfilling
mandate,
the Board
has formed
are a corporation,
under
your corporate seal or by a duly
following
three standing
committees:
authorized officer or attorney of the corporation. To be effective
Compensation and Governance Committee
The responsibilities of the Compensation and Governance
Persons
Making the Solicitation
Committee include:
• Assisting the Board in fulfilling its oversight responsibilities
This solicitation is made on behalf of Athabasca’s management.
of the key compensation and human resources policies of
Athabasca will bear the costs incurred in the preparation and
Athabasca.
mailing of the form of proxy, Notice of Annual General Meeting
•andOrienting
new In
directors
as to
to mailing
the nature
andof
operation
of the
the Circular.
addition
forms
proxy, proxies
business and affairs of Athabasca and the role of the Board
and its committees.

Athabasca delivered strong operational and financial results in
2019 andasbolstered
its financial
resiliency
through
Leismer
Although
a Beneficial
Shareholder
you may
not bethe
recognized
infrastructure
which for
wasthe
completed
The
directly
at thesale
Meeting
purposesin ofJanuary
voting2019.
Common
recent COVID-19
and decisions
OPEC(or
have
resulted
in
Shares
registeredoutbreak
in the name
of your by
broker
agent
of the
extreme you
market
commodity
price volatility.
The Corporation
broker),
mayand
attend
the Meeting
as proxyholder
for the
has taken proactive measures to manage risk including an active
registered shareholder and vote Common Shares in that capacity.
risk management program and halting major capital activities for
If you wish to attend the Meeting and indirectly vote your
the balance of the year.
Common Shares as proxyholder for the registered shareholder,
The should
Board and
theyour
Corporation
willincontinue
respond
to voting
you
enter
own name
the blanktospace
on the
form
results
active
engagement
and
by advancing
of
proxythrough
provided
to shareholder
you and return
it to your
broker
(or the
the Corporation’s strategy and managing the sustainability of its
broker’s agent who provided it to you) in accordance with the
compensation programs.
instructions provided by such broker (or agent), well in advance
Ethical
Business Conduct
of
the Meeting.
In order to encourage and promote a culture of ethical business
These materials are being sent to both registered and
conduct, the Board has adopted a written Code of Business Ethics
non-registered owners of Common Shares. If you are a
and Conduct (the “Code”) applicable to all directors, officers
non-registered
and Athabasca
or isitsavailable
agent has
these
and employeesowner,
of Athabasca.
The Code
onsent
SEDAR
at
materials
directly
to
you,
your
name
and
address
and
www.sedar.com. The Board has also adopted a Whistleblower
information
about your
holding
of Common
Sharesofhave
been
Policy that provides
directors,
officers
and employees
Athabasca
obtained
accordance
with for
applicable
securitiesorregulatory
and othersinwith
a mechanism
raising complaints
concerns
regarding questionable
accounting practices,
inadequate
internal
requirements
from the intermediary
holding on
your behalf.
accounting controls, the misleading or coercion of auditors,
The
Corporation
is not using
“notice-and-access”
to send its
disclosure
of fraudulent
or misleading
financial information,
violations of the
Code, violations
of Athabasca’s
Blackproxy-related
materials
to shareholders,
and Trading
paper and
copies
of
Out Policy
and instances
of corporate
fraud. Reports
under
such
materials
will be sent
to all shareholders.
The made
Corporation
the not
Whistleblower
Policy may
be madedirectly
in a confidential
and, if
will
send proxy-related
materials
to non-objecting
deemed necessary,
anonymous
monitors
Beneficial
Shareholders
and such manner.
materialsThe
will Board
be delivered
to
compliance with the Code through the Whistleblower Policy.
non-objecting Beneficial Shareholders by Broadridge or through
In accordance
withBeneficial
the Business
Corporations
Act (Alberta),
the
non-objecting
Shareholder’s
intermediary.
The
directors who
are atoparty
to, the
or are
a director
or an officer
Corporation
intends
pay for
costs
of an intermediary
to
of a person
who is aBeneficial
party to, Shareholders
a material contract
or material
deliver
to objecting
the proxy-related
transactionand
or aForm
proposed
material
contract
proposed
material
materials
54-101F7
Request
fororVoting
Instructions
transaction, are required to disclose the nature and extent of their
Made by Intermediary of National Instrument 54-101.
interest and not vote on any resolution to approve the contract
or transaction. In certain cases, an independent committee may
be formed to deliberate on such matters in the absence of the
interested party.
the instrument must be in writing and must be deposited either
with us c/o our transfer agent Computershare Trust Company of
Canada, Proxy Dept., 100 University Avenue, 8th Floor, Toronto,
Ontario, M5J 2Y1, at any time prior to 4:30 p.m. (Calgary time) on
the last business day preceding the day of the Meeting, or any
adjournment
postponement
thereof,education
at which the
proxy is to
• Making or
available
continuing
opportunities
be used,
or with
the chairorofenhance
the Meeting
on and
the day
of the
designed
to maintain
the skills
abilities
of
Athabasca’s
and or
to postponement
ensure that their
knowledge and
Meeting,
or any directors
adjournment
thereof.
understanding of Athabasca’s business remains current.
•

Identifying, assessing and recommending to the Board new
director candidates for appointment or nomination. See
“Corporate Governance – Board of Directors – Board Renewal
may be solicited by telephone, personal interviews, or by other
and Tenure” above.
means of communication, by our directors, officers and
• Establishing
and
employees
who will
notimplementing
be remuneratedprocedures
therefor. to evaluate
the performance and effectiveness of the Board, Board
committees, individual directors, the Board Chair, the
Lead Director (if a Lead Director has been appointed) and
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committee chairs. The procedures include utilizing an annual
directors’ evaluation questionnaire, which addresses, among
If you are a registered shareholder and are unable to attend the
other things, individual director and overall board skills, and
Meeting in person, please exercise your right to vote by proxy.
board effectiveness.
In order to be effective, the proxy must be sent by mail, hand
•delivery
Reviewing
and
making Oil
recommendations
to the Board
or fax to
Athabasca
Corporation’s (“Athabasca”,
the
regarding the CEO’s
and long-term
corporateagent,
goals
“Corporation”,
“us”, short-term
“our” or
“we”) transfer
and objectives and performance measurement indicators.
Computershare Trust Company of Canada, as follows:
• Making recommendations regarding the results of the annual
1. By mail or hand delivery to Computershare Trust Company
evaluation to the Board.
of Canada, Proxy Department, 100 University Avenue, 8th
A copy
the Compensation
Governance Committee’s
Floor,ofToronto,
Ontario, M5J and
2Y1; or
Mandate is available on the Corporation’s website at www.atha.com.
2.
facsimile to (416)
263-9524
1-866-249-7775.
See By
“Compensation
Discussion
andor Analysis
– Compensation
Governance” below for more information respecting the
Alternatively,
please
vote Committee.
through the internet at
Compensation and
Governance
www.investorvote.com or by telephone at 1-866-732-VOTE
Reserves
Committee
(8683) (toll
free within North America) or 1-312-588-4290
(outside
North
America).assists
Registered
shareholders
willoversight
require
The
Reserves
Committee
the Board
in fulfilling its
responsibilities
with respect
the evaluation
and reporting
the 15-digit control
numberto that
may be found
on the
of
Athabasca’s
oil and
gas reserves
resources
and related
instrument
of proxy
in order
to vote and
through
the internet
or by
matters
including:
telephone.
•

Reviewing, at least annually, the Corporation’s procedures
relating to its disclosures under National Instrument 51-101 Standards of Disclosure for Oil and Gas Activities and making
recommendations
the Board by
regarding
such procedures.
Solicitation
of toProxies
Management
• Making recommendations to the Board regarding the
independent,
reserves
Thisengagement
informationofcircular
– proxyqualified
statement
(the evaluators
“Circular”)oris
auditorsintoconnection
report to thewith
Boardthe
on Athabasca’s
data.by
furnished
solicitation reserve
of proxies
management
of the Corporation
for use
at the
• Making recommendations
to the Board
regarding
the Meeting.
reserves
Shareholders
of record
onAthabasca
April 4, 2019
Date”)
are
and resource
data of
that(the
will“Record
be made
publicly
entitled
to receive
of, and toregulatory
attend and
vote at, the
available
and filednotice
with applicable
authorities.
Meeting.
A copy of the Reserves Committee’s Mandate is available on the
Corporation’s
website
at www.atha.com.
The
instrument
appointing
a proxy must be in writing and must
be executed by you or your attorney authorized in writing or, if
you are a corporation, under your corporate seal or by a duly
authorized officer or attorney of the corporation.
The persons named in the enclosed instrument of proxy are our
officers. As a registered shareholder, you have the right to
appoint another person (who need not be a shareholder) to

Audit Committee
The
may use
the Broadridge
The Corporation
Audit Committee’s
primary
purpose isQuickVote™
to assist theservice
Board to
in
assist
non-registered
shareholders with
to conveniently
fulfilling
its oversight responsibilities
respect to: vote their
common shares in the capital of the Corporation (the “Common
• The integrity of Athabasca’s annual and quarterly financial
Shares”).
statements.
•InAthabasca’s
accounting
finance-based
order tocompliance
be validwith
and
acted and
upon
at the
legal and regulatory requirements.

Meeting, instruments of proxy as well as

•votes
The external
auditor’s and
qualifications,
independence
and
by internet
telephone
must be
compensation, and communicating with the external auditor.

received in each case not less than 48 hours

•(excluding
The system of
internal accounting
and financialbefore
reporting
weekends
and holidays)
controls that management has established.

the time set for the Meeting or any

•adjournment
The performance
the external audit thereof.
process and of the
orofpostponement
external auditor.
• Financial policies
and financial
riskuse
management
Shareholders
are cautioned
that the
of mail to practices;
transmit
and istransactions
or circumstances
which
could materially
proxies
at each shareholder’s
risk. The
Corporation
reserves
theaccept
financial
profile
of Athabasca.
the affect
right to
late
proxies.
The time limit for deposit of
proxies
may be with
waived
extended
by the Chair
of thethe
Meeting
In accordance
theorAudit
Committee
mandate,
Audit
at
his discretion,
notice.
The Chair
of themanagement
Meeting is
Committee
holdswithout
in-camera
sessions
without
present
each regularly
scheduled
Committee
under
noatobligation
to accept
or rejectAudit
any late
proxies.meeting.
A copy of the Audit Committee’s Mandate is available on the
Corporation’s website at www.atha.com.

represent you at the Meeting. To exercise this right, you should
insert the name of your desired representative in the blank
space provided in the form of proxy and strike out the other
names or submit another appropriate proxy.
Unless otherwise stated, the information contained in the
Circular is given as at April 11, 2019. All dollar amounts in the
Circular, unless otherwise indicated, are stated in Canadian
currency.
No person has been authorized by the Corporation to give any
information or make any representations in connection with the
Meeting other than as described in the Circular and, if given or
made, any such information or representation must not be relied
upon as having been authorized by the Corporation.

Exercise of Discretion by Proxy
The Common Shares represented by proxy will be voted or
withheld from voting on any matter that may properly come
before the Meeting. Where you specify a choice with respect to
any matter to be acted upon at the Meeting, your Common
Shares will be voted in accordance with your instructions. If you
do not provide instructions, your Common Shares will be voted
in favour of the matters to be acted upon as set out in the
Circular. A shareholder has the right to appoint a person or
entity (who need not be a shareholder) to attend and act for
him or her on his or her behalf at the Meeting other than the
persons named in the enclosed instrument of Proxy. The
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persons named in the enclosed proxy will have discretionary
authority with respect to any amendments or variations of the
matters of business to be acted on at the Meeting or any other
matters properly brought before the Meeting or any
adjournment or postponement thereof, in each instance, to the
extent permitted by law, whether or not the amendment,
variation or other matter that comes before the Meeting is
routine and whether or not the amendment, variation or other
matter that comes before the Meeting is contested. At the time
of printing the Circular, we know of no such amendment,
variation or other matter.

AND VOTING INFORMATION
Compensation Discussion & SHAREHOLDER
Analysis

Advice to Beneficial Holders of Common Shares
Introduction
The information contained in this section is of significant
The
Compensation
and do
Governance
Committee
committed
importance
to you if you
not hold your
Common is
Shares
in your
to
a clear
comprehensive
discussion
of our
ownproviding
name (referred
to inand
the Circular
as “Beneficial
Shareholders”).
approach to executive compensation, including our overarching
Only proxies deposited by shareholders whose names appear on
philosophy and objectives of aligning executive compensation
the Corporation’s records as the registered holders of Common
with Athabasca’s performance. The Corporation’s compensation
Shares
can will
be remain
recognized
and actedfocus
uponforatthe
theBoard
Meeting.
philosophy
an important
as weIf
Common
Shares
are
listed
in
your
account
statement
provided
by
continue to be of the view that Athabasca’s delivery of profitable
your
broker,
then
in
almost
all
cases
those
Common
Shares
will
not
and sustainable growth can only be achieved if we attract, retain
be registered
in your executives.
name in the Corporation’s records. Such
and
motivate talented
Common Shares will likely be registered under the name of your
Over the previous several years, Athabasca has undertaken a
broker
or anreview
agent of
of that
In Canada, most
Common
Shares
substantial
all ofbroker.
its compensation
programs
in order
to
are
registered
under
the
name
of
CDS
&
Co.
(the
registration
name
align them with competitive market practice, as well as to ensure
for
CDS Clearing
andevolved
Depository
Inc.,matured
which acts
as
its incentive
programs
as theServices
Corporation
into an
nominee for many
Canadian
brokerage
firms).have
Common
Shares held
intermediate
oil and
gas producer.
Changes
included:
by your broker or their nominee can only be voted upon your
• Implementing a structured corporate scorecard for
instructions.
Without
instructions,
broker or their
determining
annualspecific
short-term
incentiveyour
compensation.
nominee is prohibited from voting your Common Shares. Applicable
•regulatory
Implementing
a Performance
Awardtoequity
plan forinstructions
executive
policy requires
your broker
seek voting
management, linking long-term success of the Corporation
from you in advance of the Meeting. Every broker has its own
(share price performance relative to peers and key business
mailing procedures and provides its own return instructions, which
deliverables) with executive compensation.
you should carefully follow in order to ensure that your Common
Shares are voted at the Meeting.

Named Executive Officers

The majority of brokers now delegate responsibility for obtaining
Athabasca’s
Named
Executive
OfficersFinancial
(“NEOs”)
are those
instructions from
clients
to Broadridge
Solutions,
Inc.
individuals
whoor served
Chief Executive
(“Broadridge”)
anotherasintermediary.
If you Officer
receive (“CEO”),
a voting
Chief Financial
Officer
and the
three other
most highlyit
instruction
form
from(“CFO”)
Broadridge
or another
intermediary
compensated executive officers or individuals serving in similar
cannot be used as a proxy to vote Common Shares directly at the
capacities during the year ended December 31, 2019:
Meeting as the proxy must be returned (or otherwise reported)
• described
Robert Broen,
and Chief form
Executive
as
in thePresident
voting instruction
well Officer
in advance of the
Meeting
in
order
to
have
the
Common
Shares
voted.
• Matthew Taylor, Chief Financial Officer

Although as a Beneficial Shareholder you may not be recognized
• Implementing
a director
in conjunction
with the
directly
at the Meeting
forDSU
theprogram
purposes
of voting Common
elimination
of director
RSU and
Option
grants.
Shares
registered
in the name
of your
broker
(or agent of the
broker),
you may
attend
Meeting
as proxyholder
for the
• Eliminating
large
initialthe
grants
of long-term
equity incentive
registered
and vote
Common
in that
awardsshareholder
to new employees
and
adoptingShares
a practice
thatcapacity.
is more
aligned
practices.
If you
wishwith
to industry
attend the
Meeting and indirectly vote your
Common
Shares
as proxyholder
for the
shareholder,
• Limiting
the award
of Option grants
to registered
executive officers
of the
you Corporation.
should enter your own name in the blank space on the form
of proxy provided to you and return it to your broker (or the
The Compensation and Governance Committee will continue
broker’s agent who provided it to you) in accordance with the
to ensure our incentive programs meet the needs of the
instructions provided by such broker (or agent), well in advance
Corporation’s progressing business while being mindful of the
of
the Meeting.of the programs and the impacts of equity grants
sustainability
on the Corporation’s shareholders. Most of the disclosure in this
These materials are being sent to both registered and
Compensation Discussion & Analysis in respect of share-based
non-registered
owners
of Common
Shares. with
If you
are a
compensation was
calculated,
in accordance
applicable
non-registered
owner,
and
Athabasca
or
its
agent
has
sent
these
securities laws, with reference to the trading price of the Common
materials
directly
to
you,
your
name
and
address
Shares as of December 31, 2019 or earlier. Accordingly, and
this
information
about
holding
of Common
Shares
havebybeen
disclosure does
notyour
take into
account
the volatility
created
the
spread of in
COVID-19
and decisions
by OPEC,securities
which hasregulatory
adversely
obtained
accordance
with applicable
impacted the from
trading
of our Common
therefore
requirements
theprice
intermediary
holdingShares,
on yourand
behalf.
the potential value of share-based compensation.
The Corporation is not using “notice-and-access” to send its
proxy-related materials to shareholders, and paper copies of
such materials will be sent to all shareholders. The Corporation
will
not sendAnderson,
proxy-related
materials
directlyOfficer
to non-objecting
• Kimberly
former
Chief Financial
Beneficial Shareholders and such materials will be delivered to
• Angela Avery, former General Counsel and Vice President
non-objecting Beneficial Shareholders by Broadridge or through
Business Development
the non-objecting Beneficial Shareholder’s intermediary. The
• Karla Ingoldsby,
President,
Corporation
intendsVice
to pay
for theThermal
costs ofOilan intermediary to
deliver
to
objecting
Beneficial
Shareholders
• Michael Wojcichowsky, Vice President, Lightthe
Oil proxy-related
materials and Form 54-101F7 Request for Voting Instructions
Made by Intermediary of National Instrument 54-101.

Athabasca’s
RevocabilityApproach
of Proxy to Compensation
Philosophy and Objectives
You may revoke your proxy at any time prior to a vote. If you or
Our
compensation
program
is designed
to link personally
executive pay
to
the person
you appoint
as your
proxy attends
at the
corporate
performance,
thereby
aligningtheexecutive
Meeting, you
or such person
may revoke
proxy andinterests
vote in
closely
with
thosetoofrevocation
the Corporation’s
With
person. In
addition
in any othershareholders.
manner permitted
significant proportions of “at risk” pay, Athabasca’s compensation
by law, a proxy may be revoked by an instrument in writing
framework is competitive among Canadian oil and gas companies,
executed by you or your attorney authorized in writing or, if you
with significant upside for out-performance and downside for
are
a corporation, under your corporate seal or by a duly
under-performance.
authorized officer or attorney of the corporation. To be effective
Our compensation program has been designed to achieve these
key objectives:

Persons
Making
the Solicitation
• Link compensation
to Athabasca’s
performance.

•ThisAlign
employees’
interests
withofthe
interests ofmanagement.
Athabasca’s
solicitation
is made
on behalf
Athabasca’s
shareholders.
Athabasca will bear the costs incurred in the preparation and
of thetoform
ofand
proxy,
Notice
of Annual
General
Meeting
•mailing
Continue
attract
retain
superior
performing
employees.
and the Circular. In addition to mailing forms of proxy, proxies

Compensation Governance
the instrument must be in writing and must be deposited either
Oversight
Athabasca’s
compensation
program
with
us c/o for
our transfer
agentexecutive
Computershare
Trust Company
of
is provided
the 100
Board’s
Compensation
and
Governance
Canada,
Proxyby
Dept.,
University
Avenue, 8th
Floor,
Toronto,
Committee.
Among
other
this
Compensation
Ontario,
M5J 2Y1,
at any
timeresponsibilities,
prior to 4:30 p.m.
(Calgary
time) on
and Governance Committee’s mandate includes: (a) establishing
the last business day preceding the day of the Meeting, or any
key compensation and human resources policies; (b) annually
adjournment or postponement thereof, at which the proxy is to
establishing short-term and long-term corporate goals and
be
used, orforwith
of the Meeting
on the
day of the
objectives
the the
CEO chair
and evaluating
the CEO’s
performance
in
Meeting,
or
any
adjournment
or
postponement
thereof.
the context of those goals; (c) setting the CEO’s compensation;
and (d) establishing the compensation of Athabasca’s executive
management, including that of the NEOs.
Following the 2019 AGM, the Compensation and Governance
Committee
was by
comprised
of personal
three members:
Bryan
may
be solicited
telephone,
interviews,
or byBegley,
other
Thomas
Ebbern
and
Carlos
Fierro,
all
of
whom
are
independent.
means of communication, by our directors, officers and
Each current member’s previous executive management
employees who will not be remunerated therefor.
experience and current board roles are described under “Director
Nominees – Director Nominee Profiles” above.
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Member

Independent

Skills and Experience Relevant to the Compensation and Governance Committee

The Corporation may use the Broadridge QuickVote™ service to
If you are a registered shareholder and are unable to attend the
Bryan Begley
Yes
Mr. Begley has over 12 years of management and executive experience as a managing director of
assist non-registered shareholders to conveniently vote their
Meeting in person, please exercise your right to vote by proxy.
several investment firms. In these roles, Mr. Begley has been directly involved in determining and
common shares in the capital of the Corporation (the “Common
In order to be effective, the proxy must
be
sent
by
mail,
hand
managing compensation programs.
Shares”).
delivery or fax to Athabasca Oil Corporation’s (“Athabasca”, the
Thomas Ebbern
Yes
Mr. Ebbern was, until 2019, the CFO of North West Refining for the last 8 years and has been
“Corporation”, “us”, “our” or “we”) transfer agent,
responsible for managing and overseeing
its compensation
program
working
closely
its
In order
to be valid
and and
acted
upon
atwith
the
Computershare Trust Company of Canada,
as follows:
Board
of Directors and Compensation Committee. As well, Mr. Ebbern has 8 years of experience

Meeting, instruments of proxy as well as
as Executive
Managing
By mail or hand delivery to Computershare
Trust
CompanyDirector of Tristone Capital which involved determining and managing
compensation
programs.
votes by internet and telephone must be
of Canada, Proxy Department, 100staff
University
Avenue,
8th
receivedin in
casebanking
not less
than
48a hours
Carlos
Fierro
Yes
Mr.
Fierro
has
over
19
years
of
experience
theeach
investment
business
(with
primary
Floor, Toronto, Ontario, M5J 2Y1; or
focus on the energy sector). As a (excluding
managing director
and
the
global
head
of
the
natural
resources
weekends and holidays) before
2. By facsimile to (416) 263-9524 or 1-866-249-7775.
group at both Lehman Brothers and Barclays PLC, he dealt with compensation matters related to
the
time
set for the Meeting or any
members of his global banking team.
Alternatively, please vote through the internet at
adjournment or postponement thereof.
External
Consultants and or
Advisors
Athabasca also participates in: (a) Mercer Canada’s annual energy
www.investorvote.com
by telephone at 1-866-732-VOTE
industry compensation survey (“Mercer Survey”), which entitles
(8683)
(toll that
free Athabasca’s
within North
America)
or 1-312-588-4290
To ensure
overall
executive
compensation
Shareholders
areto cautioned
the use compensation
of mail to transmit
the Corporation
access and that
use Mercer’s
data to
(outside
North
America).
Registered
shareholders
will
require
is reasonable and competitive with other participants in the
proxies
is
at
each
shareholder’s
risk.
The
Corporation
benchmark the Corporation’s compensation against otherreserves
market
the 15-digit
control
numberAthabasca
that may
on the
Canadian
oil and
gas industry,
andbe
thefound
Compensation
the
right to accept
time limit
for deposit
participants;
and (b)late
the proxies.
“CalgaryThe
Exchange
Group”,
which isofa
and
Governance
engage
external
advisorsor to
instrument
of proxyCommittee
in order to vote
through
the internet
by
proxies
be waived energy
or extended
by thethat
Chair
of the
Meeting
group ofmay
Calgary-based
companies
share
information
provide
advice and information regarding the development
telephone.
about
trends.notice. The Chair of the Meeting is
at
his compensation
discretion, without
of compensation policies, to benchmark Athabasca’s pay and
under
no obligation
to accept or reject
performance against a group of peer companies and to conduct
Executive
Compensation-Related
Fees: any late proxies.
1.

comparative pay analyses.

Fees Paid

During
2019, Lane of
Caputo
providedby
human
resources consulting
Solicitation
Proxies
Management
Consultant
2018
2019
services assisting Athabasca with creating the tables included in
Lane Caputo
$8,000
$40,625
its 2019 Circular and providing general human resources support
represent you at the Meeting. To exercise this right, you should
This information circular – proxy statement (the “Circular”) is
and administration services.
McKeon
$40,000
nil
insert the name of your desired representative in the blank
furnished in connection with the solicitation of proxies by
Mercerprovided
Survey in the form of
$12,500
$11,160
space
proxy and strike out
the other
management of the Corporation for use at the Meeting.
names
or
submit
another
appropriate
proxy.
Shareholders
of
record
on
April
4,
2019
(the
“Record
Date”)
are
Pay Comparator Group
entitled to receive notice of, and to attend and vote at, the
otherwise
the information
contained
in the
Each year, the Compensation and Governance Committee selects a Unless
comparator
group stated,
of companies
for the purpose
of executive
Meeting.
compensation benchmarking. In determining the appropriate peers, theCircular
Compensation
Committee
setsamounts
a range of
is given and
as atGovernance
April 11, 2019.
All dollar
in size
the
and operational
criteria to identify
oiland
andmust
gas companies
that generally
operate inindicated,
similar geographic
locations
as the
Circular,
unless otherwise
are stated
in Canadian
The
instrument appointing
a proxy comparably
must be in sized
writing
Corporation.
2019attorney
peer group
was determined
beifas follows:
currency.
be
executed Athabasca’s
by you or your
authorized
in writingtoor,
you are a corporation,
under
duly Energy Ltd
Baytex Energy
Corp.your corporate seal or by aBirchcliff
Bonterra Energy Corp.
No person has been authorized by the Corporation to give any
authorized officer
or attorney
of the corporation.
Cardinal
Energy Ltd.
Crew Energy Inc.
Delphi Energy Corp.
information or make any representations in connection with the
Kelt Exploration
Ltd.
MEG
Corp.
other than as describedNuVista
in the Energy
CircularLtd.
and, if given or
The persons named
in the enclosed
instrument of proxy are
ourEnergy Meeting
Obsidian
Energy
Ltd.
Pengrowth
Energy
Corporation
Surge
Energy
Inc. not be relied
made, any such information or representation must
officers. As a registered shareholder, you have the right to
Tamarackperson
Valley Energy
TORC
Ltd.as having been authorizedWhitecap
Resources Inc.
upon
by the Corporation.
appoint another
(who Ltd.
need not be a shareholder)
toOil & Gas
Athabasca also reviews the results of the Mercer Survey, which provides comparative data for most positions at Athabasca, including salary,
incentive and perquisite benchmarking information.

Exercise of Discretion by Proxy
Elements of Executive Compensation:
persons named in the enclosed proxy will have discretionary
The Common Shares represented by proxy will be voted or
Linking
the Elements to the Compensation Objectives
authority with respect to any amendments or variations of the
withheld from voting on any matter that may properly come

matters of business to be acted on at the Meeting or any other
before the Meeting. Where you specify a choice with respect to
In fulfilling its mandate, the Compensation and Governance Committee seeks to link Athabasca’s executive compensation programs to its
matters properly brought before the Meeting or any
any
matter
to
be
acted
upon
at
the
Meeting,
your
Common
compensation objectives described above in “Compensation Discussion & Analysis – Athabasca’s Approach to Compensation”.
adjournment or postponement thereof, in each instance, to the
Shares will be voted in accordance with your instructions. If you
In
to the
foregoing,your
the Common
Board exercises
its discretion
of how
the various
discretionary
components
of executive
extent
permitted
by law,
whether or
not the amendment,
do addition
not provide
instructions,
Shares will
be voted in terms
compensation
packages
aretocomprised
set as
outset
in more
and in Appendix
Long-Term
Incentive
Plans) in
or otherB-Description
matter that ofcomes
before
the Meeting
is
in favour of the
matters
be acted (as
upon
out indetail
the belowvariation
any given year based on factors which include individual performance and prevailing market conditions. For example, in previous years
routine and whether or not the amendment, variation or other
Circular. A shareholder has the right to appoint a person or
the Board has granted significantly reduced LTI awards due to challenging market conditions and in order to limit dilution experienced by
matter that comes before the Meeting is contested. At the time
entity (who need
not be
a shareholder)
to attend
and act for
shareholders
or in years
where
the Corporation
has undergone
transformative transactions, it has granted a special one-time Options grant
of transactions
printing theandCircular,
know
no such
amendment,
him
or
her
on
his
or
her
behalf
at
the
Meeting
other
than
the
to create retention value for those executives who would implement those
in other we
years,
such of
as 2018,
the Board
did not
variation
or
other
matter.
persons
named
in
the
enclosed
instrument
of
Proxy.
The
grant any Option awards at all to executives.
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Effective January 1, 2019, the executives elected to take a 10% base salary rollback due to the unpredictable macro climate affecting the oil
Advice
to Beneficial Holders of Common Shares
and gas sector and extreme pricing volatility experienced by Canadian producers during 2018, which was approved by the Board. In January
2020, the Board reinstated 2018 salaries for our executives.
Although as a Beneficial Shareholder you may not be recognized
The information contained in this section is of significant
Total compensation
officersShares
(including
its NEOs)directly
is comprised
of fixed
and variable
“at risk”)ofcompensation
and
at the
Meeting
for the (or
purposes
voting Common
importance
to you iffor
youAthabasca’s
do not holdexecutive
your Common
in your
includes:
Shares registered in the name of your broker (or agent of the
own
name (referred to in the Circular as “Beneficial Shareholders”).
broker), you may attend the Meeting asObjective
proxyholder for the
Only
proxies deposited byRisk
shareholders whose names appear Description
on
Element
registered shareholder and vote Common Shares in that capacity.
the Corporation’s records as the registered holders of Common
Base salary
No riskand acted
Fixed
cashat
compensation
for If
the services
provided
Provide competitive
level of
fixedyour
If you
wish by
tothe
attend the Meeting
and indirectly
vote
Shares
can be recognized
upon
the Meeting.
executive officer
compensation
Common Shares as proxyholder for the registered shareholder,
Common Shares are listed in your account statement provided by
Reward
individual
contribution
Annual
short-term
At riskall cases those
Cash bonus,
75%
(100%will
fornot
the CEO) of
which
is based
the own name
you
should
enteron
your
in the
blank space
on the form
your
broker,
then in almost
Common
Shares
achievement
towards
annual
incentives
against defined
corporate
metrics
of proxy
provided
to you andand
return
it to your
broker
(or the
be
registered in your name in the Corporation’s
Corporation’sperformance
records. Such
corporate objectives
with the balance based on the achievement of pre-determined
broker’s agent who provided it to you) in accordance with the
Common Shares will likely be registered under the name of your
individual performance objectives
instructions provided by such broker (or agent), well in advance
broker or an agent of that broker. In Canada, most Common Shares
Long-term
Variable
and
grants,
which may
be comprised
of aMeeting.
mix of Performance
Align executives’ interests with
of the
are registered under the name of CDSAnnual
& Co. (the
registration
name
incentives
at risk
Awards(1), Options and 2015 RSUs with different vesting horizons
shareholders and provides
for CDS Clearing and Depository Services Inc., which acts as
retention
These
materials
are
being
sent to both registered and
nominee for many Canadian brokerage firms). Common Shares held
non-registered
owners
of
Common
Shares. If you
Provide a comprehensive
and are a
Other
No risk
NEOs
have
opportunity
to participate in other programs and
by
your broker or their
nominee can
only
be the
voted
upon your
attractive
executive
compensation
benefits
that
are
generally
available
to
all
Athabasca
employees,
non-registered
owner,
and
Athabasca
or
its
agent
has
sent these
instructions. Without specific instructions, your broker or their
program
including an Employee Registered Retirement
Savings
Plan (as
materials
directly
to
you,
your
name
and
address
and
nominee is prohibited from voting your Common Shares. Applicable
described below)
information
about
your
holding
of
Common
Shares
have
been
regulatory policy requires your broker to seek voting instructions
obtained in accordance with applicable securities regulatory
Note:
from you in advance of the Meeting. Every broker has its own
(1) The Board determined that it would not seek approval of unallocated Performance
Awards at
the the
Meeting,
accordingly,
Performance
Awards
may not
requirements
from
intermediary
holding
on your
behalf.
mailing procedures and provides its own return instructions, which
be awarded until shareholder approval for unallocated Performance Awards is obtained.

you should carefully follow in order to ensure that your Common
Shares
voted at the Meeting.
BaseareSalary

The majority of brokers now delegate responsibility for obtaining
Base salaries provide employees and executive officers with a
instructions from clients to Broadridge Financial Solutions, Inc.
competitive level of fixed cash compensation. The base salary of
(“Broadridge”) or another intermediary. If you receive a voting
each executive officer compensates them for performing day-toinstruction form from Broadridge or another intermediary it
cannot be used
as a proxy to vote
Common Shares
directly at the
Annual
Short-Term
Incentive
Compensation
Meeting as the proxy must be returned (or otherwise reported)
as described
the voting instruction
well in advance
of the
All
of the in
Corporation’s
employeesform
including
its executive
Meeting
in
order
to
have
the
Common
Shares
voted.
officers are eligible to receive annual cash bonus awards under
the Corporation’s short-term incentive (“STI”) compensation
program. Athabasca’s STI program has been designed to provide
competitive annual bonuses that are based on both corporate and
Revocability
of Proxy
individual performance. Performance measures are used to incent
employees to meet or exceed individual and business-related
You
may revoke
your
proxy
at any
time prioroftothe
a vote.
If you or
objectives
that are
aligned
with
the execution
Corporation’s
the
person
you
appoint
as
your
proxy
attends
personally
at the
long-term strategy.
Meeting, you or such person may revoke the proxy and vote in
Target STI
awards to
arerevocation
set for each
position
as a
person.
In addition
in anyexecutive
other manner
permitted
percentage of base salary and in reference to the median to P75
by law, a proxy may be revoked by an instrument in writing
of the comparator group for positions of similar responsibilities. In
executed
by youSTI
oraward
your attorney
authorized
or, if you
2019, the target
for each NEO
was 50%inofwriting
their respective
are
a
corporation,
under
your
corporate
seal
or
by
a CEO,
duly
base annual salaries, with the exception of the President and
authorized officer or attorney of the corporation. To be effective

Persons Making the Solicitation

The Corporation is not using “notice-and-access” to send its
proxy-related materials to shareholders, and paper copies of
such materials will be sent to all shareholders. The Corporation
day not
responsibilities
and reflects
the complexity
of their
role and
will
send proxy-related
materials
directly to
non-objecting
their industry
experience.and such materials will be delivered to
Beneficial
Shareholders
non-objecting Beneficial Shareholders by Broadridge or through
the non-objecting Beneficial Shareholder’s intermediary. The
Corporation intends to pay for the costs of an intermediary to
deliver to objecting Beneficial Shareholders the proxy-related
whose target STI was 100%. Each NEO (other than the CEO) may
materials and Form 54-101F7 Request for Voting Instructions
achieve an annual cash bonus payout of between 0% and 150%
Made by Intermediary of National Instrument 54-101.
of their target STI. The CEO may achieve an annual cash bonus
payout of between 0% and 200% of his target STI.
For 2019, the annual cash bonuses paid were calculated on a mix
of corporate and individual objectives, with weightings as follows:
the instrument must be in writing and must be deposited either
Corporate
Individual
with us c/o our transfer agent
Computershare Trust
Company of
Executive
Scorecard
Performance
Canada, Proxy Dept., 100 University Avenue, 8th Floor, Toronto,
CEO M5J 2Y1, at any time prior
100%to 4:30 p.m. (Calgary
0% time) on
Ontario,
the
lastNEOs
business day preceding75%
the day of the Meeting,
Other
25% or any
adjournment or postponement thereof, at which the proxy is to
be used, or with the chair of the Meeting on the day of the
and were determined using the following formula:
Meeting, or any adjournment or postponement thereof.

Corporate Scorecard
Weight

Corporate Scorecard
Result

may be solicited by telephone, personalAnnual
interviews,
or by other
This solicitation is made on behalf
of STI
Athabasca’s
management.
Target
(% of
Cash
Salary
Salary) in the preparation and
Bonus
means of communication, by our directors,
officers and
Athabasca will bear the costs incurred
employees whoIndividual
will not be remunerated therefor.
mailing of the form of proxy, Notice of Annual General Individual
MeetingPerformance
Performance Result
Weight
and the Circular. In addition to mailing forms of proxy, proxies
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Athabasca’s 2019 Corporate Scorecard Performance
Thewhich
Corporation
mayand
usemeasures
the Broadridge
QuickVote™
service
to
If
youyear,
are aAthabasca
registered
shareholder
and arescorecard
unable to
attend the
Each
develops
a corporate
containing
metrics by
it evaluates
its performance
in key
aspects
assist non-registered shareholders to conveniently vote their
Meeting
in person, please
exercise
your rightScorecard”).
to vote by proxy.
of
the Corporation’s
business
(the “Corporate
common shares in the capital of the Corporation (the “Common
In order to be effective, the proxy must be sent by mail, hand
In 2019, Athabasca met or exceeded the majority of its 2019 Corporate Scorecard metrics, however, the Corporation was below target on
Shares”).
delivery
or
fax
to
Athabasca
Oil
Corporation’s
(“Athabasca”,
the
two metrics which had a slight negative impact on the overall scorecard result.
Athabasca’s 2019 Corporate Scorecard metrics, the weightings
“Corporation”,
“us”,
“our”
or
“we”)
transfer
agent,
allocated to each of those metrics, and Athabasca’s performance against the metrics are outlined in the table below.
In order to be valid and acted upon at the
Computershare Trust Company of Canada, as follows:

Meeting, (1)instruments of proxy as well as
Achieved
Rating
Weight
Contribution
votes
by internet
and telephone
must be
0.0 in each150%
20% than 48 29%
received
case not less
hours
12
(excluding weekends and holidays) before
20
the time
set for the Meeting or any
internet 10,610
at boe/d adjournment
10,138 boe/d or postponement thereof.

1.Performance
By mail orDriver
hand delivery
to Computershare
Trust Company
Key Performance
Indicator
Target(1)
of Canada, Proxy Department, 100 University Avenue, 8th
Health and Safety
TRIF
0.7
Floor, Toronto, Ontario, M5J 2Y1; or
ERP Drills
12
2. By facsimile to (416) 263-9524 or 1-866-249-7775.
Contractor verification audits
16

Alternatively,
please Light
voteOil through the
Average Production
www.investorvote.com Thermal
or by telephone
at 1-866-732-VOTE
Oil
27,989 boe/d 26,058 boe/d
(8683) (toll free within North America) or 1-312-588-4290
Shareholders
are cautioned
use of mail to8%
transmit
Company Total
38,599 boe/d
36,196 boe/d
43% that the 20%
(outside North America). Registered shareholders will require
proxies is at each shareholder’s risk. The Corporation reserves
$25.2 MM
$36.9 MM
Costs
Light Oil that
Operating
the
15-digit control number
mayExpense
be found on the
the right to accept late proxies. The time limit for deposit of
instrument of proxy in order
to vote
through Expense
the internet or$133.4
by MMproxies
$138.4
Thermal
Oil Operating
mayMM
be waived or extended by the Chair of the Meeting
telephone.
MM without notice. The Chair of the Meeting is
$41.7 MMat his$39.5
Gross G&A Costs
discretion,
111% or reject any
20%late proxies.
22%
$212.0 MMunder no obligation to accept
Company Total
Capital Investment

Solicitation of

Light Oil
Thermal
Proxies

by

$40.9 MM

$40.8 MM

Management $108.2 MM

$84.8 MM

Company Total
$149.1 MM
$125.6 MM
126%
20%
25%
represent
you
at
the
Meeting.
To
exercise
this
right,
you
This
information
circular
–
proxy
statement
(the
“Circular”)
is
Subjective
83%
20%
16%should
Corporate & Strategic Business Development
insert
the
name
of
your
desired
representative
in
the blank
furnished
in
connection
with
the
solicitation
of
proxies
by
assessment,
Development
Financing
space see
provided
management of the Corporation for use at the Meeting.
below. in the form of proxy and strike out the other
Strategy
names or submit another appropriate proxy.
Shareholders of record onCorporate
April 4, 2019
(the “Record Date”) are
entitled to receive notice
of, Price
and Performance
to attend and vote at, the
Share
Unless otherwise stated, the information contained in the
Meeting.
Shareholder Transition
Circular is given as at April 11, 2019. All dollar amounts in the
HRa&proxy
Peoplemust be in writing and must
Circular, unless otherwise indicated, are stated in Canadian
The instrument appointing
currency.
be executed by you or your attorney authorized in writing or, if
Total
100% (2)
you are a corporation, under your corporate seal or by a duly
No person has been authorized by the Corporation to give any
Note:
authorized
officer or attorney of the corporation.
(1) Target metrics are normalized for non-controllable items such as commodity
price inputor
costs
andany
government
mandatedincurtailments
Q1 2019
information
make
representations
connectioninwith
the
impacting production. Light oil production consisted of 4,507 barrels per day of light oil, 237 Mcf/d of conventional natural gas, 918 barrels per day
Meeting other than as described in the Circular and, if given or
The persons named in the enclosed instrument of proxy are our
natural gas liquids and 28,044 Mcf/d of shale gas. Thermal Oil production consisted of bitumen production.
made, any such information or representation must not be relied
officers. As a registered shareholder, you have the right to
(2) Numbers do not add exactly due to rounding.
upon as having been authorized by the Corporation.
appoint another person (who need not be a shareholder) to
The Board approved a rating of 83% for Athabasca’s Corporate & Strategic Development metrics as the Corporation delivered on several
planned corporate and strategic goals in 2019. These included business and corporate development, balance sheet optimization, human
Exercise
Discretion
by Proxy
resourcing andof
other
strategic goals.
Individual
NEO Shares
Performance
persons named in the enclosed proxy will have discretionary
The Common
represented by proxy will be voted or
authority with
respect
any amendments
or variations
of the
withheld
from
voting
on
any
matter
that
may
properly
come
Early in 2019, each executive officer developed key strategic personal deliverables
in support
of to
Athabasca’s
2019 corporate
objectives.
In
business
be acted
on at
Meeting
or any other
before
the Meeting.
Where
specify
choice with respect
toofficersmatters
early
2020,
the CEO met
withyou
each
of theaCorporation’s
executive
as part of an
annualtoreview
process
to the
discuss
and evaluate
their
individual
2019
andat
achievements.
this review, the
quantumproperly
of recommended
bonusthe
awards
was reviewed
by
matters
brought cash
before
Meeting
or any
any matter
to performance
be acted upon
the Meeting,Following
your Common
the
Compensation
and
and advanced
to the Board
for approval.
adjournment
or postponement thereof, in each instance, to the
Shares
will be voted
inGovernance
accordance Committee
with your instructions.
If you
extent permitted by law, whether or not the amendment,
do not provide instructions, your Common Shares will be voted
variation or other matter that comes before the Meeting is
in favour of the matters to be acted upon as set out in the
routine and whether or not the amendment, variation or other
Circular. A shareholder has the right to appoint a person or
matter that comes before the Meeting is contested. At the time
entity (who need not be a shareholder) to attend and act for
of printing the Circular, we know of no such amendment,
him or her on his or her behalf at the Meeting other than the
variation or other matter.
persons named in the enclosed instrument of Proxy. The
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Long-Term
IncentiveHolders
Compensation
Advice to Beneficial
of Common Shares
Athabasca believes that equity-based long-term incentive (“LTI”)
performance. With these goals in mind, the Board also carefully
Although as a Beneficial Shareholder you may not be recognized
The information contained in this section is of significant
awards allow the Corporation to reward its executive officers
considers the overall sustainability of its compensation programs
directly
at the effects
Meeting
the purposes
of voting Common
importance
to you if you
do not holdtoyour
Shares Equityin your
for their sustained
contributions
theCommon
Corporation.
and the dilutive
of for
granting
LTI.
Shares
registered
in
the
name
of
your
broker
(or agent of the
own
name
(referred
to
in
the
Circular
as
“Beneficial
Shareholders”).
based awards also promote executive continuity and retention
Athabasca’s
equity-based
long-term
incentive
compensation
broker),
you
may
attend
the
Meeting
as
proxyholder
for the
Only
proxies
deposited
by
shareholders
whose
names
appear
on
and align executives’ interests with those of the Corporation’s
includes Options,
RSUsand
and
Performance
Awards,
as generally
registered
shareholder
vote
Common
Shares
in
that
capacity.
the
Corporation’s
records
as
the
registered
holders
of
Common
shareholders by providing “at risk” compensation, the value of
described below and in more detail in Appendix B - Description of
which iscan
dependent
on corporate
performance
linked
to shareIf
If you wish to attend the Meeting and indirectly vote your
Shares
be recognized
and acted
upon at the
Meeting.
Long-Term Equity Incentive Plans.
Common Shares as proxyholder for the registered shareholder,
Common Shares are listed in your account statement provided by
When
considering
grant of
awards to
an executive
the
Boardenter
takesyour
into own
consideration
theblank
total space
number
equityyou
should
name in the
onofthe
form
your broker,
then inaalmost
allequity-based
cases those Common
Shares
will not officer,
based
awards that
havename
been previously
granted to that
executive
industry
peer and
market
Corporation
proxy
provided
to you
andpractices.
return it Into2019,
yourthe
broker
(or the
be registered
in your
in the Corporation’s
records.
Such officerofand
granted
officers
NEOs)
the following
equity asbroker’s
long-term
incentive
agent
who compensation:
provided it to you) in accordance with the
Commonexecutive
Shares will
likely(including
be registered
under
the namemix
of of
your
instructions provided by such broker (or agent), well in advance
broker or an agent of that broker. In Canada, most Common Shares
Featuresunder the name of CDS & Co.Performance
Awards
RSUs
Options
of the Meeting.
areKey
registered
(the registration
name
for2019
CDSLTIClearing
and
Depository
Services
Inc.,
which
acts
as
Mix
45 %
45 %
10%
These materials are being sent to both registered and
nominee for many Canadian brokerage firms). Common Shares held
Vesting Period
3-Year Cliff
3-Year Ratable
3-Year Ratable
non-registered
owners of Common Shares.
If you are a
by your broker or their nominee can only be voted upon your
non-registered
owner,
and
Athabasca
or
its
agent
has sent these
Term
Years or their
3 Years
7 Years
instructions.
Without specific instructions, your 3broker
materials
directly
to
you,
your
name
and
address and
nominee
prohibited from voting your Common
Shares.
Applicable
Award is
Size
Target
grant
sizes set as a % of base salary. Final grant size subject to Board discretion.
information
about
your
holding
of
Common
Shares
have been
regulatory policy requires your broker to seek voting instructions
2019 Performance Measures
Relative Total Shareholder
obtained
in
accordance
with
applicable
securities
regulatory
from you in advance of the Meeting. Every
its own
Returnbroker
(50%) +has
Corporate
None
None
requirements
from
the
intermediary
holding
on
your
behalf.
mailing procedures and provides its own return
instructions,
Scorecard
(50%)which
you should carefully follow in order to ensure that your Common
The Corporation
Performance Framework
Payout 0% - 200% of Grant
None is not using “notice-and-access”
None to send its
Shares are voted at the Meeting.
proxy-related materials to shareholders, and paper copies of
Settlement
Common Shares or Cash, as
Common Shares or Cash, as
CommonThe
Shares
such materials will be sent to all shareholders.
Corporation
The majority of brokers now delegate responsibility
forthe
obtaining
determined by
Board
determined by the Board
will
not
send
proxy-related
materials
directly
to
non-objecting
instructions from clients to Broadridge Financial Solutions, Inc.
Beneficial Shareholders and such materials will be delivered to
(“Broadridge”)
or another
2019 Executive LTI
Targets intermediary. If you receive a voting
non-objecting Beneficial Shareholders by Broadridge or through
instruction form from Broadridge or another intermediary it
LTI
award
targets
are
set
for
each
executive
officer
based
“2010
RSU Plan”) and
the RSUShareholder’s
plan adopted in
2015 (the “2015
the
non-objecting
Beneficial
intermediary.
The
cannot be used as a proxy to vote Common Shares directly at the
upon market competitive levels for roles of similar scope of
RSU Plan”). The
2015toRSU
Plan
allows
theofBoard
to grant RSUs,
Corporation
intends
pay
for
the
costs
an
intermediary
to
Meeting as the proxy must be returned (or otherwise reported)
responsibility. Actual awards in each year may vary from target
each of to
which
is a unit
that is equivalent
in value
to
a Common
deliver
objecting
Beneficial
Shareholders
the
proxy-related
as
described
the voting
instruction
form well performance
in advance ofand
the
based
on theinBoard’s
assessment
of individual
Share and and
that upon
results
in thefor
holder
thereof
typically
materials
Form vesting,
54-101F7
Request
Voting
Instructions
Meeting
in
order
to
have
the
Common
Shares
voted.
the prevailing market conditions for that year. Generally, though,
being issued a Common Share. The Board believes that RSUs align
Made by Intermediary of National Instrument 54-101.
the LTI target for each NEO is 200% of their respective base annual
the interests of all employees including the executive officers with
salaries, with the exception of the President and CEO, whose LTI
the interests of shareholders, thereby creating a link between
target is 300%.
executive compensation, the long-term corporate performance of
Revocability
of Proxy
Athabasca and the creation of shareholder value.
Option Plan
the
instrumentPlan
must be in writing and must be deposited either
You may revoke your proxy at any time prior to a vote. If you or
Performance
The person
Board believes
Option
awards
areattends
an integral
part of
with us c/o our transfer agent Computershare Trust Company of
the
you appoint
as your
proxy
personally
at the
the
The Corporation’s performance award plan dated March 18, 2014
Corporation’s
overall
program
theyand
align
Canada,
Proxy Dept.,Plan”)
100 University
Avenue,
Floor, incentive
Toronto,
Meeting,
you or
such compensation
person may revoke
the as
proxy
votethe
in
(the “Performance
allows the
Board 8th
to grant
interests of senior employees with the interests of shareholders,
Ontario,
M5J
2Y1,
at
any
time
prior
to
4:30
p.m.
(Calgary
time)
on
person. In addition to revocation in any other manner permitted
awards (“Performance Awards”) to eligible officers and
other
thereby creating a link between executive compensation, the
the
last employees
business day
preceding
the day
of
the the
Meeting,
or any
by law, a proxy may be revoked by an instrument in writing
senior
and
is
intended
to
align
interests
of
long-term corporate performance of Athabasca and the creation
adjournment
or
postponement
thereof,
at
which
the
proxy
is
to
executed
by
you
or
your
attorney
authorized
in
writing
or,
if
you
participants
with
Athabasca’s
shareholders.
The
performance
of shareholder value.
measures
to chair
awards
serve
to focus
employees
on
be
used, orapplied
with the
of the
Meeting
on the
day of the
are a corporation, under your corporate seal or by a duly
However, the
Board
recognizes
the corporation.
dilutive effects
of effective
Options
operatingorand
financial performance
and relative
Meeting,
any adjournment
or postponement
thereof.long-term
authorized
officer
or attorney
of the
To be
and exercised its discretion to only grant Options to certain of its
shareholder value.
NEOs in 2019. The Board believes that the Option Plan remains
The number of granted Performance Awards that may vest is
an importantMaking
part of thethe
Corporation’s
compensation program
Persons
Solicitation
based 50% on the total shareholder return (“TSR”) for a particular
and the Board intends to continue to exercise its discretion to
performance period, compared to our pay comparator group,
responsibly
makeisgrants
years.
may
be solicited
by“Corporate
telephone,Scorecard”
personal interviews,
or over
by other
This
solicitation
madeinonfuture
behalf
of Athabasca’s management.
and 50%
based on
performance
that
means
of communication,
by our Incentive
directors,Compensation
officers and–
Athabasca
RSU Plan will bear the costs incurred in the preparation and
same period
(see “Annual Short-term
employees
will
not be remunerated
therefor. above), with
mailing of the form of proxy, Notice of Annual General Meeting
Athabasca’swho
2019
Corporate
Scorecard Performance”
Executives and employees participate in the Corporation’s RSU
and
the
Circular.
In
addition
to
mailing
forms
of
proxy,
proxies
the
weighting
for
each
performance
period
as shown below.
plans, which have included the RSU plan adopted in 2010 (the
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Performance
If you are a registered shareholder and are unable
to attend the
Meeting in person, please exercise your right to vote by proxy.
In order to be effective, the proxy must be sent by mail, hand
delivery or fax to Athabasca Oil Corporation’s (“Athabasca”, the
40%
“Corporation”, “us”, “our” or “we”) transfer agent,
Computershare Trust Company of Canada, as follows:
20%

20%

1.

By mail or hand delivery to Computershare Trust Company
of Canada, Proxy Department, 100 University Avenue, 8th
Floor, Toronto, Ontario, M5J 2Y1; or

2.

Year 1
By facsimile to Grant
(416) 263-9524 or 1-866-249-7775.

Alternatively, please vote through the internet at
www.investorvote.com
or by
telephone
at 1-866-732-VOTE
Under the Performance Plan,
a sliding
scale payout
multiplier of
(8683) (toll
free within
North
or 1-312-588-4290
between
0% (below
P25) and
200%America)
(P75 and above)
is applied to
the
TSR calculation.
The “Corporate
Scorecard”
is alsowill
translated
(outside
North America).
Registered
shareholders
require
from
a performance
score
of 0 to 150%
a score
0 – 200%.
On
the 15-digit
control
number
that to
may
be of
found
on the
April
1, 2019ofthe
Performance
Awards
Corporation
instrument
proxy
in order to
vote granted
throughby
thethe
internet
or by
in
2016 vested with a payout multiplier of 143%. For a more
telephone.

Other Compensation

Periods
The Corporation may use the Broadridge QuickVote™ service to
assist non-registered shareholders to conveniently vote their
common shares in the capital of the Corporation (the “Common
Shares”).

In order to be valid and acted upon at the
20%
Meeting, instruments
of proxy as well as
votes by internet and telephone must be
received in each case not less than 48 hours
(excluding
weekendsYear
and
Year 2
3 holidays) before
the time set for the Meeting or any
adjournment or postponement thereof.
detailed discussion of the Performance Plan see Appendix BDescription ofare
Long-Term
Equity
PlansShareholders
cautioned
that Incentive
the use of
mail Performance
to transmit
Plan. Pursuant to TSX policies, unallocated awards under the
proxies is at each shareholder’s risk. The Corporation reserves
Performance Plan must be approved by shareholders every
the right to accept late proxies. The time limit for deposit of
three years. The Board determined that it would not be seeking
proxies
be waived
or extended
bythe
theMeeting.
Chair of the Meeting
approvalmay
for the
unallocated
awards at
at his discretion, without notice. The Chair of the Meeting is
under no obligation to accept or reject any late proxies.

Employee Registered Retirement Savings Plan

Solicitation of Proxies by Management

The Corporation has a group employee registered retirement
of their salary to the RRSP and the Corporation makes a matching
savings
plan
(the
“RRSP”)
to
assist
employees
in
meeting
their
contribution.
amount
of the
contribution
represent
youThe
at the
Meeting.
Tomatching
exercise this
right, youdepends
should
This information circular – proxy statement (the “Circular”) is
retirement and savings goals. Under the RRSP, employees
on the number of years of service that an NEO has provided to the
insert the name of your desired representative in the blank
furnished in connection with the solicitation of proxies by
(including the NEOs) may elect to contribute between 1% and 4%
Corporation, as is set forth below:
space provided in the form of proxy and strike out the other
management of the Corporation for use at the Meeting.
names or submit another appropriate proxy.
Shareholders of record on April 4, 2019 (the “Record Date”) are
Number of employees eligible
entitled to receive notice of, and to attend and vote at, the
Years of Service
Matching Contribution
(as at
December 31,
2019) in the
Unless
otherwise
stated,
the
information
contained
Meeting.
Circular
is given as at April 11, 2019. All27dollar amounts in the
Less than 3
100% up to 4% of base
salary
Circular, unless otherwise indicated, are stated in Canadian
The instrument appointing a proxy must be in writing and must
3 - 8, and all full-time, field-based employees
150% up to 6% of base salary
115
currency.
be executed by you or your attorney authorized in writing or, if
overare
8 a corporation, under your corporate seal or 200%
to 8% of base salary
26
you
by a up
duly
No person has been authorized by the Corporation to give any
authorized officer or attorney of the corporation.
information or make any representations in connection with the
In 2019, other
the Corporation
replacedin the
profit
sharing
Pursuant
to named
the RRSP,
contributions
are deposited
on aare
semiMeeting
than as described
the employee
Circular and,
if given
or
The
persons
in the
enclosed instrument
of proxy
our
plan
(the
“EPSP”)
with
a
directly
held
stock
fund
(the
monthly
basis
into
an
individual
registered
retirement
savings
made, any such information or representation must not be“DHS”)
relied
officers. As a registered shareholder, you have the right to
administered
the RRSP. by
The
continues to provide
plan that another
is maintained
by a(who
third-party
and retirement
upon
as havingunder
been authorized
theDHS
Corporation.
appoint
person
need investment
not be a shareholder)
to
savings company (the “Administrator”) on an employee’s behalf.
for the same objectives as the former EPSP by providing all
Employees who reach or exceed the prescribed contribution limit
employees (including the NEOs) the opportunity to participate
in the growth potential of the Corporation and further align
that is set forth pursuant to the Income Tax Act (Canada) in a
Exercise
of Discretion by Proxy
their interests with the long-term goals of the Corporation. The
given year may elect to direct additional contributions into a nonCorporation contributes on each participating employee’s behalf
registered savings plan that is also maintained by the Administrator.
persons
named
theofenclosed
proxy will
have discretionary
The
Common
represented
by the
proxy
will be voted
or
an amount
equal in
to 5%
the participating
employee’s
base salary
Employees
haveShares
the ability
to allocate
contributions
among
authority
with
respect
to
any
amendments
or
variations
of the
withheld
from
voting
on
any
matter
that
may
properly
come
a variety of professionally managed investment funds which
into an individual DHS fund account to solely purchase
Athabasca
matters
business
to be
actedThe
on employee
at the Meeting
or any
other
before
the Meeting.
Where
specify
a choice withhave
respect
to
CommonofShares
in the
market.
may elect
to direct
are available
under the
RRSP.you
Once
the contributions
been
these contributions
to an individual
accountorwithin
deposited
Administrator,
decisions
are
matters
properly brought
before DHS
the fund
Meeting
any
any
matterwith
to bethe
acted
upon at theinvestment
Meeting, your
Common
the RRSP and/or
within the non-registered
savinginstance,
plan. Amounts
made by
thebeemployees
and any transfers,
withdrawals
or other
adjournment
or postponement
thereof, in each
to the
Shares
will
voted in accordance
with your
instructions.
If you
used topermitted
purchase Athabasca
CommonorShares
vest amendment,
immediately
transactions
areinstructions,
completed your
directly
between
thewill
employees
extent
by law, whether
not the
do
not provide
Common
Shares
be voted
upon
contribution.
Upon
vesting,
participating
employees
may
and
the
Administrator.
Employees
may
withdraw
their
own
variation or other matter that comes before the Meeting
is
in favour of the matters to be acted upon as set out in the
contributions; however, pursuant to the terms of the RRSP all
make investment decisions regarding the shares that they own by
routine and whether or not the amendment, variation or other
Circular. A shareholder has the right to appoint a person or
dealing directly with the Administrator.
monies deposited by the Corporation shall remain under the RRSP
matter that comes before the Meeting is contested. At the time
entity
need leaves
not bethe
a shareholder)
attend and act for
until an(who
employee
Corporation ortoretires.
of printing the Circular, we know of no such amendment,
him or her on his or her behalf at the Meeting other than the
variation or other matter.
persons named in the enclosed instrument of Proxy. The
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CEO
Compensation
Advice
to Beneficial Holders of Common Shares
Since becoming President and CEO on April 21, 2015, Mr. Broen
term equity incentive compensation. This pay mix results in
Although as a Beneficial Shareholder you may not be recognized
The information contained in this section is of significant
has led Athabasca in establishing itself as an intermediate oil
approximately 80% of his compensation being “at risk”.
directly at the Meeting for the purposes of voting Common
importance
to you ifthrough
you do not
your CommonofShares
in your
and gas producer
thehold
implementation
several
key
Mr. Broen’s
leadership
of Athabasca
and alignment
company
Shares
registered
in the
name of your
broker (orwith
agent
of the
own
name (referred
in the Circular
“Beneficial
Shareholders”).
transactions
and bytodelivering
on as
key
operational
objectives.
performance
ismay
reflected
in the
his annual
bonus,
which is based
100%
broker),
you
attend
Meeting
as
proxyholder
for
the
Only
proxies
deposited
by
shareholders
whose
names
appear
on
See “Annual Short-Term Incentive Compensation – Athabasca’s
on the Corporation’s
performance
against its
Corporate
Scorecard.
registered
shareholder
and
vote
Common
Shares
in
that
capacity.
the
Corporation’s
records
as
the
registered
holders
of
Common
2019 Corporate Scorecard Performance” above for specific
In addition, the value of the LTI granted is directly tied to the
details
Athabasca’s
2019
Corporate
and itsIf
If you wish to attend the Meeting and indirectly vote your
Shares regarding
can be recognized
and
acted
upon atScorecard
the Meeting.
Corporation’s share price as well as performance relative to peers
performance
against
its scorecard
Common
Shares
as proxyholder
for of
thethe
registered
shareholder,
Common Shares
are listed
in your metrics.
account statement provided by
through the
relative
TSR component
Performance
Awards.
you
should
enter
your
own
name
in
the
blank
space
on themade
form
your
broker,
then
in
almost
all
cases
those
Common
Shares
will
not
As part of Athabasca’s pay philosophy, a significant portion of
The table below shows the grant date fair value of awards
of
proxy
provided
to
you
and
return
it
to
your
broker
(or
the
be
registered
in
your
name
in
the
Corporation’s
records.
Such
Mr. Broen’s target pay mix is comprised of: (a) 20% base salary
to Mr. Broen over the last three years compared to the indicative
broker’s
agent
who
provided
it
to
you)
in
accordance
with
the
Common
Shares
will
likely
be
registered
under
the
name
of
your
and other compensation; (b) 20% as short-term incentive
value of those awards as at the end of 2019.
compensation
(annual
bonus);
(c) 60% most
in theCommon
form ofShares
longinstructions provided by such broker (or agent), well in advance
broker or an agent
of that
broker.and
In Canada,
of the Meeting.
are registered under the name of CDS & Co. (the registration name
for CDS Clearing and Depository Services Inc., which acts as
Indicative Value
Change
Awardsent to both registered and
These materials
are inbeing
nominee for many Canadian brokerage firms). Common Shares held
of Awards as
at
Value
as a % of
of Grant
Grant Date Fair Value
non-registered
owners
Common Athabasca
Shares. IfShare
you Price
are a
by Year
your broker or their nominee can
only be
(1) voted upon your
December 31, 2019(2)
Date Fair Value
Return(3)
of Awards
non-registered
owner,
and
Athabasca
or
its
agent
has
sent
these
instructions. Without specific instructions, your broker or their
materials
directly
to
you,
your
name
and
address
and
2017
$2,959,495
$288,000
-90%
-70%
nominee is prohibited from voting your Common Shares. Applicable
information
about
your
holding
of
Common
Shares
have
been
regulatory
to seek voting instructions
2018 policy requires your broker
$1,560,008
$686,976
-56%
-56%
obtained in accordance with applicable securities regulatory
from you in advance of the Meeting. Every broker has its own
requirements from the
intermediary holding on your
2019 procedures and provides its own
$1,559,938
$732,480
-53%
-46%behalf.
mailing
return instructions, which
youTotal
should
to ensure that your Common
2017carefully
– 2019 follow in order $6,079,441
$1,707,456
-72%using “notice-and-access”
-70%to send its
The Corporation is not
Shares are voted at the Meeting.
proxy-related
materials
to
shareholders,
and
paper
copies of
Notes:
such
materials
will
be
sent
to
all
shareholders.
The
Corporation
(1)
Value includes
RSU, Performance
Award
and Option (iffor
applicable)
grants (refer to “Summary Compensation Table – NEOs”).
The majority
of brokers
now delegate
responsibility
obtaining
(2) The actual value realized on exercise or release may be greater or less than the
indicative
value.proxy-related
Payout multipliers
have notdirectly
been assumed
in calculation
will
not send
materials
to non-objecting
instructions
from
clients
to
Broadridge
Financial
Solutions,
Inc.
of indicative values.
Beneficial
Shareholders
and
such
materials
will
be
delivered
to
(“Broadridge”)
anotherchange
intermediary.
If of
you
receive aCommon
voting Shares between the price at the time of grant (refer to “Summary Compensation
(3) Equal to the or
percentage
in the price
Athabasca’s
non-objecting
Beneficial
Shareholders
by
Broadridge
or
through
instruction
form from
Broadridge
another
intermediary
it (“VWAP”) as of December 31, 2019).
Table – NEOs”)
and $0.48
(the 20-dayorvolume
weighted
average price
the non-objecting Beneficial Shareholder’s intermediary. The
cannot be used as a proxy to vote Common Shares directly at the
Corporation
intends
to pay forincentive
the costs
of anareintermediary
to
As
shown
in
the
table
above,
the
current
indicative
value
of
Mr.
Broen’s
2017,
2018 and
2019 long-term
grants
approximately
Meeting as the proxy must be returned (or otherwise reported)
28% of the grant date value due to the decline in Common Share price over
the period,
representing
a 72%Shareholders
decline in value.
deliver
to
objecting
Beneficial
the
proxy-related
as described in the voting instruction form well in advance of the
materials and Form 54-101F7 Request for Voting Instructions
Meeting in order to have the Common Shares voted.
Made by Intermediary of National Instrument 54-101.

Compensation Risk
Risk Assessment

Revocability of Proxy

As part of its annual review of the Corporation’s compensation
program,
one of the
and Governance
Committee’s
You may revoke
yourCompensation
proxy at any time
prior to a vote.
If you or
objectives
toappoint
ensure asthat
Corporation’s
compensation
the person isyou
yourthe
proxy
attends personally
at the
program
executive
with appropriate
incentives
Meeting, provides
you or such
personofficers
may revoke
the proxy and
vote in
to achieve both short-term and long-term corporate objectives,
person. In addition to revocation in any other manner permitted
without motivating them to take inappropriate or excessive
by
law,
may be and
revoked
by an instrument
writing
risks.
Thea proxy
Compensation
Governance
Committeeindid
not
executed
by
you
or
your
attorney
authorized
in
writing
or,
if you
identify any significant areas of risk arising from the Corporation’s
are a corporation,
under
your corporate
seal be
or reasonably
by a duly
compensation
policies
and practices
that would
authorized
officer
or attorney
the corporation.
To be effective
likely
to have
a material
adverseofeffect
on the Corporation.
In 2019, the Compensation and Governance Committee considered
the
following Making
aspects of thethe
Corporation’s
compensation program,
Persons
Solicitation
among others:
is madeofonexecutive
behalf ofcompensation
Athabasca’s management.
•Thisasolicitation
significant portion
is at risk (not
Athabasca
will bear
costsyear
incurred
in the
and
guaranteed)
and isthe
variable
over year.
For preparation
example, annual
short-term
incentive
compensation
granted
in the Meeting
form of
mailing
of the form
of proxy,
Notice of isAnnual
General
cash bonus
awardsto
that
are determined
by theproxies
Board
andannual
the Circular.
In addition
mailing
forms of proxy,
with reference to a target percentage of annual base salary,

adjusted for corporate and personal performance during the
performancemust
period;
the instrument
be in writing and must be deposited either
with
us
c/o
our
transfer
Computershare
Trust Company
• the compensation agent
program
for executive
officers of
is
Canada,
Proxy Dept.,
100toUniversity
8th Floor,
Toronto,
substantially
similar
the overallAvenue,
compensation
program
for
Ontario,
M5J 2Y1,
at any time
to 4:30 p.m.
the other
employees
of theprior
Corporation;
and(Calgary time) on
the last business day preceding the day of the Meeting, or any
• the long-term incentive plans are designed such that RSUs vest
adjournment
thereof,
which
proxy is to
one-third or
perpostponement
year on the first,
secondatand
thirdthe
anniversaries
be used,
or
with
the
chair
of
the
Meeting
on
the
day
of and
the
of the grant date, Options have a term of seven years
Meeting,
or any adjournment
thereof.
Performance
Awards haveora postponement
term that expires
on December
15th of the third year following the year the Performance
Award is granted, which the Corporation believes reduces the
risk of executives taking actions which may only have shortterm benefits.
may be solicited by telephone, personal interviews, or by other
Compensation risk has also been mitigated through the
means of communication, by our directors, officers and
Corporation’s policies that are described below.
employees who will not be remunerated therefor.
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Restrictions on Short-Selling and Derivative Transactions
In
accordance
with the shareholder
Corporation’sand
Trading
and Black-Out
Policy,
If you
are a registered
are unable
to attend
the
executive officers and the directors of the Corporation are prohibited
Meeting in person, please exercise your right to vote by proxy.
from: (a) short selling securities of the Corporation (“Securities”) or
In order to be effective, the proxy must be sent by mail, hand
otherwise speculating in Securities with the intention of reselling
delivery
fax to
Athabasca
(“Athabasca”,
the
or buyingorback
such
SecuritiesOil
in Corporation’s
a relatively short
period of time
“Corporation”,
“us”,
“our”
or
“we”)
transfer
agent,
in the expectation of a rise or fall in the market price of Securities;
Computershare
Trust put
Company
Canada,
follows:
(b) buying or selling
or callofoptions
orasother
derivatives in
respect of Securities; or (c) entering into other transactions which
1. By mail or hand delivery to Computershare Trust Company
have the effect of hedging the economic value of any direct or
of Canada,
Proxy
Department,
100
University
Avenue,such
8th
indirect
interest in
Securities,
including
financial
instruments
Floor,variable
Toronto,
Ontario,
M5J 2Y1;
or swaps or collars.
as prepaid
forward
contracts,
equity
2.
facsimile to
(416) 263-9524 or 1-866-249-7775.
ShareByOwnership
Guidelines
The
Board implemented
mandatory
equitythe
ownership
Alternatively,
please avote
through
internetpolicy
at
for directors and executive
in 2014.atOn1-866-732-VOTE
May 9, 2018,
www.investorvote.com
or officers
by telephone
the
Board
amendments
to the Corporation’s
Equity
(8683)
(tollapproved
free within
North America)
or 1-312-588-4290
Ownership and Retention Guidelines, including provisions for
(outside North America). Registered shareholders will require
non-executive directors as well as permitting the use of deferred
the
that mayguidelines.
be found
the
share15-digit
units for control
directors number
to meet ownership
Theon
Equity
instrument
of
proxy
in
order
to
vote
through
the
internet
or
by
Ownership and Retention Guidelines were also amended to adjust
telephone.
the equity accumulations required as follows:
Position

Share Ownership Guideline

CEO

3x Base Salary

Other NEOs
Solicitation

The Corporation
determination
whether
a director
or executive
officer
The
mayofuse
the Broadridge
QuickVote™
service
to
meets
the
applicable
guideline
value
is
made
at
the
end
of
each
assist non-registered shareholders to conveniently vote their
calendar year using the greater of: (a) the average closing price
common shares in the capital of the Corporation (the “Common
of Common Shares on the TSX for the final 60 days of the year;
Shares”).
and (b) the acquisition cost of the applicable form of equity. The
independent directors and executive officers have a period of five
In order
valid
and acted
upon
the
years
from theto
datebe
of the
implementation
of the
policyat
on March
Meeting,
instruments
ofappointment
proxy asas an
well
as
18,
2014, or from
the date of their
executive
officer
of
the
Corporation,
whichever
is
later,
to
acquire
the
value
votes by internet and telephone must be
required. See Appendix C – “Equity Ownership and Retention
received in each case not less than 48 hours
Guidelines for Non-Executive Directors and Executive Officers” for
weekends
and As
holidays)
before
a(excluding
detailed description
of the guidelines.
at December
31, 2019
the
Corporation’s
directors
executives
are in compliance
with
the
time set
forand the
Meeting
or any
the Equity Ownership and Retention Guidelines.

adjournment or postponement thereof.

Clawback Policy
Shareholders are cautioned that the use of mail to transmit
In 2017, the Board adopted an Executive Compensation Clawback
proxies
is at eachtoshareholder’s
risk. The Corporation
Policy pursuant
which the independent
directorsreserves
of the
the
right
to
accept
late
proxies.
The
time
limit
for deposit
of
Corporation may rectify or prevent the unjust enrichment
of an
proxies
may
be
waived
or
extended
by
the
Chair
of
the
Meeting
executive who, through his or her own misconduct, improperly
at
his discretion,
notice.beyond
The Chair
is
receives
incentive without
compensation
whatofhethe
or Meeting
she would,
in the no
absence
of such
haveany
otherwise
been entitled
under
obligation
to misconduct,
accept or reject
late proxies.
to receive.

Base
Salary
of Proxies2xby
Management

Directors
3x Annual Cash Retainer
represent you at the Meeting. To exercise this right, you should
This information circular – proxy statement (the “Circular”) is
insert the name
of your desired representative in the blank
furnished in connection
with the solicitation
of proxies
Executive
Compensation
Alignment
withbyShareholder
Value
space provided in the form of proxy and strike out the other
management of the Corporation for use at the Meeting.
names or submit another appropriate proxy.
Shareholders Graph
of record on April 4, 2019 (the “Record Date”) are
Performance
entitled to receive notice of, and to attend and vote at, the
Our Common Shares trade on the TSX under the symbol “ATH”. The following
compares
the cumulative
shareholder
returninof the
the
Unless graph
otherwise
stated,
the information
contained
Meeting.
Common Shares assuming an initial investment of $100 on January 1, 2015
and
assuming
reinvestment
of
dividends,
with
the
cumulative
Circular is given as at April 11, 2019. All dollar amounts in the
shareholder
return
of the S&P/TSX
Index
and Athabasca’s
comparator
group
(see Compensation
Discussion
Circular,
unless
otherwise
indicated, are
statedand
in Analysis
Canadian–
The
instrument
appointing
a proxyEnergy
must be
in writing
and must2019 pay
Athabasca’s Approach to Compensation – Pay Comparator Group).
currency.
be executed by you or your attorney authorized in writing or, if
you are a corporation, under your corporate seal or by a duly
S&P/TSX Capped Energy
ATH No person has been authorized by the Corporation to give any
140attorney of the
authorized officer or
corporation.
2019 PSU Peer Group
Heavyinformation
Oil Peer Group or make any representations in connection with the
Meeting other than as described in the Circular and, if given or
The persons named
in the enclosed instrument of proxy are our
120
made, any such information or representation must not be relied
officers. As a registered shareholder, you have the right to
upon as having been authorized by the Corporation.
appoint another person
(who need not be a shareholder) to
100
80

Exercise of Discretion by Proxy
60

persons named in the enclosed proxy will have discretionary
The Common Shares represented by proxy will be voted or
authority with respect to any amendments or variations of the
withheld from voting on any matter that may properly come
40
matters of business to be acted on at the Meeting or any other
before the Meeting. Where you specify a choice with respect to
matters properly brought before the Meeting or any
any matter to be acted upon at the Meeting, your Common
20
adjournment or postponement thereof, in each instance, to the
Shares will be voted in accordance with your instructions. If you
extent permitted by law, whether or not the amendment,
do not provide instructions, your Common Shares will be voted
0
variation or other matter that comes before the Meeting is
in favour of the matters
to be acted upon as set out in the
Jan-15 Jun-15 Dec-15 Jun-16 Dec-16 Jun-17 Dec-17 Jun-18 Dec-18 Jun-19 Dec-19
routine and whether or not the amendment, variation or other
Circular. A shareholder has the right to appoint a person or
that comes2017
before the2018
Meeting is 2019
contested. At the time
entity
(who
need
not
be
a
shareholder)
to
attend
and
act
for
Note:
Jan-15
2015matter 2016
(1)
Companies
in the
small at
capthe
heavy
oil peer other
group are:
Athabasca,
Baytex
(BTE), Cardinal
(CJ), Gear (GXE),
MEG Energy
(PGF)
of printing
the Circular,
we know
of no(MEG),
suchPengrowth
amendment,
him or
her on included
his or her
behalf
Meeting
than
the
Athabasca
$100
$57
$77
$40
$36
$23
and Obsidian
variation or other matter.
persons
named (OBE)
in the enclosed instrument of Proxy. The
S&P/TSX Capped Energy Index
$100
$72
$99
$86
$61
$65
S&P/TSX Composite Index
$100
$89
$105
$110
$96
$116
25
2020 Information
Statement
2 2019
Circular
– Proxy
2019
PSU Peer
Group
$100
$53
$87
$60
$33
$28
Heavy Oil Peer Group
$100
$36
$58
$34
$20
$15
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The trend shown in the graph above does not generally correlate

A NEO’s actual, realized payout is subject to the NEO first meeting

Advice
to Beneficial
with the compensation
that wasHolders
awarded toof
theCommon
NEOs over theShares
certain vesting requirements as set out in the applicable equity

incentive plan (see Appendix B- Description of Long-Term Equity
same period as the value awarded is not necessarily reflective of
Incentive as
Plans
to the Circular
for a you
description
vesting
the value
ultimatelycontained
realized byinthethis
NEOsection
once long-term
incentive
Although
a Beneficial
Shareholder
may notofbesuch
recognized
The
information
is of significant
awards vest.to you if you do not hold your Common Shares in your
requirements)
depends
on purposes
the price ofof voting
the underlying
directly
at the and
Meeting
for the
Common
importance
Common
Shares atinthe
time
of exercise
release.
Shares
registered
the
name
of yourorbroker
(or agent of the
own name (referred to in the Circular as “Beneficial Shareholders”).
Realizable
Value
versus by
Realized
Value whose names appear on
broker),
you
may
attend
the
Meeting
as
proxyholder
the
Only
proxies
deposited
shareholders
Options have a realized value only if the price of the Commonfor
Shares
registered
shareholder
and
vote
Common
Shares
in
that
capacity.
the
Corporation’s
records
as
the
registered
holders
of
Common
increases above the exercise price after the Option’s applicable
It is important to note that the value of the share-based awards and
date. to
Performance
haveand
value
only if Athabasca’s
Ifvesting
you wish
attend theAwards
Meeting
indirectly
vote your
Shares
can beawards
recognized
and inacted
upon at the
Meeting. If
option-based
reflected
the “Summary
Compensation
of its peershareholder,
group and
TSR is at Shares
least above
the 25th percentile
Table – NEOs”
are the
notional
fair values
of such
equityCommon
as proxyholder
for the registered
Common
Sharesbelow
are listed
in your
account
statement
provided
by
if Athabasca
meets
operational
and corporate
strategic
basedbroker,
incentive
as all
of cases
the date
they
are awarded.
These
you
should enter
yourcertain
own name
in the blank
space on the
form
your
thenawards
in almost
those
Common
Shares will
not
performance
thresholds
in its
Corporate
value
an
values
are reported
theCorporation’s
requirementsrecords.
of National
of
proxy provided
to you
and
return itScorecard.
to your The
broker
(orofthe
be
registered
in yourpursuant
name intothe
Such
RSU decreases or increases with the value of a Common Share. As a
Instrument
51-102
–
Continuous
Disclosure
Obligations
and
do
broker’s agent who provided it to you) in accordance with the
Common Shares will likely be registered under the name of your
result, there is a strong correlation between the price performance
not reflect the eventual payout received by the NEOs for the
instructions provided by such broker (or agent), well in advance
broker or an agent of that broker. In Canada, most Common Shares
of the Common Shares and the NEOs’ “realized” compensation at
share-based awards and option-based awards.
of
Meeting.
are registered under the name of CDS & Co. (the registration name
thethe
time
the equity incentive award is settled.
for CDS Clearing and Depository Services Inc., which acts as
These materials are being sent to both registered and
nominee for many Canadian brokerage firms). Common Shares held
non-registered owners of Common Shares. If you are a
Compensation
Named
Executive
Officers
by your broker or theirof
nominee
can only
be voted upon
your
non-registered owner, and Athabasca or its agent has sent these
instructions. Without specific instructions, your broker or their
materials directly to you, your name and address and
Summary
– NEOs
nominee isCompensation
prohibited fromTable
voting
your Common Shares. Applicable
information about your holding of Common Shares have been
regulatory
policy
broker to
seek voting
The following
tablerequires
sets outyour
information
concerning
the instructions
compensation paid by the Corporation to the NEOs during the years ended December
obtained in accordance with applicable securities regulatory
from
you December
in advance31,of2018
the and
Meeting.
Every31,
broker
31, 2019,
December
2017.has
Dueitsto own
the unpredictable macro climate affecting the oil and gas sector and extreme
requirementsexecutives
from the elected
intermediary
holding
your
behalf.
mailing volatility
procedures
and provides
its own return
instructions,
pricing
experienced
by Canadian
producers
during which
2018, the Corporation’s
to take
a 10%on
base
salary
rollback
effective
January
1, 2019,
wasto
approved
by the
Board.
In January 2020, the Board reinstated 2018 salaries for our executives.
you should
carefully
followwhich
in order
ensure that
your
Common
The Corporation is not using “notice-and-access” to send its
Shares are voted at the Meeting.
proxy-related materials to shareholders, and paper copies of
Non-equity incentive plan

The majority of brokers now delegate responsibility for obtaining
OptionShare-based
based
instructions from clients to Broadridge Financial
Solutions, Inc.
Name and principal
Salary
awards
awards
position or another intermediary.
Year
($)(1)If you receive
($)(2)
($)(3)
(“Broadridge”)
a voting
instruction form from Broadridge
or
another
intermediary
it
2019
472,727
1,403,920
156,018
Robert Broen, President
cannot
be
used
as
a
proxy
to
vote
Common
Shares
directly
at
the
and Chief Executive Officer
2018
515,000
1,560,008
–
Meeting as the proxy must be returned (or otherwise reported)
2017
500,000
1,050,000
1,909,495 (7)
as described in the voting instruction form well in advance of the
2019
289,141
567,088
62,996
Matthewin
Taylor,
Meeting
order to have the
Common
Shares voted.
Chief Financial Officer (8)

2018

315,000

630,020

–

2017

312,500

441,000

395,486(9)

189,500

–

N/A

32,325

1,370,811

325,576

636,456

70,725

–

–

N/A

36,485

1,069,242

350,200

707,192

–

211,000

–

N/A

38,522

1,306,914

2019
Kimberly Anderson, of Proxy
Revocability
(former Chief Financial
Officer) (10)

2018

You may revoke your proxy at any time prior to a vote. If you or (11)
2017
333,750
476,000
413,193
the person you appoint as your proxy attends personally at the
2019
293,182the proxy
593,952
Meeting,
you or such person
may revoke
and vote66,002
in
Karla Ingoldsby,
VP Thermal
Oil (12)
person.
In addition
to revocation
other manner
2018 in any
288,654
599,936permitted
–
by law, a proxy may be revoked
by
an
instrument
in
writing
2017
209,755
313,600
–
executed by you or your attorney authorized in writing or, if you
2019
330,909
655,224
72,811
Angela Avery,
are
a corporation,
your corporate seal or by a duly
(former
General Counselunder
&
2018
360,500
727,902
–
VP Business officer
Development)
authorized
or attorney of the corporation. To be effective
(13)

2017

108,814

490,000

2019 Solicitation
266,667
286,120
Persons
Making the
Michael Wojcichowsky,
VP, Light Oil(14)

($) be sent to all shareholders. The Corporation
suchcompensation
materials will
willAnnual
not send Long-term
proxy-related materials directly
All other to non-objecting
Total
Pension
Value
compensation
incentive Shareholders
incentive
Beneficial
and
such
materials
will be compensation
delivered
to
($)
($)(6)
plans(4)
plans(5)
($)
non-objecting Beneficial Shareholders by Broadridge or through
52,000intermediary.
2,604,666The
the520,000
non-objecting– BeneficialN/AShareholder’s
710,700
– to pay for
N/A the costs56,650
2,842,358 to
Corporation
intends
of an intermediary
700,000
– Beneficial
N/A Shareholders
55,000 the proxy-related
4,214,495
deliver
to objecting
materials
and
Form
54-101F7
Request
for
Voting
Instructions
175,000
–
N/A
31,806
1,126,031
Made
by Intermediary
of National
54-101. 1,169,470
189,800
–
N/A Instrument
34,650

2018

253,750

244,814

248,040

the instrument must be in writing and must be deposited either
207,800
–
N/A
36,187
1,466,930
with us c/o our transfer agent Computershare Trust Company of
176,400Proxy Dept.,
– 100 University
N/A
38,114
1,167,649
Canada,
Avenue,
8th Floor,
Toronto,
Ontario,
prior to 4:3036,252
p.m. (Calgary
time) on
181,900M5J 2Y1, –at any timeN/A
1,106,742
the106,000
last business day
preceding
the
day
of
the
Meeting,
or any
–
N/A
27,273
656,628
adjournment or postponement thereof, at which the proxy is to
–
–
N/A
29,782
1,088,725
be used, or with the chair of the Meeting on the day of the
228,500
–
N/A
32,445
1,349,347
Meeting, or any adjournment or postponement thereof.
217,900

–

N/A

107,875

1,172,629

–

122,800

–

N/A

29,333

704,920

–

123,000

–

N/A

27,912

649,477

may be solicited by telephone, personal interviews, or by other
This solicitation is made on behalf of Athabasca’s management.
2017
249,521
316,818
–
121,000
–
N/A
27,447
714,786
means of communication, by our directors, officers and
Athabasca will bear the costs incurred in the preparation and
Notes
employees who will not be remunerated therefor.
mailing of the form of proxy, Notice of Annual General Meeting
(1) Effective January 1, 2019, the NEOs elected to take a 10% base salary rollback, with the exception of Mr. Wojcichowsky who was not an executive at that
and the
Circular.
In
addition
to
mailing
forms
of
proxy,
proxies
time.
(2)

The value of share-based awards is based on the 20-day VWAP which was calculated on March 9, 2017 ($1.75) for 2017 awards, on March 7, 2018
($1.09) for 2018 awards and on February 26, 2019 ($.92) for 2019 awards.
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(3)

The value of option-based awards is based on the grant date fair value of the applicable awards calculated using the Black-Scholes-Merton formula in
accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards 2 Share-based Payment. The weighted average assumptions used in valuation of optionare outlined
in the table
The Corporation may use the Broadridge QuickVote™ service to
If youbased
are aawards
registered
shareholder
andbelow:
are unable to attend the

Meeting in person, please
exercise your right to vote by proxy.
Assumption/Estimate
In order to be effective, the proxy must be sent by mail, hand
Risk free interest rate
delivery or fax to Athabasca Oil Corporation’s (“Athabasca”, the
Estimated forfeiture rate
“Corporation”, “us”, “our” or “we”) transfer agent,
Expected life
Computershare Trust Company
of(years)
Canada, as follows:

assist non-registered
to conveniently vote their
2019
2018 shareholders2017

common shares in the capital of the Corporation (the “Common
N/A
1.1%
Shares”).

1.6%

7.0%

N/A

7.0%

order to N/A
be valid and4.8acted upon at the
N/A
instruments
of0%proxy as well as
1. By mail or hand delivery to Computershare Trust Company
Volatility
57.0%
N/A
votes by internet
and 54.6%
telephone must be
of Canada, Proxy Department, 100 University Avenue, 8th
Grant
date
fair
value
(per
Option)
$0.40
N/A
$0.68
received
in
each
case
not
less than 48 hours
Floor, Toronto, Ontario, M5J 2Y1; or
Grant date fair value (per RSU)
$0.85
$1.53 holidays) before
(excluding $1.16
weekends and
2. By facsimile to (416) 263-9524 or 1-866-249-7775.
the
time
set
for
the
Meeting or any
(4) Reflects bonuses earned by the NEOs in respect of the applicable year’s performance.
Alternatively,
please
vote
through
the
internet
at
adjournment
(5) The Corporation did not have any cash-based long-term incentive plans as at December
31, 2019. or postponement thereof.
Dividend rate

4.5
In

0%
Meeting,

www.investorvote.com
or by telephone at 1-866-732-VOTE
(6) “All Other Compensation” includes employer matching contributions made by the Corporation on the NEO’s behalf pursuant to the RRSP and the EPSP or to
(8683)
(toll
free
within
America)
or 1-312-588-4290
the non-registered savingsNorth
plan referenced
in “Other
Compensation-Employee Shareholders
Registered Retirement
Savings Plan”.
In no
case
did of
other
personal
benefits
are cautioned
that
the
use
mail
to transmit
(outside
North
America).
Registered
shareholders
willof require
exceed in aggregate more than $50,000 or ten percent (10%)
the NEOs total salary
for the
For Ms. Anderson,
Other
Compensation
includes
proxies
is financial
at eachyear.
shareholder’s
risk.AllThe
Corporation
reserves
the a15-digit
number
that
may be found on the
payout of control
unused earned
vacation
of $6,429.
the right to accept late proxies. The time limit for deposit of
instrument
of
proxy
in
order
to
vote
through
the internet
orasby
(7) This value represents grants to Mr. Broen of: (a) 2,000,000
options
a special one-time
of extended
certain transformative
transactions
achieved
proxies grant
may in
berecognition
waived or
by the Chair
of the Meeting
in 2016 and 2017 which transformed the Corporation from a junior to intermediate producer; and (b) 771,400 options as his annual 2017 grant.
telephone.
at his discretion, without notice. The Chair of the Meeting is
(8)

Mr. Taylor was appointed as Chief Financial Officer effective November 6, 2019.

(9)

This value represents grants to Mr. Taylor of: (a) 250,000 options as a special one-time grant in recognition of certain transformative transactions achieved
in 2016 and 2017 which transformed the Corporation from a junior to intermediate producer; and (b) 324,000 options as his annual 2017 grant.

under no obligation to accept or reject any late proxies.

(10) Ms. Anderson resigned
as Chief Financial
Officer effective November 6, 2019.
Solicitation
of Proxies
by Management

(11) This value represents grants to Ms. Anderson of: (a) 250,000 options as a special one-time grant in recognition of certain transformative transactions
achieved in 2016 and 2017 which transformed the Corporation from a junior to intermediate producer; and (b) 349,700 options as her annual 2017 grant.

represent you at the Meeting. To exercise this right, you should
This information circular – proxy statement (the “Circular”) is
(12) Ms. Ingoldsby
was promoted
Vice President,
Thermal
Oil effective
15, 2018.
the name of your desired representative in the blank
furnished
in connection
withto the
solicitation
of proxies
by Januaryinsert
(13)
Hired
as
Vice
President,
General
Counsel
&
Business
Development
on
September
2017. In 2018,
Ms.form
Averyof
received
annual
bonus
prospace11,provided
in the
proxyanand
strike
outthat
thewas
other
management of the Corporation for use at the Meeting.
rated for a full year of service reported within “Annual Incentive Plans” and a $100,000 signing bonus reported within “All Other Compensation.” Ms.
names or submit another appropriate proxy.
Shareholders of record on April 4, 2019 (the “Record Date”) are
Avery resigned as General Counsel and VP Business Development effective January 31, 2020.
entitled to receive notice of, and to attend and vote at, the
(14) Mr. Wojcichowsky was promoted to Vice President, Light Oil effective January
1, 2020.otherwise stated, the information contained in the
Unless
Meeting.
Circular is given as at April 11, 2019. All dollar amounts in the
Circular, unless otherwise indicated, are stated in Canadian
The
instrument appointing
proxy must bePlans
in writing and must
Long-Term
Equity aIncentive
currency.
be executed by you or your attorney authorized in writing or, if
you
are adescriptions
corporation,ofunder
your corporate
or by
a duly
arrangements was approximately 3.0% of its total issued and
Detailed
Athabasca’s
long-termseal
equity
incentive
No
person has
been authorized
by the Corporation to give any
outstanding
Common
Shares.
plans are contained
in Appendix
B to
the Circular. These plans
authorized
officer or attorney
of the
corporation.
information or make any representations in connection with the
consist of the Option Plan, the Performance Plan, the 2010 RSU
Burn Rate
Meeting
other than as described in the Circular and, if given or
The
in the
enclosed
instrument
of proxy
are our
Plan persons
and the named
2015 RSU
Plan.
The maximum
number
of Common
made,
any such
information
must
officers.
As a registered
shareholder,
you have
right to
Shares issuable
on the exercise
or conversion
of the
outstanding
The following
table
sets forthor
therepresentation
annual burn rate
for not
eachbeofrelied
the 3
securitiesanother
granted person
under any
of such
at any
time, is limited
upon
havingcompleted
been authorized
by the
appoint
(who
needplans,
not be
a shareholder)
to
most as
recently
fiscal years
forCorporation.
each of the Corporation’s
to 10% of the number of Common Shares that are issued and
equity incentive plans. The burn rate has been calculated by
outstanding, less the number of Common Shares that are issuable
dividing the number of awards granted under the arrangement
pursuant to allof
other
security basedby
compensation
during the applicable fiscal year, by the weighted average number
Exercise
Discretion
Proxy arrangements
of Athabasca. In addition, the number of Common Shares
of securities outstanding for the applicable fiscal year:
reserved for issuance to any one participant under all security
persons named in the enclosed proxy will have discretionary
The Common Shares represented by proxy will be voted or
based compensation arrangements of Athabasca may not exceed
Plans
2017
2018
2019
authority with respect to any amendments or variations of the
withheld from voting on any matter that may properly come
5% of the issued and outstanding Common Shares. The number
Options
1.3%
0.0%
0.3%other
matters of business to be acted on at the Meeting or any
before
the Meeting.
Where you
specify a(as
choice
withbyrespect
to
of Common
Shares issuable
to insiders
defined
the TSX
(1)
0.4% the 0.6%
Performance
Awardsbrought before
matters
properly
Meeting 0.5%
or any
any
matter
to beat acted
upon
the
your
Common
for this
purpose)
any time,
as at
well
as Meeting,
the number
of Common
adjournment
or
postponement
thereof,
in
each
instance,
to the
Shares issued
will beto
voted
in
accordance
with
your
instructions.
If
you
insiders (as defined by the TSX for this purpose)
2015 RSUs
1.4%
2.0%
1.9%
within
one-year
period under
security based
extent permitted by law, whether or not the amendment,
do notany
provide
instructions,
yourallCommon
Sharescompensation
will be voted
2010 RSUs
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
arrangements
of Athabasca,
not exceed
of out
the issued
variation or other matter that comes before the Meeting is
in favour of the
matters tomay
be acted
upon 10%
as set
in the
Total
3.2%
2.7%
and
outstanding
Commonhas
Shares.
routine and whether or not the amendment, variation 2.7%
or other
Circular.
A shareholder
the right to appoint a person or
Notes:
matter
that
comes
before
the
Meeting
is
contested.
At
the
time
entity
(who
need
not
be
a
shareholder)
to
attend
and
act
for
As at December 31, 2019, the total number of Common Shares
(1)
Assuming
a
payout
multiplier
of
100%
of
printing
the
Circular,
we
know
of
no
such
amendment,
him
or
her
on
his
or
her
behalf
at
the
Meeting
other
than
the
issuable to insiders under all of its security based compensation
(2) Numbers do not add precisely due to rounding
variation or other matter.
persons named in the enclosed instrument of Proxy. The
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Outstanding
Share-Based
Awards
and Option-Based
Awards – NEOs
Advice to Beneficial
Holders
of Common
Shares
The following
tablecontained
set forth information
regarding
2010 RSUs,
Performance
Awards, Shareholder
and Restricted
by each
Although
as a Beneficial
youShare
may Units
not beheld
recognized
information
in this section
is all
of Options,
significant
NEO
as of December
31, 2019.
directly at the Meeting for the purposes of voting Common
importance
to you if you
do not hold your Common Shares in your
Shares registered in the name of your broker (or agent of the
own name (referred to in the Circular as “Beneficial Shareholders”).
(1)
(3)
broker), you may attend the Share-Based
Meeting asAwards
proxyholder
for the
Only proxies deposited by shareholders whose
names
appear
on
Option-Based Awards
registered shareholder and vote Common Shares in that
capacity.
the Corporation’s records as the registered holders of Common
Market or
payout
If you wish to attend the MeetingMarket
and or
indirectly
votevalue
your
Shares can be recognized and acted upon at the Meeting. If
Number of forpayout
value
of vested
Common Shares as proxyholder
the registered
shareholder,
Common Shares are listed Number
in your of
account statement provided by
securities
Value of
shares or
of share-based
share-based
you
should enter your
name inawards
the blank
on thenot
form
your broker, then in almostunderlying
all cases those Common Shares will not
unexercised
unitsown
of shares
that spaceawards
unexercised
Option records. Such
haveand
not returnhave
notyour broker
paid out
ofin-the-money
proxy provided that
to you
it to
(ororthe
be registered in your name
in the Corporation’s
options
exercisethe
price
options
vested it to you)
vested
distributed
broker’s
agent who provided
in accordance
with the
Common Shares will likely be
registered under
name ofOption
your
Name
(#)
($)
expiration date
($) (2)
(#)
($) (4)
($)
instructions provided by such broker (or agent), well in advance
broker or an agent of that broker. In Canada, most Common Shares
508,700
0.8531
01-Apr-2026
–
3,175,799
1,257,166
Robert Broen
–
of the Meeting.
are
registered under the name of CDS & Co. (the registration name
2,771,400 Services 1.50
–
for CDS Clearing and Depository
Inc., which 01-Apr-2024
acts as
These materials
are being sent to both registered and
1.43
01-Apr-2023
–
nominee for many Canadian 646,400
brokerage firms). Common
Shares
held
non-registered
owners
of Common Shares. If you are a
541,700 can only be
2.07voted upon
01-Apr-2022
–
by your broker or their nominee
your
non-registered
owner,
and
Athabasca or its agent has sent these
instructions. Without specific
instructions, your
their
363,600
7.27 broker or
10-Sep-2021
materials
directly
to
you,
your name and address and
nominee is prohibited from voting
Shares. Applicable
66,667your Common
0.10
14-Jan-2020
32,667
information
about
your
holding
of Common Shares have been
regulatory policy requires your
broker to seek
voting instructions
205,400
0.8531
01-Apr-2026 obtained– in accordance
1,290,066
512,513securities regulatory
Matthew Taylor
–
with
applicable
from you in advance of the Meeting. Every broker has its own
574,000
1.50
01-Apr-2024 requirements
–
from the intermediary holding on your behalf.
mailing procedures and provides its own return instructions, which
262,900
1.43
01-Apr-2023
–
you should carefully follow in order to ensure that your Common
The Corporation is not using “notice-and-access” to send its
178,100
2.07
01-Apr-2022
–
Shares are voted at the Meeting.
proxy-related materials to shareholders, and paper copies of
9,800

7.27

10-Sep-2021

The
majority of brokers now233,134
delegate responsibility
for obtaining
1.50
02-Feb-2020
Kimberly Anderson(5)
instructions from clients to Broadridge Financial Solutions, Inc.
271,600
1.43
02-Feb-2020
(“Broadridge”) or another intermediary. If you receive a voting
214,000
2.07
02-Feb-2020
instruction form from Broadridge or another intermediary it
23,500
7.27
02-Feb-2020
cannot be used as a proxy to vote Common Shares directly
at the
01-Apr-2026
Karla Ingoldsby
Meeting
as the proxy must215,200
be returned (or0.8531
otherwise reported)
56,900
1.07
as described in the voting instruction
form well
in advance01-Apr-2023
of the
Meeting in order to have the36,400
Common Shares2.07
voted.
01-Apr-2022
22,000

5.91

01-Oct-2021

4,800

7.31

01-Jul-2021

Revocability
of Proxy
237,400
Angela Avery
360,000

0.8531

01-Apr-2026

0.92

11-Sep-2024

–

such materials will be sent to all shareholders. The Corporation
–
–
–
will not –send proxy-related
materials directly
to non-objecting
Beneficial– Shareholders and such materials will be delivered to
–
non-objecting
Beneficial Shareholders by Broadridge or through
the non-objecting
Beneficial Shareholder’s intermediary. The
–
Corporation
intends
to pay for the costs
of an intermediary
to
–
1,223,732
465,484
–
deliver to– objecting Beneficial Shareholders the proxy-related
materials and Form 54-101F7 Request for Voting Instructions
–
Made by Intermediary of National Instrument 54-101.
–

–
1,448,700

567,005

–

the instrument must be in writing and must be deposited either
You may revoke your proxy at any time prior to a vote. If you or
43,700
1.07
01-Apr-2023
–
617,232
250,288
Michael Wojcichowsky
–
with us c/o our transfer agent Computershare Trust Company of
the person you appoint as your proxy attends personally at the
38,400
2.07
01-Apr-2022
–
Canada, Proxy Dept., 100 University Avenue, 8th Floor, Toronto,
Meeting, you or such person may revoke the proxy and vote in
22,500
7.31
01-Jul-2021
–
Ontario, M5J 2Y1, at any time prior to 4:30 p.m. (Calgary time) on
person. In addition to revocation in any other manner permitted
the last business day preceding the day of the Meeting, or any
by
law,
a
proxy
may
be
revoked
by
an
instrument
in
writing
Notes:
postponement
whichpayment
the proxy
is to
executed
by you or your
in of
writing
or, ifare
you
(1) See “Long-Term
Equityattorney
Incentiveauthorized
Plans”. Grants
2010 RSUs
disclosedadjournment
as option-basedorawards
as the 2010thereof,
RSU Planat
requires
of $0.10
Common Share
upon your
the issuance
of Common
Shares
RSUs.
used, or with the chair of the Meeting on the day of the
are a per
corporation,
under
corporate
seal or
by pursuant
a duly to 2010be
(2) The value
of unexercised
in-the-money
Options or 2010
has been calculated
by subtracting
the exercise price
of such securities
from $0.59, being
Meeting,
or any adjournment
or postponement
thereof.
authorized
officer
or attorney
of the corporation.
To beRSUs
effective
the closing price of the Common Shares on the TSX on December 31, 2019 and multiplying the difference by the number of unexercised in-the-money
Options or 2010 RSUs, as applicable.
(3) See “Long-Term Equity Incentive Plans”.
(4) Performance Awards provide a single payout upon their 3 year cliff vesting. The Award Value of Performance Awards is based on the performance
multiplier determined
forbehalf
the performance
period(s).
The minimum Awardmay
Valuebe
may
be $0. The
of unvested
Performance
Awards
based
on
solicited
by value
telephone,
personal
interviews,
orisby
other
This solicitation
is made on
of Athabasca’s
management.
the current weighted average performance multiplier for the performance period(s) multiplied by the number of units and $0.59, being the closing
means
communication,
by byour
directors,
officers
Athabasca
willthebear
theDecember
costs incurred
the
preparation
price on
TSX on
31, 2019.inThe
value
of unvestedand
RSUs is based
on theof
number
of units multiplied
$0.59,
being the closing
priceand
on
employees who will not be remunerated therefor.
mailingtheofTSX
theonform
of proxy,
Notice of Annual General Meeting
December
31, 2019.
and
In addition
mailing forms
of proxy,
proxies
(5) the
As aCircular.
result of Ms.
Anderson’storesignation,
all share-based
awards
were forfeited effective November 6, 2019. Ms. Anderson has 90 days from November
6, 2019 to exercise outstanding Options that were vested at the time of her resignation, in accordance with the Option Plan.

Persons Making the Solicitation
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Shareholder and Voting Information

COMPENSATION DISCUSSION & ANALYSIS

Incentive Plan Awards – Value Vested or Earned During the Year – NEOs
The Corporation may use the Broadridge QuickVote™ service to
If you are a registered shareholder and are unable to attend the
The
following
table sets
forth
for eachyour
NEO,right
the value
of by
option-based
awards
share-based awards
which vested
during the year
assistand
non-registered
shareholders
to conveniently
voteended
their
Meeting
in person,
please
exercise
to vote
proxy.
December
and the
non-equity
incentive
compensation
during
the in
year
December
31, 2019. (the “Common
common
shares
theended
capital
of the Corporation
In order to31,
be2019,
effective,
thevalue
proxyofmust
be sent
by mail,plan
hand
Shares”).
delivery or fax to Athabasca Oil Corporation’s (“Athabasca”, the
“Corporation”, “us”, “our” or “we”) transfer agent,
Non-equity incentive plan
InShare-based
order to
be– Value
valid andcompensation
acted upon
the
Option-based
awards
– Value at
earned
Computershare Trust Company of Canada,
as follows:awards – Value
vested during the year

1.

By mail or hand delivery to Computershare Trust(1)Company
Name
($)
of Canada, Proxy Department, 100 University Avenue, 8th
Robert
Broen
–
Floor,
Toronto, Ontario, M5J 2Y1; or
Matthew Taylor

–

Kimberly Anderson

–

2.

By facsimile to (416) 263-9524 or 1-866-249-7775.

vested during the year
during the year
Meeting,
instruments of proxy
as well as
($)
($)
votes by internet and telephone must be
520,00048 hours
received689,226
in each case not less than
(excluding
weekends and holidays)
280,586
175,000 before
the time
set
for
the
Meeting
or any
298,094
–
adjournment
or postponement thereof.
147,752
176,400
(2)

(3)

Alternatively, please vote through the internet at
Karla Ingoldsby
–
www.investorvote.com or by telephone at 1-866-732-VOTE
Angela Avery
–
92,379
–
(8683)
(toll free within North America) or 1-312-588-4290
Shareholders are cautioned that the use of mail to transmit
(outside
North
America).
Registered
shareholders
will
require
Michael Wojcichowsky
–
122,800
proxies is at80,937
each shareholder’s risk. The Corporation
reserves
the 15-digit control number that may be found on the
the
right
to
accept
late
proxies.
The
time
limit
for
deposit
of
Notes:
instrument
of proxy in order to vote through the internet or by
proxies
may
be
waived
or
extended
by
the
Chair
of
the
Meeting
(1) The value vested during the year for in the money option-based awards (2010 RSUs and Options) has been calculated by determining the difference
telephone.
between the trading price of the Common Shares and the exercise price ofatthehis
vested
securitieswithout
on the applicable
vesting
datesof(orthe
the Meeting
next trading
discretion,
notice. The
Chair
is
day if the securities vested on a date when the TSX was closed).
under no obligation to accept or reject any late proxies.
(2) The value vested during the year for share-based awards (RSU and Performance Awards) has been calculated by multiplying the number of sharebased awards vested by the market price at the time of release.
(3) Reflects 2019 annual bonuses earned by the NEOs for the year ended December 31, 2019.

Solicitation of Proxies by Management

This
information circular
proxy statement
(the “Circular”)
is
Termination
and –Change
of Control
Benefits
furnished in connection with the solicitation of proxies by
Except
as described
Athabascaforhasuse
not at
entered
into any
management
of thebelow,
Corporation
the Meeting.
contract,
agreement,
or arrangement
that provides
for
Shareholders
of recordplan
on April
4, 2019 (the “Record
Date”) are
payments
to
an
NEO
at,
following
or
in
connection
with
any
entitled to receive notice of, and to attend and vote at, the
termination (whether voluntary, involuntary or constructive),
Meeting.
resignation, retirement, a change in control of Athabasca or a
change
in an NEO’s
responsibilities.
The
instrument
appointing
a proxy must be in writing and must
be
executed
by you or Agreements
your attorney authorized in writing or, if
Executive
Employment
you are a corporation, under your corporate seal or by a duly
The Corporation has entered into executive employment
authorized officer or attorney of the corporation.
agreements with each of the NEOs that outline the terms and
conditions
their inemployment
the Corporation
The
personsofnamed
the enclosed with
instrument
of proxy areand
our
treatment
in
the
event
of
termination,
resignation
officers. As a registered shareholder, you have or
thechange
right of
to
control. These agreements provide for base salary, benefits, a
appoint another person (who need not be a shareholder) to
discretionary annual bonus and grants of Options, 2015 RSUs and
Performance Awards.
Pursuant to of
the Discretion
current executive
Exercise
by employment
Proxy agreements
that are in effect as of the date of this Circular, Athabasca may
immediately
terminate
the employment
The Common
Shares represented
by of:
proxy will be voted or
withheld from voting on any matter that may properly come
(a) Mr. Wojcichowsky at any time (other than for just cause) with
before the Meeting. Where you specify a choice with respect to
payment to the NEO of a retiring allowance equal to the sum of
any matter to be acted upon at the Meeting, your Common
one times his current annual salary (“Salary Allowance”) plus
Shares
be voted
accordance
with
yourprevious
instructions.
If you
the will
average
of anyincash
bonus paid
in the
year and
an
do not
provide
instructions,
your
Common
Shares
will
be
voted
amount equal to 15% of their respective Salary Allowance for
in favour
matters
the lossofofthe
benefits,
andto be acted upon as set out in the
Circular. A shareholder has the right to appoint a person or
entity
not be
a Ms.
shareholder)
toany
attend
actthan
for
(b)
Mr.(who
Broen,need
Mr. Taylor
and
Ingoldsby at
time and
(other
payment
NEO
of a retiring
himfor
orjust
hercause)
on hiswith
or her
behalftoatthe
the
Meeting
otherallowance
than the
equal named
to the sum
twoenclosed
times their
Salary Allowance
plus the
persons
in of
the
instrument
of Proxy.
The
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represent you at the Meeting. To exercise this right, you should
insert the name of your desired representative in the blank
average
of any
cashform
bonus
paid inand
thestrike
previous
years
space
provided
in the
of proxy
out two
the other
andoransubmit
amount
equal appropriate
to 20% for Mr.
Broen and 15% for Mr.
names
another
proxy.
Taylor and Ms. Ingoldsby of their Salary Allowance for the loss
Unless
otherwise stated, the information contained in the
benefits.
Circular is given as at April 11, 2019. All dollar amounts in the
These payments are collectively the “Applicable Retiring
Circular,
unless
otherwise
Allowance”
for each
NEO. indicated, are stated in Canadian
currency.
If an event occurs such that an NEO no longer has a substantially
equivalent
role been
within
a year following
a change oftocontrol
of
No
person has
authorized
by the Corporation
give any
Athabasca, the
has
therepresentations
right to terminateinhis
or her employment
information
or NEO
make
any
connection
with the
upon providing
Athabasca
two weeks
advance
written
Meeting
other than
as described
in the
Circular
and, notice,
if givenand
or
unless
Athabasca
makes
the
request
described
below,
made, any such information or representation must notAthabasca
be relied
must pay the Applicable Retiring Allowance to the NEO. If the NEO
upon as having been authorized by the Corporation.
elects to resign from his or her employment within one year of a
change of control of Athabasca, he or she must, at the request of
Athabasca, continue his or her employment with Athabasca for a
period of up to six months (three months in respect of the CEO)
with existing compensation and benefits to provide transition
persons
named
induties
the enclosed
will haveAny
discretionary
services and
other
requestedproxy
by Athabasca.
changes to
authority
respect
or variations
of the
the NEO’s with
position
or histoorany
her amendments
duties during the
transition period
will not constitute
matters
of businessconstructive
to be acteddismissal.
on at the Meeting or any other
matters
properly
brought
before
the Allowance,
Meeting the
or NEO
any
In order to
receive the
Applicable
Retiring
adjournment
or
postponement
thereof,
in
each
instance,
to
the
must execute a full and final release in favour of Athabasca and
extent
permitted
by
law,
whether
or
not
the
amendment,
resign from any of the NEO’s director or officer roles at Athabasca
variation
or by
other
matter that comes before the Meeting is
if requested
the Board.
routine and whether or not the amendment, variation or other
Pursuant to the terms of the executive employment agreements,
matter
that have
comesanbefore
the Meeting
contested.
At the time
the NEOs
obligation
to notis reveal
confidential
or
of
printing
the
Circular,
we
know
of
no
such
amendment,
proprietary information of Athabasca during employment or at
variation
other matter.
any timeorthereafter.
In addition, for a period of one year after

COMPENSATION
& ANALYSIS
SHAREHOLDER
ANDDISCUSSION
VOTING INFORMATION
employment ceases, regardless of the reason for the cessation

the change of control: (i) the NEO’s Options will vest immediately
terminate within 90 days; (ii) the NEO’s 2015 RSUs vest
immediately prior to the change of control unless the Board
establishes
earlier vesting
date; and
(iii) the
becomes
Although
as an
a Beneficial
Shareholder
you may
not NEO
be recognized
entitled to
calculation
whichCommon
depends
directly
at Performance
the MeetingAwards,
for thethepurposes
of ofvoting
on when
the change
Shares
registered
in of
thecontrol
nameoccurs.
of your broker (or agent of the
broker),
attendemployment
the Meeting
as the
proxyholder
for the
If the NEOyou
hasmay
continuing
after
change of control,
registered
shareholder
and
vote
Common
Shares
in
that
capacity.
he or she becomes entitled, as applicable, to: (i) an Option cash
RSU cash
(ii) the
of anyvote
2015your
RSU
Ifbonus
you and
wisha 2010
to attend
the bonus;
Meeting
andvalue
indirectly
awards fixed
as ofasthe
date of the
of controlshareholder,
but vesting
Common
Shares
proxyholder
forchange
the registered
in accordance
and paid
and
you
should enterwith
yourthe
ownoriginal
name ingrant
the blank
spaceinoncash;
the form
(iii)proxy
payment
under
contingent
on the
the
of
provided
to the
you Performance
and return itPlan
to your
broker (or
NEO remaining in the continuous employ for the period of the
broker’s agent who provided it to you) in accordance with the
original grant.
instructions provided by such broker (or agent), well in advance
Forthe
additional
of
Meeting.information, see Appendix B - “Description of LongTerm Equity Incentive Plans”.
These materials are being sent to both registered and
The following table outlines the estimated incremental payment,
non-registered owners of Common Shares. If you are a
payables and benefits that theoretically would have been obtained
non-registered
owner, and
Athabasca
or2010
its agent
sent these
by the NEO’s pursuant
to their
Options,
RSUs,has
Performance
materials
directly
to
you,
your
name
and
address
Awards, and Restricted Share Units if a change of control wereand
to
information
about
your holding
of Common Shares have been
have occurred
on December
31, 2019.
obtained in accordance with applicable securities regulatory
requirements from the intermediary holding on your behalf.

Advice
to Beneficial
Holders
ofindirectly,
Common
of employment,
the NEOs cannot,
directly or
solicit,Shares
and
induce, encourage or facilitate any employees or consultants of
Athabasca
to leave contained
the employment
or consulting
The
information
in thisof, section
is ofrelationship
significant
with, Athabasca.
importance
to you if you do not hold your Common Shares in your
own
(referred
to in the Circular
as “Beneficial
If thename
executive
employment
agreements
had beenShareholders”).
terminated as
Only
proxies
deposited
by
shareholders
whose
names appear
on
of December 31, 2019 had been payable by Athabasca
pursuant
the
Corporation’s
records
as
the
registered
holders
of
Common
to such agreements, the following aggregate amounts would have
been paid
following and
NEOs:
Mr. Broen
– $2,658,700;
Shares
cantobethe
recognized
acted
upon at
the Meeting.Mr.If
Taylor – $1,149,800;
– $1,046,900;
and provided
Ms. AverybyCommon
Shares are Ms.
listedIngoldsby
in your account
statement
$1,283,600.
amount
$468,000
reflects
your
broker, Mr.
thenWojcichowsky’s
in almost all cases
thoseof
Common
Shares
will the
not
terms
of his employment
agreement
a change ofrecords.
control as
of
be
registered
in your name
in the and
Corporation’s
Such
January 1, 2020.
Common Shares will likely be registered under the name of your
Options,
RSUs,
RSUs and
Performance
Awards Shares
broker
or 2010
an agent
of 2015
that broker.
In Canada,
most Common
are registered under the name of CDS & Co. (the registration name
In the event there is a change of control of the Corporation (as
for
CDS inClearing
and Depository
which
acts as
defined
the applicable
plan), the Services
NEOs areInc.,
entitled
to receive
nominee
for
many
Canadian
brokerage
firms).
Common
Shares
held
varying treatment under the Option Plan, 2010 RSU Plan, 2015
by
your
broker
or
their
nominee
can
only
be
voted
upon
your
RSU Plan and Performance Plan. See Appendix B – Description of
Long-Term Equity
Incentive
Plans.
instructions.
Without
specific
instructions, your broker or their
nominee is prohibited from voting your Common Shares. Applicable
If the NEO is provided a termination notice that the NEO’s
regulatory
policy
your broker
to seek voting
employment
withrequires
the Corporation
will terminate
withininstructions
30 days of
from you in advance of the Meeting. Every broker has its own
mailing procedures and provides its own return instructions, which
you should carefully follow in order to ensure that your Common
Shares are voted at the Meeting.
Options

Issued Under
The majority of brokers now delegate responsibility
for obtaining
the Revised
instructions from clients
to
Broadridge
Financial
Solutions,
Inc.
Options Issued
Option Plan/
Options Cash
Prior
to the
Bonus
Agreement
(“Broadridge”) or another
intermediary.
If you receive
a (w/o
voting
Revised Option
w/ Optionee
Optionee
instruction form from Broadridge
orTermination
another intermediary
Agreement
Termination it
(1)
(2)
Name be used as a proxy to
($)vote Common
NoticeShares
($)
Notice) ($)
cannot
directly
at (3)the
Meeting
as the proxy must be
Robert Broen
– returned (or– otherwise reported)
–
as described in the voting instruction form well in advance of the
Matthewin
Taylor
– voted.
–
Meeting
order to have the –Common Shares

Kimberly Anderson

–

–

–

Karla Ingoldsby

–

–

Angela Avery

–

–

Revocability of Proxy

Performance

The Corporation is not using “notice-and-access” Award/2015
to send its
Performance
RSU
proxy-related
materials
to
shareholders,
and
paper
copies of
Award/2015
Contingent
2010 RSUs
such materials
will be sent to all shareholders.
Issued Under
RSU Change The Corporation
Change of
of Control to non-objecting
Control
the Revised
will not send
proxy-related materials directly
2010 RSUs
2010 RSU
2010 RSU
Award Value
Award Value
Beneficial
Shareholders and
such materials
will be delivered
Issued
Prior
Cash Bonus
(w/ Service
(w/o Service to
Agreement
Provider
to the non-objecting
Revised (w/ Participant
Optionee
Beneficial(w/o
Shareholders
byProvider
Broadridge or
through
2010 RSU
Termination
Termination
Termination
Termination
the
non-objecting
intermediary.
(4)
(5) Beneficial Shareholder’s
(6)
Notice) ($)
Notice)($)The
Agreement
Notice) ($)
Notice) ($)
Corporation intends to pay for the costs of an intermediary to
–
32,667
32,667
1,317,509
1,317,509
deliver to objecting Beneficial Shareholders the proxy-related
materials
and –Form 54-101F7
for Voting Instructions
–
– Request534,211
534,211
Made by Intermediary of National Instrument 54-101.
–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

520,9240

520,924

–

–

–

–

595,167

595,167

the instrument must be in writing and must be deposited either
You may revoke your proxy at any time prior to a vote. If you or
Michael Wojcichowsky
–
–
–
–
–
–
255,802
255,802
with us c/o our transfer agent Computershare Trust Company of
the person you appoint as your proxy attends personally at the
Notes:
Canada, Proxy Dept., 100 University Avenue, 8th Floor, Toronto,
Meeting, you or such person may revoke the proxy and vote in
(1) None
of the Options
granted prior
to the
implementation
of the Revised Option
Agreements
Common
Ontario,
M5J 2Y1, would
at anyhave
timebeen
priorin-the-money
to 4:30 p.m.assuming
(Calgarya time)
on
person.
In addition
to revocation
in any
other
manner permitted
Share price of $0.59 (the closing price of the Common Shares on the TSX on December 31, 2019).
the last business day preceding the day of the Meeting, or any
by law, a proxy may be revoked by an instrument in writing
(2) None of the Options granted pursuant to Revised Option Agreements would have been in-the-money assuming a Common Share price of $0.59 (the
adjournment or postponement thereof, at which the proxy is to
executed
by you or your attorney authorized in writing or, if you
closing price of the Common Shares on the TSX on December 31, 2019).
be used, or with the chair of the Meeting on the day of the
are
a
corporation,
under
your
corporate
seal
or
by
a
duly
(3) No Option Cash Bonus would be payable on the Options granted, assuming a change of control price of $0.59 (the closing price of the Common Shares
Meeting, or any adjournment or postponement thereof.
authorized
attorney
the corporation. To be effective
on theofficer
TSX on or
December
31,of2019).
(4) The Corporation did not issue any 2010 RSUs prior to the Revised 2010 RSU Agreement.
(5) Calculated by subtracting the exercise price of $0.10 from $0.59 (the closing price of the Common Shares on the TSX on December 31, 2019) and
multiplying the difference by the number of 2010 RSUs granted.

Persons Making the Solicitation

(6) Assuming a change of control occurred on December 31, 2019, each NEOs RSU Cash Bonus would have been payable no later than December 31, 2022.

This solicitation is made on behalf of Athabasca’s management.
Athabasca will bear the costs incurred in the preparation and
mailing of the form of proxy, Notice of Annual General Meeting
and the Circular. In addition to mailing forms of proxy, proxies

may be solicited by telephone, personal interviews, or by other
means of communication, by our directors, officers and
employees who will not be remunerated therefor.
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Securities
Authorized
Issuance
under Equity
Shareholder
andfor
Voting
Information
Compensation Plans
The Corporation may use the Broadridge QuickVote™ service to
If you are a registered shareholder and are unable to attend the
assist non-registered shareholders to conveniently vote their
Meeting in person, please exercise your right to vote by proxy.
The
following
sets the
forth
information
respect
of securities
authorized
for issuance
under of
each
the Corporation’s
equity
common shares
in the capital
the of
Corporation
(the “Common
In order
to be table
effective,
proxy
must be insent
by mail,
hand
compensation
plans
approved
at
December
31,
2019.
Shares”).
delivery or fax to Athabasca Oil Corporation’s (“Athabasca”, the
“Corporation”, “us”, “our” or “we”) transfer agent,
In order to be valid and acted
upon at the
Computershare Trust Company of Canada, as follows:
Number of securities
1.

Meeting,
Number of Securities

instruments of proxy
asavailable
well foras
remaining

of securitiesTrust
to Company
Weighted average exercise
By mail or hand delivery toNumber
Computershare
Outstanding votes
as a
future issuance
under
by
internet
and telephone
must
be
be
issued
upon
exercise
price
of outstanding
of Canada, Proxy Department, 100 University Avenue, percentage
8th
of the
equity compensation
of outstanding options,
options,
warrants
and
received
in
each
case
not
less
than
48
hours
Floor, Toronto, Ontario, M5Jwarrants
2Y1; or and rights
issued and outstanding
plan (excluding securities
rights

2.PlanBy
facsimile to (416) 263-9524 or 1-866-249-7775.
Category
(a)

common shares(excluding
as at
December 31, 2019

Alternatively,
please vote through
the internet at
Options
8,432,067
www.investorvote.com or by telephone at 1-866-732-VOTE
Performance Awards
5,134,200
(8683)
(toll free within North America)
or 1-312-588-4290
(outside
North
America).
Registered
shareholders
will require
2015 RSUs
14,956,090
the 15-digit control number that may be found on the
2010 RSUs
156,667
instrument
of proxy in order to vote through
the internet or by
Equity compensation plans
28,679,024
telephone.
approved by securityholders
Equity compensation plans not
approved by securityholders

–

1.6%
1.0%

reflected in column
(a))
weekends and holidays)
before
(b)
(c)
the time set for the Meeting or any
adjournment or$1.84
postponement thereof.
–
$0.00

–

–

–

$1.80

23,452,608

Shareholders are cautioned that the use of mail to transmit
2.9% proxies is at each shareholder’s
$0.00
–
risk. The Corporation
reserves
the
right
to
accept
late
proxies.
The
time
limit
for
deposit
of
0.0%
$0.10
–
proxies may be waived or extended by the Chair of the Meeting
(1)
5.5%
$1.80
at his discretion, without
notice. The Chair 23,452,608
of the Meeting is
under no obligation to accept or reject any late proxies.

Solicitation of Proxies by Management
Total

28,679,024

represent you at the Meeting. To exercise this right, you should
This information circular – proxy statement (the “Circular”) is
Notes:
insert the name of your desired representative in the blank
furnished in connection with the solicitation of proxies by
(1) Pursuant to
Option
Plan, 2010 RSU
Plan, and the 2015space
RSU Plan,
the maximum
of Common
Shares
issuable
exercise/
provided
in thenumber
form of
proxy and
strike
out on
the
other
management
ofthethe
Corporation
forPlan,
usePerformance
at the Meeting.
vesting of Options, 2010 RSUs, Performance Awards and 2015 RSUs at any time is limited to 10% of the outstanding Common Shares, less the number
names or submit another appropriate proxy.
Shareholders of record on April 4, 2019 (the “Record Date”) are
of Common Shares issuable pursuant to all other security based compensation arrangements (as defined in the TSX Company Manual), which includes
entitled
receive
of,Plan,
andPerformance
to attend Plan,
andand
vote
the
theto
Option
Plan, notice
2010 RSU
theat,
2015
RSU Plan.
Unless otherwise stated, the information contained in the
Meeting.
Circular is given as at April 11, 2019. All dollar amounts in the
Circular, unless otherwise indicated, are stated in Canadian
The instrument appointing a proxy must be in writing and must
currency.
be executed by you or your attorney authorized in writing or, if
you are a corporation, under your corporate seal or by a duly
No person has been authorized by the Corporation to give any
authorized officer or attorney of the corporation.
information or make any representations in connection with the
Meeting
than Person
as described
in thein Circular
if given51or
The persons
named
in the
enclosed
instrument
of of
proxy
are our director
There
were no
material
interests,
direct
or indirect,
any proposed
or anyother
Informed
(as defined
Nationaland,
Instrument
102
– Continuous
Disclosureshareholder,
Obligations) or
anyhave
known
associate
or affiliate
of such
in any transaction
since the commencement
of
made,
anypersons,
such information
or representation
must not be relied
officers.
As a registered
you
the
right to
the
last completed
financial(who
year need
of the not
Corporation
or in any proposed
transaction
whichbeen
has materially
or would materially affect
upon as having
authorizedaffected
by the Corporation.
appoint
another person
be a shareholder)
to
the Corporation or any of its subsidiaries.

Interest of Informed Persons in Material Transactions

Exercise of Discretion by Proxy

Interest of Certain Persons or Companies in Matters
to be Acted Upon

persons named in the enclosed proxy will have discretionary
The Common Shares represented by proxy will be voted or
authority with respect to any amendments or variations of the
withheld from voting on any matter that may properly come
matters of business to be acted on at the Meeting or any other
before the Meeting. Where you specify a choice with respect to
matters properly brought before the Meeting or any
any matter to be acted upon at the Meeting, your Common
Management
the Corporation
is not
of any material
interest, direct
or indirect,
by way of beneficial
ownership
of securities
or
adjournment
or postponement
thereof,
in each instance,
to the
Shares will beof
voted
in accordance
withaware
your instructions.
If you
otherwise,
of anyinstructions,
director or nominee
for director,
officer, or anyone
has held by
office
as such
since the
of the
extentwho
permitted
law,
whether
or commencement
not the amendment,
do not provide
your Common
Sharesexecutive
will be voted
last completed financial year of the Corporation, or of any associate or affiliate of any of the foregoing individuals, in any matter to be acted
variation or other matter that comes before the Meeting is
in favour of the matters to be acted upon as set out in the
on at the Meeting, other than the election of directors or the appointment of auditors.
routine and whether or not the amendment, variation or other
Circular. A shareholder has the right to appoint a person or
matter that comes before the Meeting is contested. At the time
entity (who need not be a shareholder) to attend and act for
of printing the Circular, we know of no such amendment,
him or her on his or her behalf at the Meeting other than the
variation or other matter.
persons named in the enclosed instrument of Proxy. The
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SHAREHOLDER AND
VOTING
INFORMATION
Indebtedness of Directors, Executive Officers
and
Others
No
director,to
proposed
nominee Holders
for election as
director of the Shares
Corporation, executive officer or former executive officer or director of
Advice
Beneficial
ofa Common
the Corporation, any associate of any such director or officer, or any employee or former employee is, or has been at any time since
the
of the
most recently
completed
year of the Corporation,
to theShareholder
Corporation,you
nor,may
at any
since the
Although indebted
as a Beneficial
not time
be recognized
The beginning
information
contained
in this
section financial
is of significant
beginning
most
recently
of the
Corporation,
has, any
such
person been
the subject
of a
directly
at indebtedness
the Meeting of
foranythe
purposes
of voting
Common
importanceoftothe
you
if you
do notcompleted
hold your financial
Commonyear
Shares
in your
guarantee, support agreement, letter of credit or other similar arrangement or understanding provided by the Corporation.
Shares registered in the name of your broker (or agent of the
own name (referred to in the Circular as “Beneficial Shareholders”).
broker), you may attend the Meeting as proxyholder for the
Only proxies deposited by shareholders whose names appear on
registered shareholder and vote Common Shares in that capacity.
the Corporation’s records as the registered holders of Common
If you wish to attend the Meeting and indirectly vote your
Shares can be recognized and acted upon at the Meeting. If
Common Shares as proxyholder for the registered shareholder,
Common Shares are listed in your account statement provided by
you should enter your own name in the blank space on the form
your broker, then in almost all cases those Common Shares will not
of proxy provided to you and return it to your broker (or the
be registered in your name in the Corporation’s records. Such
broker’s agent who provided it to you) in accordance with the
Common Shares will likely be registered under the name of your
instructions provided by such broker (or agent), well in advance
broker or an agent of that broker. In Canada, most Common Shares
of the Meeting.
are registered under the name of CDS & Co. (the registration name
Management knows of no other matters to come before the Meeting other than those referred to in the Notice of Annual General Meeting.
for
CDS
Clearing
and
Depository
Services
Inc.,
which
acts
as
Should any other matters properly come before the Meeting, the Common
Shares
represented
proxysent
solicited
be votedand
on
materials
are by
being
to hereby
both will
registered
nominee
for many
Canadian with
brokerage
firms).
Common
Shares
heldvoting These
such matters
in accordance
the best
judgment
of the
person
such proxy.
non-registered owners of Common Shares. If you are a
by your broker or their nominee can only be voted upon your
non-registered owner, and Athabasca or its agent has sent these
instructions. Without specific instructions, your broker or their
materials directly to you, your name and address and
nominee is prohibited from voting your Common Shares. Applicable
information about your holding of Common Shares have been
regulatory policy requires your broker to seek voting instructions
obtained in accordance with applicable securities regulatory
from you in advance of the Meeting. Every broker has its own
requirements from the intermediary holding on your behalf.
mailing procedures and provides its own return instructions, which
you should carefully follow in order to ensure that your Common
The Corporation is not using “notice-and-access” to send its
Shares are voted at the Meeting.
proxy-related materials to shareholders, and paper copies of

Other Matters Coming Before The Meeting

Additional Information

such materials will be sent to all shareholders. The Corporation
The
majority
of brokersrelating
now delegate
responsibility
for obtaining
Additional
information
to the Corporation
is available
electronically
SEDAR
www.sedar.com
or on thedirectly
Corporation’s
website at
willonnot
sendatproxy-related
materials
to non-objecting
instructions
from
clients information
to Broadridge
Financialin Solutions,
Inc. financial
www.atha.com.
Financial
is provided
our comparative
statements and management’s discussion and analysis for our
Beneficial Shareholders and such materials will be delivered to
(“Broadridge”)
or another
intermediary.
If youofreceive
a voting financial
most recently completed
financial
year. Copies
our comparative
statements and related management’s discussion and analysis
non-objecting Beneficial Shareholders by Broadridge or through
instruction
from
Broadridge
or another
intermediary
for
our mostform
recently
completed
financial
year may
be obtained itby shareholders by contacting our Chief Financial Officer at Athabasca Oil
the non-objecting
Beneficial Shareholder’s intermediary. The
Corporation,
Suite
215
9th Common
Avenue SW,
Calgary,
Alberta
T2P 1K3 (Telephone:
(403) 237-8227).
cannot be used
as 1200,
a proxy
to –vote
Shares
directly
at the
Corporation
intends
to pay for the costs of an intermediary to
Meeting as the proxy must be returned (or otherwise reported)
deliver
to
objecting
Beneficial Shareholders the proxy-related
as described in the voting instruction form well in advance of the
materials
and
Form
54-101F7 Request for Voting Instructions
Meeting in order to have the Common Shares voted.
Made by Intermediary of National Instrument 54-101.

Revocability of Proxy
You may revoke your proxy at any time prior to a vote. If you or
the person you appoint as your proxy attends personally at the
Meeting, you or such person may revoke the proxy and vote in
person. In addition to revocation in any other manner permitted
by law, a proxy may be revoked by an instrument in writing
executed by you or your attorney authorized in writing or, if you
are a corporation, under your corporate seal or by a duly
authorized officer or attorney of the corporation. To be effective

the instrument must be in writing and must be deposited either
with us c/o our transfer agent Computershare Trust Company of
Canada, Proxy Dept., 100 University Avenue, 8th Floor, Toronto,
Ontario, M5J 2Y1, at any time prior to 4:30 p.m. (Calgary time) on
the last business day preceding the day of the Meeting, or any
adjournment or postponement thereof, at which the proxy is to
be used, or with the chair of the Meeting on the day of the
Meeting, or any adjournment or postponement thereof.

Persons Making the Solicitation
This solicitation is made on behalf of Athabasca’s management.
Athabasca will bear the costs incurred in the preparation and
mailing of the form of proxy, Notice of Annual General Meeting
and the Circular. In addition to mailing forms of proxy, proxies

may be solicited by telephone, personal interviews, or by other
means of communication, by our directors, officers and
employees who will not be remunerated therefor.
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A Information
ShareholderAppendix
and Voting
OIL CORPORATION
The Corporation may use the Broadridge QuickVote™ service to
If you are a registered shareholder and are ATHABASCA
unable to attend the
assist non-registered shareholders to conveniently vote their
Meeting in person, please exercise your right to vote by proxy.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
MANDATE
common shares in the capital of the Corporation (the “Common
In order to be effective, the proxy must be sent by mail, hand
Shares”).
delivery or fax to Athabasca Oil Corporation’s (“Athabasca”, the
GENERAL
SPECIFIC DUTIES
“Corporation”,
“us”, “our” or “we”) transfer agent,
In order to be valid and acted upon at the
Computershare Trust Company of Canada, as follows:
The board of directors (Board) of Athabasca Oil Corporation
The Board will:
Meeting, instruments of proxy as well as
(Company)
managing or supervising
the
1. By mail isor responsible
hand deliveryfor
to Computershare
Trust Company
Leadership
votes by internet and telephone must be
management
of Proxy
the business
and affairs
of the Company.
In
of Canada,
Department,
100 University
Avenue, 8th
the discharge of this responsibility, the Board is responsible for
1.
Provide
leadership
and less
vision than
to supervise
the
received
in each
case not
48 hours
Floor, Toronto, Ontario, M5J 2Y1; or
appointing the executive officers (Executive Officers) who are
management of the Company in managing the Company
(excluding
weekends and holidays) before
responsible
for the
management
of the business and
and it subsidiaries in the best interests of the Company’s
2. By facsimile
to day-to-day
(416) 263-9524
or 1-866-249-7775.
the
time
set for the Meeting or any
affairs of the Company within the strategic direction approved by
shareholders.
Alternatively,
please vote through the internet at
the
Board.
adjournment or postponement thereof.
2.
In conjunction with the Chief Executive Officer (CEO),
www.investorvote.com or by telephone at 1-866-732-VOTE
In discharging their duties, the directors shall: (a) act honestly and
provide leadership in the development of the Company’s
(8683)
(toll
free
within
North
America)
or
1-312-588-4290
in good faith with a view to the best interests of the Company;
Shareholders
are cautioned
that thevalues,
use ofStrategic
mail to Plan
transmit
mission,
vision, principles,
and
(outside
North
America).
Registered
shareholders
will
require
(b) exercise the care, diligence and skill that a reasonably prudent
proxies is Annual
at eachOperating
shareholder’s
risk.
The
Corporation
reserves
and Capital Plan.
the
15-digit
that may
be found and
on the
person
would control
exercisenumber
in comparable
circumstances;
(c)
the right to accept late proxies. The time limit for deposit of
instrument
proxy
in order
to vote through
the internet
by
comply
withofthe
Business
Corporations
Act (Alberta)
andorthe
Strategymay be waived or extended by the Chair of the Meeting
proxies
Company’s
telephone. articles and bylaws.
at
notice. The
of the Meeting
is
3. his discretion,
Approve without
the development
of Chair
the Company’s
strategic
The Board has the oversight responsibility and specific duties
under no obligation
to
accept
or
reject
any
late
proxies.
direction.
described below. In addition, individual directors have the
responsibility and specific duties set out in the Individual Director
4.
Adopt a strategic planning process and, at least annually,
Mandate
and any of
other
Mandate by
or Position
Description that
approve a Strategic Plan for the Company to maximize
Solicitation
Proxies
Management
applies to them.
shareholder value that takes into account, among other
the Meeting.
opportunities
and risks
the you
Company’s
represent things,
you at the
To exercise
thisofright,
should
This information circular – proxy statement (the “Circular”) is
COMPOSITION
business.
insert the name of your desired representative in the blank
furnished in connection with the solicitation of proxies by
The Board will be comprised of between three (3) and eleven (11)
space
provided
in the
the form
of proxy
and strike inout
theofother
management of the Corporation for use at the Meeting.
5.
Monitor
Company’s
performance
light
the
directors, as determined by the shareholders.
names or submit
another
appropriate
proxy.
Shareholders of record on April 4, 2019 (the “Record Date”) are
approved
Strategic
Plan.
A majority
the Company’s
directors
will beand
“independent”
entitled
to of
receive
notice of, and
to attend
vote at, the
Unless
otherwise stated, the information contained in the
within
the
meaning
of
National
Instrument
58-101
(NI 58-101)
CEO
Meeting.
Circular is given as at April 11, 2019. All dollar amounts in the
issued by the Canadian Securities Administrators or its successor
6.
Select, appoint, evaluate and, if necessary, terminate
instrument.
Circular, unless otherwise indicated, are stated in Canadian
The
instrument appointing a proxy must be in writing and must
the CEO.
currency.
be
by you will
or your
in writing
or, if
All executed
Board members
haveattorney
the skillsauthorized
and abilities
appropriate
you
are appointment
a corporation,
yourIt corporate
sealthat
or by
duly
7.
Receive and approve recommendations on appropriate
to their
as under
directors.
is recognized
thea right
No personorhasrequired
been authorized
by the Corporation
give any
authorized
officer orand
attorney
of the corporation.
CEO competencies
and skillstofrom
the
mix of experiences
competencies
will aid in ensuring that
information
or
make
any
representations
in
connection
with(“CG
the
Compensation
and
Governance
Committee
the Board will carry out its duties and responsibilities in the most
Meeting other
than as described in the Circular and, if given or
The
persons
named in the enclosed instrument of proxy are our
Committee”).
effective
manner.
made, any such information or representation must not be relied
officers. As a registered shareholder, you have the right to
Except asanother
set out person
in the articles
or bylaws,
Board
members will
8. as having
Approve
develop the
corporate
objectives that the
upon
beenorauthorized
by the
Corporation.
appoint
(who need
not be
a shareholder)
to
be elected at the annual meeting of the Company’s shareholders
CEO is responsible for meeting and assess the CEO
each year and will serve until their successors are duly elected.
against those objectives.
RESPONSIBILITY
Exercise of

Discretion by Proxy

The Board is responsible for the stewardship of the Company
The
Sharesstrategy,
represented
by proxy
will be voted
or
and Common
the Company’s
providing
independent,
effective
withheld
from
voting
on
any
matter
that
may
properly
come
leadership to supervise the management of the Company’s
before
Meeting.
businessthe
and
affairs. Where you specify a choice with respect to
any matter to be acted upon at the Meeting, your Common
Shares will be voted in accordance with your instructions. If you
do not provide instructions, your Common Shares will be voted
in favour of the matters to be acted upon as set out in the
Circular. A shareholder has the right to appoint a person or
entity (who need not be a shareholder) to attend and act for
him or her on his or her behalf at the Meeting other than the
persons named in the enclosed instrument of Proxy. The
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Succession and Compensation

9.
Reviewinand
theproxy
Company’s
succession
plan,
persons
named
theapprove
enclosed
will have
discretionary
including
appointing,
training and
monitoringof the
the
authority with
respect
to any amendments
or variations
performance of senior management of the Company.
matters of business to be acted on at the Meeting or any other
matters
properly
broughtof the
before
the Meeting
or any
10.
With
the advice
CG Committee,
approve
the
adjournment
or
postponement
thereof,
in
each
instance,
to the
compensation of senior management and approve
extent permitted
by compensation
law, whetherprograms
or not for
thethe
amendment,
appropriate
Company’s
employees.
variation or
other matter that comes before the Meeting is
routine and whether or not the amendment, variation or other
matter that comes before the Meeting is contested. At the time
of printing the Circular, we know of no such amendment,
variation or other matter.

APPENDIX A
SHAREHOLDER AND VOTING INFORMATION
Communications, Disclosure and Compliance
Advice to Beneficial Holders of Common Shares
Corporate Social Responsibility, Ethics and Integrity

11.

Provide leadership to the Company in support of its
commitment
to corporate
social
responsibility.
The information
contained
in this
section
is of significant
importance to you if you do not hold your Common Shares in your
12.
Foster ethical and responsible decision-making by
own name (referred to in the Circular as “Beneficial Shareholders”).
management.
Only proxies deposited by shareholders whose names appear on
the
the registered
of Common
13. Corporation’s
Set the records
ethicalastone
for the holders
Company
and its
Shares can
be
recognized
and
acted
upon
at
the
Meeting. If
management.
Common Shares are listed in your account statement provided by
14.
Take
all in
reasonable
satisfy
itself ofShares
the integrity
your broker,
then
almost allsteps
casesto
those
Common
will not
of the CEO and management and satisfy itself that
be registered in your name in the Corporation’s records. Such
the CEO and management create a culture of integrity
Common Shares will likely be registered under the name of your
throughout the organization.
broker or an agent of that broker. In Canada, most Common Shares
are
under
the name of CDS
& Co.
registration
name
15. registered
At the
recommendation
of the
CG(the
Committee,
approve
the Company’s
Code of Business
Ethics
Conduct.
for CDS Clearing
and Depository
Services
Inc.,and
which
acts as
nominee for many Canadian brokerage firms). Common Shares held
16.
Monitor
with
Codeyour
of
by your broker
or compliance
their nominee
can the
onlyCompany’s
be voted upon
Business Ethics and Conduct and grant and disclose, or
instructions. Without specific instructions, your broker or their
decline, any waivers of the Code of Business Ethics and
nominee isConduct
prohibited
voting
Common Shares. Applicable
for from
officers
andyour
directors.
regulatory policy requires your broker to seek voting instructions
17.
the CGofCommittee
and/or
thebroker
Audit has
Committee
from you With
in advance
the Meeting.
Every
its own
and the Board
Chair and/or
(if a which
Lead
mailing procedures
and provides
its own Lead
returnDirector
instructions,
has
beeninappointed),
as appropriate,
respond
you shouldDirector
carefully
follow
order to ensure
that your Common
potential
of interest situations.
Shares areto
voted
at theconflict
Meeting.
Governance
The majority of brokers now delegate responsibility for obtaining
instructions
fromtheclients
to Broadridgedevelop
Financialthe
Solutions,
Inc.
18.
With
CG Committee,
Company’s
(“Broadridge”)
or
another
intermediary.
If
you
receive
a
voting
approach to corporate governance, including adopting a
instructionCorporate
form from
Broadridge
orthat
another
intermediary
Governance
Policy
sets out
the principlesit
cannot beand
used
as a proxy
to vote Common
Shares directly at the
guidelines
applicable
to the Company.
Meeting as the proxy must be returned (or otherwise reported)
19.
At in
least
annually,
as theform
CG well
Committee
decides,
as described
the voting
instruction
in advance
of the
receive for consideration each Board committee’s
Meeting in order to have the Common Shares voted.
(Board Committee) evaluation and any recommended
changes, together with the evaluation and any further
recommended changes of another Board Committee,
if relevant,of
to Proxy
the Company’s governance and related
Revocability
policies including the Board and Board Committee
mandates.
You may revoke
your proxy at any time prior to a vote. If you or
the person you appoint as your proxy attends personally at the
20.
With the CG Committee, ensure that the Company’s
Meeting, you
or such person
revoke
the are
proxy
and vote in
governance
practicesmay
and
policies
appropriately
person. Indisclosed.
addition to revocation in any other manner permitted
by law, a proxy may be revoked by an instrument in writing
21.
theorrecommendation
of thein CG
Committee,
executed At
by you
your attorney authorized
writing
or, if you
annually determine
those
directorsseal
to be
are a corporation,
under your
corporate
or designated
by a duly
independent
and ensure
appropriate disclosures
are
authorizedasofficer
or attorney
of the corporation.
To be effective
made.

22.

At the recommendation of the CG Committee, annually
Persons
Making the Solicitation
determine those directors on the Audit Committee
possessing “financial literacy” under applicable law and
This solicitation
made on behalf
of Athabasca’s
ensureisappropriate
disclosures
are made. management.
Athabasca will bear the costs incurred in the preparation and
mailing of the form of proxy, Notice of Annual General Meeting
and the Circular. In addition to mailing forms of proxy, proxies

23.
Adopt an External Communications Policy for the
Although as
a Beneficial
Shareholder
you maymatters
not beand
recognized
Company
that addresses
disclosure
matters
directly atrelated
the Meeting
for
the
purposes
of
voting
to trading in
Company’s securities. Common
Shares registered in the name of your broker (or agent of the
24.
At least
review
the External
Communications
broker),
you
may annually,
attend the
Meeting
as proxyholder
for the
and consider
anyCommon
recommended
registeredPolicy
shareholder
and vote
Shares changes.
in that capacity.
If25.you wish
to attend
Meeting and
vote your
Ensure
policies the
and procedures
are indirectly
in place to ensure
the
Common Shares
as
proxyholder
for
the
registered
shareholder,
Company’s compliance with applicable law, including
you shouldtimely
enterdisclosure
your own of
name
in thecorporate
blank space
on the form
relevant
information
and
of proxy provided
you and return it to your broker (or the
regulatorytoreporting.
broker’s agent who provided it to you) in accordance with the
26.
Establish
andbydisclose
a process
to permit
instructions
provided
such broker
(or agent),
wellstakeholders
in advance
to directly contact the independent directors as a group.
of the Meeting.
Health, Safety and Environmental Leadership
These materials are being sent to both registered and
non-registered
of responsibilities
Common Shares.
you to
arethea
27.
Possessowners
oversight
with Ifrespect
non-registered
owner,
and
Athabasca
or
its
agent
has
sent
these
development, monitoring, reporting and effective
materials implementation
directly to you,
your name
and and
address
and
of systems,
programs
initiatives
forabout
the management
and
information
your holding of
of health,
Commonsafety,
Sharessecurity
have been
matters
may affect
the Company.
obtained environment
in accordance
with that
applicable
securities
regulatory
requirements from the intermediary holding on your behalf.
28.
Encourage, assist and counsel management in
maintaining
andusing
improving
and dealing with
current
The Corporation
is not
“notice-and-access”
to send
its
and emerging issues in health, safety, security and
proxy-related materials to shareholders, and paper copies of
environment.
such materials will be sent to all shareholders. The Corporation
will
to non-objecting
29. not send
Leadproxy-related
discussions materials
of currentdirectly
and emerging
issues
Beneficial (including
Shareholders
such materials
be delivered
to
theand
establishment
of will
appropriate
plans)
relevant
to theShareholders
Company’s operations
with or
respect
to
non-objecting
Beneficial
by Broadridge
through
health, safety,
securityShareholder’s
and environment.
the non-objecting
Beneficial
intermediary. The
Corporation intends to pay for the costs of an intermediary to
Health, Safety and Environmental Performance
deliver to objecting Beneficial Shareholders the proxy-related
materials
and Form
Request
for Votingwith
Instructions
30.
Review
a 54-101F7
report from
management
respect
Made by Intermediary
of National
54-101.
to operational
risks, Instrument
health, safety,
security and
environment at each regularly scheduled meeting.
This report will provide an update of current activities
and an analysis of performance compared with annual
plans and objectives. Review reports prepared by
management
respectand
to any
extraordinary
event
or
the instrument
must bewith
in writing
must
be deposited
either
involving
environmental
damage,
with us c/ocondition
our transfer
agentsignificant
Computershare
Trust Company
of
significant
public health
or safety,
major
public
Canada, Proxy
Dept.,risk
100toUniversity
Avenue,
8th Floor,
Toronto,
controversy,
material
liability,
or potential
therefore.
Ontario, M5J
2Y1, at any
time prior
to 4:30
p.m. (Calgary
time) on
the
last
business
day
preceding
the
day
of
the
Meeting,
31.
Consider the recommendations of managementorinany
its
adjournment
or postponement
thereof,
which the proxy is to
reports,
assess proposed
actionatplans.
be used, or with the chair of the Meeting on the day of the
32.
Review
any other reports
the Board deems
appropriate,
Meeting,
or
any adjournment
or postponement
thereof.
including internal and external audit reports including
the findings of any significant examination by regulatory
agencies concerning the Company’s physical assets,
health, safety, security or environment matters.
may be solicited by telephone, personal interviews, or by other
means of communication, by our directors, officers and
employees who will not be remunerated therefor.
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Health, Safety and Environmental Compliance and Risk
If
you are Monitor
a registered
shareholder
and
areapplicable
unable tolaw
attend
the
33.
compliance
and risk
with
related
Meeting in
person,
please
exercise
your
right
to
vote
by
proxy.
to health, safety, security and environment.
In order to be effective, the proxy must be sent by mail, hand
34.
complianceOil
andCorporation’s
risk with the Company’s
policies
delivery orMonitor
fax to Athabasca
(“Athabasca”,
the
related to
health,
safety, or
security
and environment.
“Corporation”,
“us”,
“our”
“we”)
transfer agent,
Computershare Trust Company of Canada, as follows:
35.
Assess the impact of proposed or enacted laws and
regulations
related to
toComputershare
health, safety,Trust
security
and
1. By mail
or hand delivery
Company
environment.
of Canada, Proxy Department, 100 University Avenue, 8th
Floor, Toronto, Ontario, M5J 2Y1; or
Health, Safety and Environmental Risk Management
2. By facsimile to (416) 263-9524 or 1-866-249-7775.
36.
Take reasonable steps to ensure that there are long range
preventative
place to limit
potential for
Alternatively,
pleaseprograms
vote inthrough
thetheinternet
at
future liability. Review
reports required
to adequately
www.investorvote.com
or by telephone
at 1-866-732-VOTE
monitor the long range preventative programs.
(8683) (toll free within North America) or 1-312-588-4290
(outside
North
America). Registered
shareholders
will for
require
37.
Take reasonable
steps to oversee
strategies
risk
the 15-digit
control
number
that
may
be
found
on
the
mitigation and to ensure all necessary corrective
instrument
of proxy are
in order
vote
the internet
or by
measures
takentoby
thethrough
Company
when health,
safety, security or environment issues are identified.
telephone.

38.

Review with management health, safety, security and
environment emergency response planning procedures
of the Company.

Solicitation of Proxies by Management
39.

Periodically review the health, safety, security and
environment
policies
of the
Company.(the “Circular”) is
This information
circular
– proxy
statement
furnished in connection with the solicitation of proxies by
40.
Monitor current, pending or threatened legal actions
management
the the
Corporation
for use
at the ofMeeting.
by or of
against
Company related
to matters
health,
Shareholders
of record
April
4, 2019 (the “Record Date”) are
safety,
securityon
and
environment.
entitled to receive notice of, and to attend and vote at, the
Environment, Social and Governance (“ESG”)
Meeting.

41. instrument
Reviewappointing
and monitor
themust
Company’s
commitment,
The
a proxy
be in writing
and must
overall
plans,
policies
and
strategies
in
the
of:or, if
be executed by you or your attorney authorized in areas
writing
you are a(a)
corporation,
under
your corporate seal or by a duly
environmental
considerations;
authorized(b)
officer
attorney of the corporation.
socialorresponsibility;
(c) ethics and corporate citizenship;
The persons named in the enclosed instrument of proxy are our
(d) the relationship of the Company with the
officers. As a registered shareholder, you have the right to
communities it operates in; and
appoint another person (who need not be a shareholder) to
(e) corporate governance;
to enhance the Corporation’s performance and image

amongst
all stakeholders.by Proxy
Exercise
of Discretion

42.

Review the Company’s disclosure of ESG plans, policies
and performance.
The Common
Shares represented by proxy will be voted or
withheld from voting on any matter that may properly come
Board Chair
before the Meeting. Where you specify a choice with respect to
any
to be appoint
acted upon
at the
Meeting,
43. matter
Annually
the Chair
of the
Board. your Common
Shares will be voted in accordance with your instructions. If you
Lead
Director
do not
provide instructions, your Common Shares will be voted
in favour of the matters to be acted upon as set out in the
44.
If the Chair of the Board is not “independent” within
Circular. A shareholder has the right to appoint a person or
the meaning of NI 58-101 or its successor instrument,
entity (who
need
be awill
shareholder)
to attend
and act
for
then
thenot
Board
appoint an
independent
Lead
him or her
on
his
or
her
behalf
at
the
Meeting
other
than
the
Director. In appropriate circumstances, at its discretion,
persons named in the enclosed instrument of Proxy. The
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the Board may also appoint a Lead Director to assist an
independent Board Chair to ensure Board leadership
The Corporation may use the Broadridge QuickVote™ service to
and responsibilities are conducted in a manner to further
assist non-registered shareholders to conveniently vote their
enhance the Board’s effectiveness and independence.
common shares in the capital of the Corporation (the “Common
Shares”).
Committees

45.
In

Appoint
an Audit
with upon
the responsibility
order
to be
validCommittee
and acted
at the
to assist the Board in fulfilling its audit oversight
Meeting, instruments of proxy as well as
responsibilities with respect to: (i) the integrity of
votes annual
by internet
and financial
telephone
must tobebe
and quarterly
statements
provided
to shareholders
and than
regulatory
bodies;
received
in each
case not less
48 hours
(ii)
compliance
with
accounting
and
finance
based
legal
(excluding weekends and holidays) before
and regulatory requirements; (iii) the external auditor’s
the time
set for
the Meeting
or any
qualifications,
independence
and compensation,
and
adjournment
or postponement
thereof.
communicating
with the external
auditor; (iv) the

system of internal accounting and financial reporting
controls
that management
hasof established;
and
Shareholders
are cautioned
that the use
mail to transmit
(v) performance of the external audit process and of the
proxies is at each shareholder’s risk. The Corporation reserves
external auditor. The Audit Committee will also have the
the right to accept late proxies. The time limit for deposit of
responsibility to assist the Board in fulfilling its financial
proxies may
be waived
or extendedwith
by the
Chair to:
of the
oversight
responsibilities
respect
(i) Meeting
financial
at his discretion,
without
notice.
The
Chair
of
the
Meetingand
is
policies; (ii) financial risk management practices;
under no obligation
to
accept
or
reject
any
late
proxies.
(iii) transactions or circumstances which could materially
affect the financial profile of the Company.

46.

Appoint the CG Committee with the responsibility to
assist the Board in fulfilling its governance oversight
with To
respect
to: this
(i) the
represent responsibilities
you at the Meeting.
exercise
right,development
you should
and implementation of principles and systems for the
insert the name of your desired representative in the blank
management of corporate governance; (ii) identifying
space provided
in the
form of proxy
and strike out the
other
qualified
candidates
and recommending
nominees
names or submit
another
proxy. appointments; (iii)
for director
andappropriate
Board Committee
evaluations of the Board, Board Committees, all individual
Unless otherwise
theChair,
information
the
directors, stated,
the Board
the Lead contained
Director (if in
a Lead
Circular is Director
given ashas
at April
11,
2019.
All
dollar
amounts
in
the
been appointed) and Board Committee
Circular, unless
otherwise
indicated, are
in Canadian
Chairs; and
(iv) implementation
andstated
effectiveness
of, and
currency. the compliance programs under, the Code of Business
Ethics and Conduct. The CG Committee will also have
No personthe
hasresponsibility
been authorized
by thethe
Corporation
give any
to assist
Board in to
fulfilling
its
information
or make anyoversight
representations
in connection
with the
compensation
responsibilities
with respect
to:
Meeting other
as described
the Circular
and,policies;
if given (ii)
or
(i) keythan
compensation
andinhuman
resources
performance
reviews and
made, anyCEO
suchobjectives,
information
or representation
mustcompensation;
not be relied
(iii) executive
management
compensation;
upon as having
been authorized
by the
Corporation. (iv) executive
management succession and development; and (v)
reviewing executive compensation disclosure before its
release.

47.
Appoint a Reserves Committee with the responsibility
persons named
theBoard
enclosed
proxyitswill
have and
discretionary
to assistinthe
in fulfilling
reserves
resources
authority with
respect
to
any
amendments
or
variations
of the
oversight responsibilities with respect to the evaluation
matters ofand
business
to be
acted
on at theoilMeeting
any other
reporting
of the
Company’s
and gas or
reserves
and
relatedbefore
mattersthe
including
by reviewing
matters resources
properly and
brought
Meeting
or any
andormaking
recommendations
to the
Boardtowith
adjournment
postponement
thereof, in each
instance,
the
respect to:
the whether
reserves data
(oil the
and amendment,
gas reserves
extent permitted
by (i)law,
or not
andother
associated
future
revenues)
andthe
resources
data
variation or
matter
thatnet
comes
before
Meeting
is
of the Company that will be made publicly available
routine and whether or not the amendment, variation or other
and filed with applicable regulatory authorities; and (ii)
matter that
beforeprocedures
the Meeting
is contested.
At the time
thecomes
Company’s
relating
to the disclosure
of
of printinginformation
the Circular,
we
know
of
no
such
amendment,
with respect to oil and gas activities.
variation or other matter.
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48.

Board’s discretion, appoint any other Board
60.
AdviceInCommittees
totheBeneficial
Holders of Common Shares
that the Board decides are needed or
beneficial, and delegate to those Board Committees any
The information
contained
in the
this
section is of significant
appropriate
powers of
Board.
importance to you if you do not hold your Common Shares in your
own nameIn(referred
to indiscretion,
the Circularannually
as “Beneficial
Shareholders”).
49.
the Board’s
appoint
the Chair of
each
Board Committee.
Only proxies
deposited
by shareholders whose names appear on
the Corporation’s records as the registered holders of Common
Delegations
andrecognized
Approval Authorities
Shares can be
and acted upon at the Meeting. If
Common Shares are listed in your account statement provided by
50.
Annually delegate approval authorities to the CEO and
your broker, then in almost all cases those Common Shares will not
review and revise them as appropriate.
be registered in your name in the Corporation’s records. Such
Common
Shares
willand,
likely in
be the
registered
under
the nameapprove
of your
51.
Consider
Board’s
discretion,
broker or an
agent
of
that
broker.
In
Canada,
most
Common
Shares
financial commitments in excess of delegated approval
are registered
under the name of CDS & Co. (the registration name
authorities.
for CDS Clearing and Depository Services Inc., which acts as
52.
Require
the Auditbrokerage
Committee
to Common
recommend
to held
the
nominee for
many Canadian
firms).
Shares
Board for
annual
results,
by your broker
or consideration
their nomineethe
can
only and
be quarterly
voted upon
your
financial
statements,
MD&A and earnings
related
instructions.
Without
specific instructions,
your broker
or news
their
releases prior to filing them with or furnishing them
nominee is prohibited from voting your Common Shares. Applicable
to the applicable securities regulators and prior to any
regulatorypublic
policyannouncement
requires your broker
to seek
voting
instructions
of financial
results
for the
periods
from you covered.
in advance of the Meeting. Every broker has its own
mailing procedures and provides its own return instructions, which
you shouldConsider
carefullyand,
follow
to ensure
that your
Common
53.
in in
theorder
Board’s
discretion,
approve
any
Shares arematters
voted atrecommended
the Meeting. by the Board Committees.
The
of brokers
delegate
for obtaining
54. majority
Consider
and, now
in the
Board’sresponsibility
discretion, approve
any
matters
management.
instructions
from proposed
clients tobyBroadridge
Financial Solutions, Inc.
(“Broadridge”) or another intermediary. If you receive a voting
Annual
Operating
and Capital
Plan or another intermediary it
instruction
form from
Broadridge
cannot be used as a proxy to vote Common Shares directly at the
55.
At least annually, approve an Annual Operating and
Meeting as the proxy must be returned (or otherwise reported)
Capital Plan for the Company including business
as described
in theoperational
voting instruction
form well financing
in advance plans,
of the
plans,
requirements,
Meeting inorganizational
order to have structure,
the Common
Shares
voted.
staffing and budgets, which
support the Strategic Plan.

56.
Monitor the Company’s performance in light of the
Revocability
of Proxy
approved Annual Operating and Capital Plan.

You may revoke your proxy at any time prior to a vote. If you or
57.
Review the Company’s financial strategy considering
the person
you appoint
as your
proxyneeds,
attends
personally
atand
the
current
and future
business
capital
markets
Meeting, you
or
such
person
may
revoke
the
proxy
and
vote
in
the Company’s credit rating (if any).
person. In addition to revocation in any other manner permitted
by law, aReview
proxy the
mayCompany’s
be revoked
by an
instrument
in writing
58.
capital
structure
including
debt
equity
components,
current andinexpected
financial
executed and
by you
or your
attorney authorized
writing or,
if you
leverage, and
rate and seal
foreign
are a corporation,
underinterest
your corporate
or bycurrency
a duly
authorizedexposures.
officer or attorney of the corporation. To be effective
Risk Management

Persons Making the Solicitation

Discuss with management major financial risk
exposures, including those arising from the Company’s
exposure to changes in interest rates, foreign currency
Although as a Beneficial Shareholder you may not be recognized
exchange rates and credit. Review the management
directly atofthe
Meeting
for the purposes
of voting
Common
these
risks including
any proposed
hedging
of the
Shares registered
in
the
name
of
your
broker
(or
agent
of the
exposures. Review a summary report of the hedging
broker), you
may
attend
the
Meeting
as
proxyholder
for
the
activities including a summary of the hedge-related
registeredinstruments.
shareholder and vote Common Shares in that capacity.
If you wish to attend the Meeting and indirectly vote your
61.
Ensure as
policies
and procedures
designed shareholder,
to maintain
Common
Shares
proxyholder
for the registered
integrity
of the
Company’s
disclosure
and
you shouldthe
enter
your own
name
in the blank
space controls
on the form
procedures are in place.
of proxy provided to you and return it to your broker (or the
broker’s agent who provided it to you) in accordance with the
62.
As required by applicable law, ensure policies and
instructions
provided by
such broker
(or agent),
in advance
procedures
designed
to maintain
the well
integrity
of the
of the Meeting.
Company’s internal controls over financial reporting and
management information systems are in place.
These materials are being sent to both registered and
non-registered
Shares.
If you
are a
63.
Ensureowners
policies of
andCommon
procedures
designed
to maintain
non-registered
owner,
and
Athabasca
or
its
agent
has
sent
appropriate auditing and accounting principlesthese
and
materials practices
directly are
to inyou,
place.your name and address and
information about your holding of Common Shares have been
64.
Ensure
policies and
maintain
obtained
in accordance
with procedures
applicable designed
securitiestoregulatory
appropriate
environment
andon
social
requirements
from thesafety,
intermediary
holding
yourresponsibility
behalf.
principles and practices are in place.
The Corporation is not using “notice-and-access” to send its
65.
Periodically
and consider
to the
proxy-related
materialsreview
to shareholders,
and changes
paper copies
of
Company’s
such materials
will bedividend
sent to policy.
all shareholders. The Corporation
will not send proxy-related materials directly to non-objecting
66.
Review proposed dividends to be declared.
Beneficial Shareholders and such materials will be delivered to
non-objecting
Transactions Beneficial Shareholders by Broadridge or through
the non-objecting Beneficial Shareholder’s intermediary. The
Corporation
intends
pay forissues
the costs
of an intermediary
to
67.
Review
any to
proposed
of securities
of the Company
proposedBeneficial
issues of Shareholders
securities of the
of
deliver toorobjecting
the subsidiaries
proxy-related
to partiesRequest
not affiliated
with the
Company.
materials the
andCompany
Form 54-101F7
for Voting
Instructions
When applicable,
reviewInstrument
the related54-101.
securities filings.
Made by Intermediary
of National

68.

Review any proposed material issues of debt including
public and private debt, credit facilities with banks and
others, and other credit arrangements such as capital
and operating
applicable,
review
the
the instrument
must be inleases.
writingWhen
and must
be deposited
either
related securities filings.
with us c/o our transfer agent Computershare Trust Company of
Canada, Proxy Dept., 100 University Avenue, 8th Floor, Toronto,
69.
Receive reports from management on significant, nonOntario, M5J
2Y1, atissues
any time
to 4:30
time)
on
material
of orprior
changes
to p.m.
debt(Calgary
including
public
the last business
day
preceding
the
day
of
the
Meeting,
or
any
and private debt, credit facilities with banks and others,
adjournment
postponement
thereof, at which
thecapital
proxy isand
to
andorother
credit arrangements
such as
be used, or
with the
chair of the Meeting on the day of the
operating
leases.
Meeting, or any adjournment or postponement thereof.
70.
Review any proposed repurchases of shares, public and
private debt or other securities.

59.

Ensure policies and procedures are in place to: identify
the principal
risks
and opportunities
of the
This solicitation
is madebusiness
on behalf
of Athabasca’s
management.
Company; address what risks are acceptable to the
Athabasca will bear the costs incurred in the preparation and
Company; and ensure that appropriate systems are in
mailing of the form of proxy, Notice of Annual General Meeting
place to manage the risks.
and the Circular. In addition to mailing forms of proxy, proxies

may be solicited by telephone, personal interviews, or by other
means of communication, by our directors, officers and
employees who will not be remunerated therefor.
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Orientation / Education

Advisors/Resources

If you are a registered shareholder and are unable to attend the
71.
With the CG Committee, oversee the development
Meeting in person, please exercise your right to vote by proxy.
and implementation of a director orientation
In order to
be effective,
thethe
proxy
sent and
by mail,
hand
program
covering
role must
of thebe
Board
the Board
delivery orCommittees,
fax to Athabasca
Oil
Corporation’s
(“Athabasca”,
the
the contribution individual directors are
“Corporation”,
“us”,
“our”
or
“we”)
transfer
agent,
expected to make and the nature and operation of the
Computershare
Trustbusiness.
Company of Canada, as follows:
Company’s

The Corporation may use the Broadridge QuickVote™ service to
79.
Retain, oversee, compensate and terminate independent
assist non-registered shareholders to conveniently vote their
advisors to assist the Board in its activities.
common shares in the capital of the Corporation (the “Common
Shares”).
80.
Receive adequate funding for independent advisors and
ordinary administrative expenses that are needed or
In order
to be for
valid
andtoacted
at the
appropriate
the Board
carry outupon
its duties.

1.
or hand
delivery
to Computershare
Company
72. By mail
With
the CG
Committee,
oversee theTrust
development
of Canada,
Proxy Department,
University
Avenue,
8th
and implementation
of an 100
ongoing
director
education
Floor,program
Toronto,designed
Ontario,to
M5J
2Y1; orand enhance skills and
maintain
abilities of the directors and to ensure their knowledge
2. By facsimile to (416) 263-9524 or 1-866-249-7775.
and understanding of the Company’s business remains
current.please vote through the internet at
Alternatively,

Other
votes

www.investorvote.com or by telephone at 1-866-732-VOTE
Board Performance
(8683) (toll free within North America) or 1-312-588-4290
(outside
North
America).
Registered
will require
73.
Oversee
the process
of theshareholders
CG Committee’s
annual
the 15-digit
control
number
that
may
be
found
on the
evaluation of the performance and effectiveness
of
instrument
proxy in
orderCommittees,
to vote through
the internet
or by
theofBoard,
Board
all individual
directors,
the Board Chair, the Lead Director (if a Lead Director
telephone.
has been appointed) and the Board Committee Chairs,
in light of the applicable Mandates and Position
Descriptions.

Solicitation
ofin Proxies
by Management
74.
Participate
an annual evaluation
of Board performance
by the CG Committee.
This information circular – proxy statement (the “Circular”) is
75.
and consider
report
and recommendations
furnished Receive
in connection
with athe
solicitation
of proxies by
from of
thethe
CG Committee
theuse
results
annual
management
Corporationonfor
at of
thetheMeeting.
evaluation
of
the
performance
and
effectiveness
of the
Shareholders of record on April 4, 2019 (the “Record Date”)
are
Board,
Board
Committees,
all
individual
directors,
entitled to receive notice of, and to attend and vote at, the
the
Board Chair, the Lead Director (if a Lead Director has
Meeting.
been appointed) and the Board Committee Chairs.
The instrument appointing a proxy must be in writing and must
Board Meetings
be executed by you or your attorney authorized in writing or, if
you are a corporation, under your corporate seal or by a duly
76.
Meet at least four times annually and as many additional
authorizedtimes
officer
attorney
of theout
corporation.
as or
needed
to carry
its duties effectively. The
Board may in appropriate circumstances hold meetings
The persons named in the enclosed instrument of proxy are our
by telephone conference call.
officers. As a registered shareholder, you have the right to
appoint
another
(who
need not be aand
shareholder)
to
77.
Meet in person
separate
non-management
independent

Meeting, instruments of proxy as well as
by internet and telephone must be
received
in each
notintent
lessofthan
48 hours
81.
To honour
the case
spirit and
applicable
law as it
(excluding
and
holidays)
before
evolves,weekends
authority to make
minor
technical amendments
to this Mandate
is delegated
the Corporate
the time
set for
the to
Meeting
orSecretary,
any
who will report any amendments to the CG Committee
adjournment
or postponement thereof.
at its next meeting.

Shareholders
that the as
use the
of mail
transmit
82.
Onceareorcautioned
more annually,
CG to
Committee
this Mandate risk.
will be
and reserves
updates
proxies is decides,
at each shareholder’s
Theevaluated
Corporation
recommended
the Board
consideration.
the right to
accept late to
proxies.
Thefor
time
limit for deposit of
proxies may be waived or extended by the Chair of the Meeting
Standards of Liability
at his discretion, without notice. The Chair of the Meeting is
under no obligation to accept or reject any late proxies.
Nothing contained in this Mandate is intended to expand
applicable standards of liability under statutory, regulatory or
other legal requirements for the Board or members of any Board
Committee. The purposes and responsibilities outlined in this
Mandate are meant to serve as guidelines rather than inflexible
represent
at the
exercise
this
right, and
you should
rules and, you
subject
to Meeting.
applicableTolaw
and the
articles
bylaws
of the Company,
may adopt
such additional
insert
the namethe
of Board
your desired
representative
inprocedures
the blank
and standards,
deems
time
to other
fulfill
space
providedas
initthe
formnecessary
of proxyfrom
and time
striketoout
the
its
responsibilities.
names or submit another appropriate proxy.
Adopted:
Decemberstated,
11, 2009
Unless
otherwise
the information contained in the
Circular is given as at April 11, 2019. All dollar amounts in the
Revised and
Approved:
Circular,
unless
otherwise indicated, are stated in Canadian
currency. March 6, 2020
December 6, 2017
No person has been authorized by the Corporation to give any
July 6, 2017
information or make any representations in connection with the
May 11, 2015
Meeting other than as described in the Circular and, if given or
March 11, 2015
made, any such information or representation must not be relied
March 20, 2013
upon as having been authorized by the Corporation.

director only “in camera” sessions at each regularly
scheduled meeting.

Exercise of Discretion by Proxy
78.

Meet in separate, non-management and/or
independent
director onlybyclosed
The Common
Shares represented
proxysessions
will be with
votedany
or
personnel
outsidethat
advisors,
as needed
or
withheld internal
from voting
on anyormatter
may properly
come
before theappropriate.
Meeting. Where you specify a choice with respect to
any matter to be acted upon at the Meeting, your Common
Shares will be voted in accordance with your instructions. If you
do not provide instructions, your Common Shares will be voted
in favour of the matters to be acted upon as set out in the
Circular. A shareholder has the right to appoint a person or
entity (who need not be a shareholder) to attend and act for
him or her on his or her behalf at the Meeting other than the
persons named in the enclosed instrument of Proxy. The
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persons named in the enclosed proxy will have discretionary
authority with respect to any amendments or variations of the
matters of business to be acted on at the Meeting or any other
matters properly brought before the Meeting or any
adjournment or postponement thereof, in each instance, to the
extent permitted by law, whether or not the amendment,
variation or other matter that comes before the Meeting is
routine and whether or not the amendment, variation or other
matter that comes before the Meeting is contested. At the time
of printing the Circular, we know of no such amendment,
variation or other matter.

Appendix B

SHAREHOLDER AND VOTING INFORMATION

Advice to Beneficial Holders of Common Shares
ATHABASCA OIL CORPORATION
The information contained in this section is of significant
DESCRIPTION OF LONG-TERM
importance to you if you do not hold your Common Shares in your
own name (referred to in the Circular as “Beneficial Shareholders”).
The
are descriptions
of each of
Athabasca’s
Onlyfollowing
proxies deposited
by shareholders
whose
names long-term
appear on
equity
incentive plans,
which
include
the Performance
the
the Corporation’s
records
as the
registered
holders of Plan,
Common
2010 RSU
2015 RSUand
Plan,
and the
Option
Plan.
The DSUIf
Shares
canPlan,
be the
recognized
acted
upon
at the
Meeting.
Plan
is also
described.
Common
Shares
are listed in your account statement provided by
your
broker,
then in almost
all cases those
Common
Shares will not
GENERAL
LIMITATIONS
APPLICABLE
TO ALL
LTI PLANS
be registered in your name in the Corporation’s records. Such
Grants made under each of Athabasca’s long-term
Common
Sharesplans
will likely
be registered
under
theCompensation
name of your
equity incentive
(collectively,
“Security
Based
broker
or
an
agent
of
that
broker.
In
Canada,
most
Common
Arrangements”) are subject to the following limitations: Shares
are registered under the name of CDS & Co. (the registration name
(a)
the maximum
number of Services
CommonInc.,
Shares
issuable
for CDS Clearing
and Depository
which
acts in
as
aggregate pursuant to outstanding rights granted under
nominee for many Canadian brokerage firms). Common Shares held
all Security Based Compensation Arrangements at any
by your broker
or their
nominee
canofonly
be voted number
upon your
time shall
be limited
to 10%
the aggregate
of
instructions.
Without
specific
instructions,
your
broker
or their
issued and outstanding Common Shares;
nominee is prohibited from voting your Common Shares. Applicable
(b)
the number of Common Shares reserved for issuance
regulatory policy requires your broker to seek voting instructions
to any one participant under all Security Based
from you Compensation
in advance of Arrangements
the Meeting. shall
Everynot
broker
has5%itsofown
exceed
the
mailing procedures
and
provides
its
own
return
instructions,
which
issued and outstanding Common Shares;
you should carefully follow in order to ensure that your Common
(c)
the number of Common Shares issuable to insiders,
Shares are voted at the Meeting.
at any time, under all Security Based Compensation
Arrangements, shall not exceed 10% of the issued and
The majority of brokers now delegate responsibility for obtaining
outstanding Common Shares; and
instructions from clients to Broadridge Financial Solutions, Inc.
(d)
the number
of Common
Shares
issued
to insiders,
(“Broadridge”)
or another
intermediary.
If you
receive
a voting
oneBroadridge
year period,
all intermediary
Security Basedit
instructionwithin
form any
from
or under
another
Compensation Arrangements, shall not exceed 10% of
cannot be used as a proxy to vote Common Shares directly at the
the issued and outstanding Common Shares.
Meeting as the proxy must be returned (or otherwise reported)
PERFORMANCE
PLAN
as described in the
voting instruction form well in advance of the
Meeting
in
order
to
have thePlan
Common
Shares voted.
Purpose of the Performance
and Eligibility
The Performance Plan first came into effect on March 18, 2014.
The principal purposes of the Performance Plan are to: (i) attract,
Revocability
retain and motivateof
theProxy
officers, employees and other eligible
service providers of the Corporation (“Service Provider”), its
You may revoke
proxy designated
at any time by
prior
a vote.
If you
or
subsidiaries
and your
any entity
thetoBoard
from
time
to
a member
of the
Athabasca
Group personally
(collectively,at the
thetime
person
you appoint
as your
proxy attends
the
“Athabasca
Group”)
in person
the growth
development
Athabasca
Meeting, you
or such
mayand
revoke
the proxyofand
vote in
by
providing
them with
the opportunity
to acquire
an permitted
increased
person.
In addition
to revocation
in any other
manner
proprietary
interest
in the
closely align
their
by law, a proxy
may
be Corporation;
revoked by (ii)
anmore
instrument
in writing
interests with those of the Corporation’s shareholders; (iii) focus
executed by you or your attorney authorized in writing or, if you
Service Providers on operating and financial performance and
are
a corporation,
under
corporate
by athem
duly
long-term
shareholder
value;your
and (iv)
motivateseal
andor
reward
authorized
officer
or
attorney
of
the
corporation.
To
be
effective
for their performance and contributions to the Corporation’s
long-term success. The Performance Plan is administered by the
Board or a committee of the Board and the Board is entitled to
Persons
Making
Solicitation
determine the
individualsthe
to whom
Performance Awards may
be awarded. Directors who are not officers or employees of the
This solicitation
made
on behalf
of Athabasca’s
Athabasca
Groupisare
not eligible
to receive
grants ofmanagement.
Performance
Athabasca will bear the costs incurred in the preparation and
Awards.
mailing of the form of proxy, Notice of Annual General Meeting
Limitations under the Performance Plan
and the Circular. In addition to mailing forms of proxy, proxies
The maximum number of Common Shares that may be issuable
pursuant to the Performance Plan together with all other Security

Although as a Beneficial Shareholder you may not be recognized
of voting Common
Shares registered in the name of your broker (or agent of the
Based Arrangements
of thethe
Corporation
is 10%
of the Common
broker),
you may attend
Meeting as
proxyholder
for the
Shares outstanding
from
time
toCommon
time. AnyShares
increase
in the
issued
registered
shareholder
and
vote
in that
capacity.
outstanding
Common
(including
increasesvote
resulting
Ifand
you
wish to attend
theShares
Meeting
and indirectly
your
from the Shares
settlement
of Performance
will shareholder,
result in an
Common
as proxyholder
for theAwards)
registered
increase in the number of Common Shares that may be issued on
you should enter your own name in the blank space on the form
Performance Awards outstanding at any time. For the purposes
of
provided
to you
and return
it totoyour
broker
the
of proxy
calculating
the 10%
limitation
referred
above
only, (or
it shall
broker’s
agent
who
provided
it
to
you)
in
accordance
with
the
be assumed that all issued and outstanding Performance Awards
instructions
provided
such broker
(or agent),
in treasury,
advance
will be settled
by the by
issuance
of Common
Shareswell
from
of
the
Meeting.
notwithstanding Athabasca’s right to settle the Award Value
underlying Performance Awards in cash or by purchasing Common
These
materials
aremarket
beingandsent
both Multiplier
registeredof and
Shares on
the open
that to
a Payout
1.0
non-registered
owners
of
Common
Shares.
If you Awards
are a
will be applied to all Performance Awards. Performance
non-registered
owner,
and Athabasca
or its agent
hasprior
sent to
these
that are cancelled,
surrendered,
terminated
or expire
the
settlement directly
of all or to
a portion
and Performance
Awards
materials
you, thereof
your name
and address
and
that are settled
foryour
cashholding
will result
in the Common
that
information
about
of Common
Shares Shares
have been
were reserved
for issuance
under
the Performance
being
obtained
in accordance
with
applicable
securities Plan
regulatory
available for a subsequent grant of Performance Awards.
requirements from the intermediary holding on your behalf.
As at December 31, 2019, there were 5,134,200 Common
The
Corporation
using “notice-and-access”
to send its
Shares
reserved isfornotissuance
upon vesting of Performance
proxy-related
materials
to
shareholders,
and
paper
copies of
Awards outstanding under the Performance Plan, representing
such
materials will
be of
sentthe
to all
shareholders.
The Corporation
approximately
1.0%
number
of current
issued and
outstanding
Shares materials
as at that directly
date. During
the financial
will
not sendCommon
proxy-related
to non-objecting
year ended
December 31,
total of will
1,291,968
Common
Beneficial
Shareholders
and2019,
such amaterials
be delivered
to
Shares were issued
in relation
to outstanding
units under
plan
non-objecting
Beneficial
Shareholders
by Broadridge
or this
through
uponnon-objecting
settlement ofBeneficial
Performance
Awards, representing
the
Shareholder’s
intermediary.0.25%
The
of the number of issued and outstanding Common Shares as at
Corporation intends to pay for the costs of an intermediary to
December 31, 2019.
deliver to objecting Beneficial Shareholders the proxy-related
Grant of Performance
Awards and
Assignability
materials
and Form 54-101F7
Request
for Voting Instructions
Made
by
Intermediary
of
National
Instrument
Pursuant to the Performance Plan, the 54-101.
Board may grant

EQUITY
INCENTIVE PLANS
directly at the Meeting for the purposes

Performance Awards on such terms and conditions as it
may determine, including, but not limited to, the applicable
performance measures to be taken into consideration and their
weighting in granting Performance Awards (“Performance
the
instrument
be in
writing and
be below)
deposited
Measures”),
themust
Payout
Multiplier
(as must
defined
thateither
shall
with
transfer agent
Computershare
Trust
Company or
of
applyustoc/o
theour
Performance
Award,
if any, and any
acceleration
waiver of
termination
or University
forfeiture Avenue,
regarding8th
any
Performance
Canada,
Proxy
Dept., 100
Floor,
Toronto,
Award. Performance
Awards
are to
not4:30
assignable.
Pursuant
to
Ontario,
M5J 2Y1, at any
time prior
p.m. (Calgary
time) on
TSX last
policies,
unallocated
awardstheunder
thethePerformance
the
business
day preceding
day of
Meeting, or Plan
any
must be approved
by shareholders
three
adjournment
or postponement
thereof,every
at which
the years.
proxy isThe
to
Board determined that it would not be seeking approval for the
be used, or with the chair of the Meeting on the day of the
unallocated awards at the Meeting.
Meeting, or any adjournment or postponement thereof.
Performance Measures
The Performance Measure applicable to Performance Awards
include Athabasca’s total shareholder return (“TSR”) and
operational and corporate strategic measures in the Corporate
may be solicited by telephone, personal interviews, or by other
Scorecard, which are set at the beginning of each performance
means
of communication,
by our directors,
officers
and
period. The
value of vested Performance
Awards are
based 50%
employees
will not beperiod,
remunerated
therefor.
on TSR for who
the particular
compared
to the Corporation’s
pay comparator group, and 50% based on its performance
against the operational and corporate strategic measures for each
performance period (“Corporate Scorecard Result”), with the
2020 Information Circular – Proxy Statement
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weighting for each performance period as follows: 20% for year 1
(“First Tranche”); 20% for year 2 (“Second Tranche”); 20% for year
If you are a registered shareholder and are unable to attend the
3 (“Third Tranche”) and 40% for years 1-3 (“Fourth Tranche”).
Meeting in person, please exercise your right to vote by proxy.
Under
thetoPerformance
onbe
thesent
Corporation’s
TSR
In
order
be effective,Plan,
the depending
proxy must
by mail, hand
and Corporate
Result,
a payout multiplier
is appliedthe
of
delivery
or fax Scorecard
to Athabasca
Oil Corporation’s
(“Athabasca”,
between 0% and 200%
“Corporation”,
“us”, (“Payout
“our” Multiplier”).
or “we”) transfer agent,
Computershare
Trust
Company
of Canada,
as follows:
In the case of the
Corporate
Scorecard
result,
(i) if the result is
100%, the Payout Multiplier will be 100%, (ii) if the result is the
1. By mail or hand delivery to Computershare Trust Company
maximum available assessment, the Payout Multiplier will be
Canada,
ProxyisDepartment,
100Payout
University
Avenue,
200%,of(iii)
if the result
below 100%, the
Multiplier
will8th
be
Floor,using
Toronto,
Ontario,
or on the endpoints of 0%
calculated
a linear
slidingM5J
scale2Y1;
based
and 100%, and (iv) if the result is above 100%, the Payout Multiplier
2. By facsimile to (416) 263-9524 or 1-866-249-7775.
will be calculated using a linear sliding scale based on endpoints of
100% and 200%. In
no eventvote
will thethrough
Payout Multiplier
exceed 200%
Alternatively,
please
the internet
at

In the case of the TSR multiplier, if the Corporation’s TSR
compared to the TSR range for all Peer Companies during the
The Corporation may use the Broadridge QuickVote™
service to
relevant Performance Period is: (i) below the 25th percentile the
assist non-registered shareholders to conveniently
vote
their
Payout Multiplier will be 0%, (ii) equal to the 25th percentile the
common
shares
in
the
capital
of
the
Corporation
(the
th “Common
Performance Multiplier will be 50%, (iii) equal to the 50 percentile
Shares”).
the Payout Multiplier will be 100%, and (iv) at or above the 75th
percentile the Payout Multiplier will be 200%. If the Corporation’s
In compared
order to
beTSR
valid
upon during
at the
TSR
to the
rangeand
for allacted
Peer Companies
the
relevant
Performance
Period is above
25th and
50th
Meeting,
instruments
of the
proxy
asbelow
welltheas
percentiles
or above
the 50thand
and below
the 75th percentiles,
the
votes by
internet
telephone
must be
Payout Multiplier shall be calculated using a linear sliding scale
received
in each noted
case innot
less(iii)than
48 hours
based
on the endpoints
(ii) and
or between
(iii) and
(excluding
weekends
and will
holidays)
(iv)
above, respectively.
In no event
the Payout before
Multiplier
exceed
the 200%.
time set for the Meeting or any

adjournment or postponement thereof.

www.investorvote.com or by telephone at 1-866-732-VOTE
The
“Peer
Companies”
for the
purposes
of the or
Performance
Award Agreements entered into during the year ended December 31, 2019 are:
(8683)
(toll
free within
North
America)
1-312-588-4290
Shareholders are cautioned that the use of mail to transmit
(outside North America). Registered shareholders will require
proxies is at each shareholder’s risk. The Corporation reserves
Energy
Corp. that may be found onBirchcliff
Ltd
Bonterra Energy Corp.
the 15-digit Baytex
control
number
the Energy
the right to accept late proxies. The time limit for deposit of
instrument of proxy in order to vote through the internet or by
byEnergy
the Chair
of the Meeting
Cardinal Energy Ltd.
Crew Energyproxies
Inc. may be waived or extended
Delphi
Corp.
telephone.
at his discretion, without notice. The Chair of the Meeting is
Kelt Exploration Ltd.
MEG Energy Corp.
NuVista Energy Ltd.
under no obligation to accept or reject any late proxies.
Obsidian Energy Ltd.
Pengrowth Energy Corporation
Surge Energy Inc.
Tamarackof
Valley
Energy Ltd.by Management
TORC Oil & Gas Ltd.
Solicitation
Proxies

Whitecap Resources Inc.

The
of a Performance
“Award(the
Value”)
is an amount
equal
to the you
number
of Meeting.
Performance
Awards, this
multiplied
by the
Fair
represent
at the
To exercise
right, you
should
This value
information
circular – Award
proxy (the
statement
“Circular”)
is
Market Value (as defined in the Performance Plan) of the Common Shares, and shall be determined by the Board as of the applicable vesting
insert the name of your desired representative in the blank
furnished in connection with the solicitation of proxies by
date (“Vesting Date”). The Vesting Date is April 1 of the third year following the year in which the Performance Award was granted.
space provided in the form of proxy and strike out the other
management of the Corporation for use at the Meeting.
names or submit another appropriate proxy.
Shareholders of record on April 4, 2019 (the “Record Date”) are
Expiry Date
Dividends
entitled to receive notice of, and to attend and vote at, the
Unless
otherwisePlan
stated,
the for
information
contained
in the
The
Board determines the expiry dates for each Performance
The Performance
provides
an adjustment
to the number
Meeting.
Circular
is given
as to
at be
April
11, pursuant
2019. Alltodollar
amountsAwards
in the
Award, provided that unless otherwise determined on the
of Common
Shares
issued
Performance
Circular,
unless
indicated,
areduring
stated
Canadian
The instrument
must date
be in(“Expiry
writing and
must
date
of grant byappointing
the Board,a proxy
the expiry
Date”)
is
for dividends
paidotherwise
on the Common
Shares
theinterm
of the
th
December
15by
ofyou
theorthird
following
the year
whichor,
theif
Performance Awards.
currency.
be executed
youryear
attorney
authorized
in in
writing
Performance
Award was under
granted.
Notwithstanding
you are a corporation,
your
corporate sealthe
or foregoing,
by a duly
Change
of Control
No
person
has been authorized by the Corporation to give any
no
Performance
Award
will
vest
beyond
the
Expiry
Date.
authorized officer or attorney of the corporation.
information
any representations
the
Pursuant to or
themake
Performance
Plan, if thereinis connection
a Change ofwith
Control
Settlement of Performance Awards
(as defined
below
“Optionin Plan
– Change
Meeting
other
than under
as described
the Circular
and,ofif Control”)
given or
The persons named in the enclosed instrument of proxy are our
Performance
may shareholder,
be settled by you
one have
or a combination
then, subject
any provision
to the contrary
contained
in a
made,
any suchtoinformation
or representation
must
not be relied
officers. As aAwards
registered
the right to
of
the
following:
(i)
payment
in
cash;
(ii)
payment
in
Common
Performance
Award
Agreement,
all
Common
Shares
awarded
upon as having been authorized by the Corporation.
appoint another person (who need not be a shareholder) to
Shares acquired by the Corporation on the TSX; or (iii) payment
pursuant to any Performance Award that have not yet vested and
in Common Shares issued from the treasury of the Corporation. A
been issued will vest on the date which is immediately prior to the
holder of Performance Awards has no right to demand, or receive
time a Change of Control is completed.
Exercise
of
Discretion
by
Proxy
Common Shares for any portion of the Award Value.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, in order to assist the Corporation
If
a Vesting
Date
occursrepresented
during a period
of timewill
when,
with the retention
employees
if there
a Change
Control, the
persons
named inofthe
enclosed
proxyis will
haveofdiscretionary
The
Common
Shares
by proxy
be pursuant
voted or
to
the policies
Athabasca,
anymatter
securities
Athabasca
maycome
not
Performance
Agreements
entered intoorbyvariations
the Corporation
authority
withAward
respect
to any amendments
of the
withheld
fromofvoting
on any
thatofmay
properly
be
traded
that holder
(“Black-Out
Period”)
, then
Vesting
and its Service
Providers
theatyear
ended December
31,
matters
of business
to be during
acted on
the Meeting
or any other
before
theby
Meeting.
Where
you specify
a choice
withthe
respect
to
Date
shall be to
extended
to aupon
date that
is within
sevenyour
business
days
2019, include
the following
(theMeeting
“PSU Change
of
matters
properly
brought provisions
before the
or any
any matter
be acted
at the
Meeting,
Common
following the end of the Black-Out Period. If any such extension
Control Provisions”):
adjournment or postponement thereof, in each instance, to the
Shares will be voted in accordance with your instructions. If you
would cause the Vesting Date to extend beyond the Expiry Date
(a) if a permitted
Service Provider
is provided
in writing
(a “Service
extent
by law,
whethernotice
or not
the amendment,
do
not
provide
instructions,
your
Common
Shares
will
be
voted
while a Black-Out Period is still in effect, then the Corporation
Provider
Termination
Notice”)
that before
the Service
Provider’s
variation
or
other
matter
that
comes
the
Meeting
is
in
favour
of
the
matters
to
be
acted
upon
as
set
out
in
the
must pay the holder the entire Award Value in cash (and not
employment
or service
tothe
theamendment,
Corporation will
be terminated
routine
and
whether
or
not
variation
or
other
Circular.
A
shareholder
has
the
right
to
appoint
a
person
or
Common Shares) and the Corporation will not have any right to
within
days
of thethe
date
of a Change
of Control
matter
thatthirty
comes
before
Meeting
is contested.
At (“Change
the time
entity
need
not
be a shareholder)
to attendShares.
and act for
pay
the(who
Award
Value
in whole
or in part in Common
of Control Date”), then:
of printing the Circular, we know of no such amendment,
him or her on his or her behalf at the Meeting other than the
variation or other matter.
persons named in the enclosed instrument of Proxy. The
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or consultant to, any of the entities comprising the
Athabasca Group prior to April 1, 2022 by reason of
termination of Service Provider’s employment or service
Although as a Beneficial Shareholder you may not be recognized
for cause or by reason of the resignation or retirement
directly atofthe
for the the
purposes
voting Common
the Meeting
Service Provider,
ServiceofProvider’s
right to
Shares registered
in
the
name
of
your
broker
(or
the
receive the Contingent Change of Control agent
AwardofValue
broker), you
may
attend
the
Meeting
as
proxyholder
for
the
shall terminate and become null and void on the date
the cessation
the Common
grantee’s Shares
employment
service
registeredof
shareholder
andofvote
in thator
capacity.
andtotheattend
Service
shall
be entitled
any
If you wish
theProvider
Meeting
andnotindirectly
votetoyour
further as
payment
hereunder;
andregistered shareholder,
Common Shares
proxyholder
for the
you should enter your own name in the blank space on the form
(iii) provided
if the Service
Provider
ceasesittotobe
a Service
of proxy
to you
and return
your
brokerProvider
(or the
of, or consultant to, any of the entities comprising the
broker’s agent who provided it to you) in accordance with the
Athabasca Group prior to April 1, 2022 by reason of
instructions provided by such broker (or agent), well in advance
termination of the Service Provider’s employment for
of the Meeting.
any reason other than as described above including,

(i)
the Vesting Date of the Performance Awards granted
Advice
to Beneficial Holders of Common Shares
pursuant to the applicable Performance Award
Agreement is the date which is immediately prior to the
The information
in this
is ofdate
significant
Change ofcontained
Control Date,
or onsection
such earlier
as may
importance
to
you
if
you
do
not
hold
your
Common
Shares
in your
be established by the Board in its absolute discretion,
own nameprior
(referred
to
in
the
Circular
as
“Beneficial
Shareholders”).
to the Change of Control Date (the “Change of
Only proxies
deposited
byDate”);
shareholders
Control
Vesting
and whose names appear on
the Corporation’s records as the registered holders of Common
(ii) can
thebe
number
of Performance
shall beIf
Shares
recognized
and actedAwards
upon which
at thevest
Meeting.
determined
in accordance
with the
Vesting provided
Provisions,
Common Shares
are listed
in your account
statement
by
subject
to almost
the following
(A) Shares
if the Change
your broker,
then in
all casesadjustments:
those Common
will not
of Control
or before December
31,
be registered
in yourDate
nameoccurs
in theonCorporation’s
records. Such
2019, then the First Tranche Awards shall be deemed
Common Shares will likely be registered under the name of your
to be 100% of the Performance Awards and the
broker or an
agent Tranche
of that broker.
In Canada,
most Common
Second
Awards,
Third Tranche
AwardsShares
and
are registered
under
the
name
of
CDS
&
Co.
(the
registration
name
Fourth Tranche Awards shall be deemed to be nil%
of
for CDS Clearing
and Depository
which
acts as
the Performance
Awards; Services
(B) if theInc.,
Change
of Control
nominee for
many
Canadian
brokerage firms).
Common
held
Date
occurs
after December
31, 2019,
and onShares
or before
December
31, 2020,
thencan
the First
Awards
by your broker
or their
nominee
only Tranche
be voted
upon shall
your
be deemed
be 50%
of the Performance
Awards,
the
instructions.
Without to
specific
instructions,
your broker
or their
Tranche
Awardsyour
shall
be deemed
be 50%
nominee isSecond
prohibited
from voting
Common
Shares.toApplicable
the requires
Performance
Awards,toand
Third
Tranche
regulatoryofpolicy
your broker
seekthe
voting
instructions
Awards and Fourth Tranche Awards shall be deemed
from you in advance of the Meeting. Every broker has its own
to be nil% of the Performance Awards; and (C) if the
mailing procedures and provides its own return instructions, which
Change of Control Date occurs after December 31, 2020,
you shouldand
carefully
order to ensure
that then
your the
Common
on or follow
beforeinDecember
31, 2021,
First
Shares areTranche
voted atAwards
the Meeting.
shall be deemed to be 33 1/3% of the
Performance Awards, the Second Tranche Awards shall
The majority
of brokers
for obtaining
be deemed
to now
be 33delegate
1/3% ofresponsibility
the Performance
Awards,
instructions
from
clients
to
Broadridge
Financial
Solutions,
Inc.
the Third Tranche Awards shall be deemed to be 33 1/3%
(“Broadridge”)
or
another
intermediary.
If
you
receive
a
voting
of the Performance Awards, and the Fourth Tranche
instructionAwards
form shall
frombeBroadridge
intermediary
deemed toor
be another
nil% of the
Performanceit
for purposes
of calculating
TSR for
cannot beAwards;
used as and
a proxy
to vote Common
Sharesthe
directly
at the
the
Corporation
for any
thatreported)
has not
Meeting as
the proxy must
be Performance
returned (or Period
otherwise
been
completed
as at the Change
of Control
Date
as described
in the
voting instruction
form well
in advance
of the
the
trading price of the Common Shares at the end of such
Meeting in order to have the Common Shares voted.
Period shall be deemed to be equal to the price received
per Common Share pursuant to the Change of Control
(being in the case of consideration other than cash, the
fair marketof
value
thereof as determined by the Board);
Revocability
Proxy
the Award
You(iii)
may revoke
yourValue
proxy of
at the
any Performance
time prior to aAwards
vote. Ifthat
you so
or
vest
“Change
of Control
Award personally
Value”) shall
be
the person
you(the
appoint
as your
proxy attends
at the
at themay
Change
of the
Control
Vesting
Date;
Meeting, determined
you or such as
person
revoke
proxy
and vote
in
and
person. In addition to revocation in any other manner permitted
(b)
If theaService
not provided
a ServiceinProvider
by law,
proxy Provider
may be isrevoked
by anwith
instrument
writing
Termination
the Service
Provider
is contingently
executed
by youNotice,
or yourthen
attorney
authorized
in writing
or, if you
to the Change
of Control
Award Value
(the
are entitled
a corporation,
under
your corporate
seal
or“Contingent
by a duly
Change
of
Control
Award
Value”)
subject
to
the
authorized officer or attorney of the corporation. Tofollowing:
be effective
(i)

provided the Service Provider has remained in the

continuous
employ
service of one or more members
Persons
Making
theor Solicitation

of the Athabasca Group from the Change of Control
Date until
Aprilon1,behalf
2022,ofthe
Contingent
Change of
This solicitation
is made
Athabasca’s
management.
Control
Award
Value,
less
any
required
withholdings,
Athabasca will bear the costs incurred in the preparation and
shall be paid to the Grantee within five business days of
mailing of the form of proxy, Notice of Annual General Meeting
April 1, 2022;
and the Circular. In addition to mailing forms of proxy, proxies
(ii)

if the grantee ceases to be a Service Provider of,

without limitation, by reason of the death of the Service
These materials are being sent to both registered and
Provider or the termination of the Service Provider’s
non-registered
owners other
of Common
If you
are a
employment
than for Shares.
cause, the
Contingent
non-registered
owner,
and
Athabasca
or
its
agent
has
sent
these
Change of Control Award Value, less any required
materials withholdings,
directly to you,
your
name
and
address
and
shall be paid to the grantee within
information
yourdays
holding
of cessation
Common of
Shares
have been
fiveabout
business
of the
employment
or
obtained service.
in accordance with applicable securities regulatory
requirements
from thePlan
intermediary
your behalf.
The Performance
providesholding
that onunless
otherwise
determined by the Compensation and Governance Committee
The Corporation is not using “notice-and-access” to send its
or unless otherwise provided in a Performance Award agreement
proxy-related
shareholders,
and
paperagreement,
copies of
pertaining to amaterials
particulartogrant
or any other
written
such
materials
will
be
sent
to
all
shareholders.
The
Corporation
including an employment agreement, if a holder of a Performance
will
notceases
send proxy-related
to non-objecting
Award
to be a Servicematerials
Provider directly
for any reason
before all
Beneficial
Shareholders
and such
materials
will be then
delivered
to
of such holder’s
Performance
Awards
have vested,
all such
unvested Performance
are forfeited
and any Award
Value
non-objecting
BeneficialAwards
Shareholders
by Broadridge
or through
corresponding
to any
vested Shareholder’s
Performance Awards
remaining
the
non-objecting
Beneficial
intermediary.
The
unpaid will be
paid totothe
participant
in accordance
with
Corporation
intends
payformer
for the
costs of an
intermediary
to
the Performance
Plan.Beneficial Shareholders the proxy-related
deliver
to objecting
materials
and Form
54-101F7 paragraph
Request for
Voting Instructions
Notwithstanding
the preceding
if a participant
dies, any
unvested
PerformanceofAwards
shall
be deemed
to have vested
Made
by Intermediary
National
Instrument
54-101.
immediately prior to the date of death of the participant with the
result that the deceased participant shall not forfeit any unvested
Performance Awards.
Anti-Dilution
the instrument must be in writing and must be deposited either
The us
Performance
Plan agent
contains
anti-dilution Trust
provisions
which
with
c/o our transfer
Computershare
Company
of
allow theProxy
committee
make
such adjustments
to the
Performance
Canada,
Dept.,to100
University
Avenue, 8th
Floor,
Toronto,
Plan, to any
Awards
to any
Performance
Award
Ontario,
M5JPerformance
2Y1, at any time
priorand
to 4:30
p.m.
(Calgary time)
on
agreements outstanding under the Performance Plan as the
the last business day preceding the day of the Meeting, or any
committee may consider appropriate in the circumstances to
adjournment or postponement thereof, at which the proxy is to
prevent substantial dilution or enlargement of amounts to be paid
be
used, or with
thethe
chair
of the Meeting
to participants
under
Performance
Plan. on the day of the
Meeting, or any adjournment or postponement thereof.
Amendments
The Board has the right to amend or discontinue the Performance
Plan or amend any Performance Award without shareholder
approval or the consent of a holder of a Performance Award,
may
be solicited
byamendment
telephone, does
personal
interviews,
or or
byimpair
other
provided
that such
not adversely
alter
means
of communication,
by granted
our directors,
and
any Performance
Award previously
under theofficers
Performance
employees
will not
be remunerated
Plan or anywho
related
Performance
Awardtherefor.
Agreement, except as
otherwise permitted under the Performance Plan; however, the
Board may not amend the Performance Plan or any Performance
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Award granted under it without shareholder and, if applicable,
TSX approval: (i) to increase the maximum number of Common
If you are a registered shareholder and are unable to attend the
Shares issuable pursuant to the Performance Plan; (ii) to cancel
Meeting in person, please exercise your right to vote by proxy.
a Performance Award and subsequently issue the holder of such
In
order to beAward
effective,
thePerformance
proxy must Award
be sentinbyreplacement
mail, hand
Performance
a new
delivery
or
fax
to
Athabasca
Oil
Corporation’s
(“Athabasca”,
thereof; (iii) to extend the term of a Performance Award; (iv)the
to
“Corporation”,
“us”, or “our”
“we”) transfer
permit the assignment
transfer or
of a Performance
Award agent,
other
Computershare
Company
of Canada,Plan;
as follows:
than
as providedTrust
for in
the Performance
(v) to add to the
categories of persons eligible to participate in the Performance
1.
or hand or
delivery
Computershare
Trust Company
Plan;By
(vi)mail
to remove
amendtothe
limitations contained
in the
of Canada,
Proxy
Department,
University
Avenue, 8th
Performance
Plan;
or (vii)
to remove100
or amend
the amendment
Floor,of
Toronto,
Ontario, M5J
provisions
the Performance
Plan.2Y1; or

to above only, it shall be assumed that all issued and outstanding
2015 RSUs will be settled by the issuance of Common Shares
The Corporation may use the Broadridge QuickVote™ service to
from treasury, notwithstanding Athabasca’s right to settle the
assist non-registered shareholders to conveniently vote their
2015 RSUs in cash or by purchasing Common Shares on the open
common
shares
in the
capital
of the Corporation
(theterminated
“Common
market. 2015
RSUs
that
are cancelled,
surrendered,
Shares”).
or expire prior to the settlement of all or a portion thereof and
2015 RSUs that are settled for cash will result in the Common
In order
to reserved
be valid
and acted
Shares
that were
for issuance
under upon
the 2015at
RSUthe
Plan
being
available instruments
for a subsequent grant
of 2015 RSUs
pursuant
Meeting,
of proxy
as well
asto
the
2015 RSU
to the extent
any Common Shares
votes
by Plan
internet
andof telephone
mustissuable
be
thereunder that are not issued under such cancelled, surrendered,
received
in
each
case
not
less
than
48
hours
terminated or expired 2015 RSUs.

2. By facsimile
to UNITS
(416) 263-9524 or 1-866-249-7775.
RESTRICTED
SHARE

2015 RSUs may not be awarded to directors of the Corporation
theare time
setor employees
for theof the
Meeting
any
who
not officers
Corporationor
or another
member
of the Athabasca
Group.
adjournment
or postponement
thereof.

2015
RSU Plan please vote through the internet at
Alternatively,
www.investorvote.com
by the
telephone
at 1-866-732-VOTE
On March 11, 2015, or
upon
recommendation
of the
(8683) (toll free
NorthCommittee,
America) the
or Board
1-312-588-4290
Compensation
and within
Governance
approved
the
2015 North
RSU Plan
and determined
the Corporation
would
(outside
America).
Registeredthat
shareholders
will require
not
any control
further grants
of 2010
the 2010
the make
15-digit
number
that RSUs
may under
be found
on RSU
the
Plan
(as described
below).
All grants
of through
RSUs subsequent
to March
instrument
of proxy
in order
to vote
the internet
or by
11,
2015 are 2015 RSUs (“2015 RSUs”), issued pursuant to the
telephone.
2015 RSU Plan. Each 2015 RSU is a unit that is equivalent in value
to a Common Share and that upon vesting will be automatically
settled by the Corporation in accordance with the 2015 RSU Plan.
Purpose of the 2015 RSU Plan and Eligibility

Solicitation of Proxies by Management
The purposes of the 2015 RSU Plan are to: (i) attract, retain
and
the circular
officers, –employees
and other
eligible
Serviceis
This motivate
information
proxy statement
(the
“Circular”)
Providers
of
the
Athabasca
Group
towards
the
growth
furnished in connection with the solicitation of proxiesand
by
development
Athabasca
Group for
by providing
with the
management ofofthethe
Corporation
use at them
the Meeting.
opportunity to acquire an increased proprietary interest in the
Shareholders of record on April 4, 2019 (the “Record Date”) are
Corporation; (ii) more closely align their interests with those of
entitled to receive notice of, and to attend and vote at, the
the Corporation’s shareholders; (iii) focus Service Providers on
Meeting.
operating and financial performance and long-term shareholder
value; and (iv) motivate and reward them for their performance
The instrument appointing a proxy must be in writing and must
and contributions to the Corporation’s long-term success.
be executed by you or your attorney authorized in writing or, if
The 2015
Plan is administered
the Board.
you
are a RSU
corporation,
under your by
corporate
sealToorthe
by extent
a duly
permitted
by
applicable
law,
the
Board
may,
from
time
to time,
authorized officer or attorney of the corporation.
delegate to a committee of the Board, all or any of the powers
conferred
on named
the Board
under
the 2015
RSU Plan.ofThe
Board
The
persons
in the
enclosed
instrument
proxy
are has
our
the
authority
to
determine
the
individuals
to
whom
RSUs
may
officers. As a registered shareholder, you have the right be
to
awarded.another person (who need not be a shareholder) to
appoint
Limitations on Issuances under the 2015 RSU Plan
As noted under “General Limitations Applicable to All LTI Plans””
Exercise
of Discretion by Proxy
above, in addition to the other limitations described, the
maximum number of Common Shares issuable on the exercise
The
Common Shares
represented
by isproxy
willtobe
voted
or
of outstanding
2015 RSUs
at any time
limited
10%
of the
withheld
from
voting
on
any
matter
that
may
properly
come
number of Common Shares that are issued and outstanding, less
before
the Meeting.
Where
you that
specify
choice with
respect
to
the number
of Common
Shares
are aissuable
pursuant
to all
any matter
toBased
be acted
upon at the
Meeting, your Common
other
Security
Compensation
Arrangements.
Shares will be voted in accordance with your instructions. If you
Any increase in the issued and outstanding Common Shares
do
not provide
instructions,
Sharesofwill
be RSUs)
voted
(including
increases
resulting your
fromCommon
the settlement
2015
in
favour
of
the
matters
to
be
acted
upon
as
set
out
in
the
will result in an increase in the number of Common Shares that
Circular.
A
shareholder
has
the
right
to
appoint
a
person
or
may be issued in the settlement of 2015 RSUs outstanding at any
entityand
(who
not in
bethe
a shareholder)
to attend
and actwill,
for
time
anyneed
increase
number of 2015
RSUs granted
upon
new
grantsatavailable
underother
the 2015
him orsettlement,
her on hismake
or her
behalf
the Meeting
thanRSU
the
Plan.
For named
the purposes
of calculating
the 10% limitation
referred
persons
in the
enclosed instrument
of Proxy.
The
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(excluding weekends and holidays) before

As at December 31, 2019, there were 14,956,090 Common Shares
Shareholders
are cautioned
that theofuse
of RSUs
mail to
transmit
reserved for issuance
upon vesting
2015
outstanding
proxies
is at
each
risk. The
Corporation
reserves
under the
2015
RSUshareholder’s
Plan, representing
approximately
2.9%
of the
number
and outstanding
as of
at
the
rightoftocurrent
acceptissued
late proxies.
The timeCommon
limit forShares
deposit
that date.
During
the financial
year ended
31,Meeting
2019, a
proxies
may
be waived
or extended
by theDecember
Chair of the
total
5,233,193 without
Commonnotice.
Shares The
wereChair
issued
settlement
at
hisofdiscretion,
ofupon
the Meeting
is
of 2015 RSUs, representing 1.0% of the number of issued and
under no obligation to accept or reject any late proxies.
outstanding Common Shares as at December 31, 2019.
Vesting, Assignability and Expiry
The Board may determine the vesting of the 2015 RSUs at the
time of grant, and in the absence of any determination by the
represent
the Meeting.
To exercise
right,
youwill
should
Board (or you
the at
committee)
to the
contrary,this
2015
RSUs
vest
insert
nameasof
desired
representative
in 2015
the blank
and bethe
payable
to your
one-third
of the
total number of
RSUs
space
provided
formsecond
of proxy
out the of
other
granted
on each in
of the first,
andand
thirdstrike
anniversaries
the
grant date
(if settled
in Common
Shares,
computed in each case
names
or submit
another
appropriate
proxy.
to the nearest whole Common Share), provided that no 2015 RSU,
Unless
otherwise
stated,
contained
in the
or portion
thereof, may
vest the
afterinformation
the RSU Expiry
Date (as defined
Circular
given as at April
2019. Allthe
dollar
amounts
in any
the
below). isNotwithstanding
the11,foregoing,
Board
may, at
time or inunless
the 2015
RSU agreement
in respect
of any
RSUs
Circular,
otherwise
indicated,
are stated
in 2015
Canadian
granted, accelerate or provide for the acceleration of vesting in
currency.
whole or in part of 2015 RSUs previously granted.
No person has been authorized by the Corporation to give any
2015 RSUs are not transferable or assignable.
information or make any representations in connection with the
The Board
will determine
the expiryindates
for grants
of 2015
RSUs,
Meeting
other
than as described
the Circular
and,
if given
or
provided
that
unless
otherwise
determined
on
the
date
of
grant
made, any such information or representation must not be relied
by theasBoard,
expiry
date (“RSU
Date”) is December
upon
having the
been
authorized
by theExpiry
Corporation.
15th of the third year following the year in which the 2015 RSUs
were granted. Notwithstanding the forgoing, no 2015 RSU will
vest beyond the Expiry Date.
Settlement of 2015 RSUs
persons
named
enclosed
proxy
have discretionary
2015 RSUs
may in
bethe
settled
by any
one will
or combination
of the
authority
with
respect
to
any
amendments
or
variations
of the
following methods: (i) payment in cash; (ii) payment
in Common
matters
of
business
to
be
acted
on
at
the
Meeting
or
any
other
Shares acquired by the Corporation on
TSX; or (iii) payment
in
matters
brought
before
theof Meeting
or any
Common properly
Shares issued
from the
treasury
the Corporation.
A
holder of 2015
has no rightthereof,
to demand
or receive
Common
adjournment
orRSUs
postponement
in each
instance,
to the
Shares as
settlement
the 2015
RSUsoror not
any portion
thereof, in
extent
permitted
byforlaw,
whether
the amendment,
Common Shares.
variation
or other matter that comes before the Meeting is
routine
andPeriods
whether or not the amendment, variation or other
Black-Out
matter that comes before the Meeting is contested. At the time
If the vesting date of a 2015 RSU occurs during a Black-Out Period,
of printing the Circular, we know of no such amendment,
then the RSU Vesting Date shall be extended to a date which is
variation or other matter.
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within seven business days following the end of such Black-Out
ceases to be Service Provider to the Athabasca Group for any
Advice to Beneficial Holders of Common Shares
Period. If any such extension would cause the RSU Vesting Date
reason other than death, before all of such holder’s 2015 RSUs
to extend beyond the Expiry Date and while a Black-Out Period is
have vested, then all such unvested 2015 RSUs shall be forfeited
Although as a Beneficial Shareholder you may not be recognized
The ininformation
contained
in this
of significant
still
effect, then the
Corporation
must section
settle theisapplicable
2015
and any amount corresponding to any vested 2015 RSUs remaining
directly
at the
Meeting
the Service
purposes
of voting
Common
importance
youthe
if you
do not hold
your
RSUs
in cashtoand
Corporation
willyour
not Common
have any Shares
right toinsettle
unpaid will
be paid
to thefor
former
Provider
in accordance
Shares
registered
in
the
name
of
your
broker
(or
agent
of the
own
name
(referred
to
in
the
Circular
as
“Beneficial
Shareholders”).
the 2015 RSUs in whole or in part in Common Shares.
with the 2015 RSU Plan.
broker), you may attend the Meeting as proxyholder for the
Only proxies deposited by shareholders whose names appear on
Dividends
Notwithstanding the preceding paragraph or anything else
registered shareholder and vote Common Shares in that capacity.
the Corporation’s records as the registered holders of Common
contained in the 2015 RSU Plan to the contrary, unless otherwise
The
2015
providesand
foracted
an adjustment
to the
numberIf
If you wish to attend the Meeting and indirectly vote your
Shares
canRSU
be Plan
recognized
upon at the
Meeting.
determined by the Board, or unless the Corporation and a
of
Common
Shares
be issued
to 2015 RSUs
for any
Common
proxyholder
theRSU
registered
shareholder,
Common
Shares
are to
listed
in yourpursuant
account statement
provided
by
participantShares
agreeasotherwise
in a for
2015
agreement
or other
dividends
that
areinpaid
on all
thecases
Common
during
thewill
term
you
should
enter
your
own
name
in
the
blank
space
on the form
your broker,
then
almost
those Shares
Common
Shares
not
written agreement (including an employment agreement),
if a
of
2015 RSUs.
Uponname
vesting
2015 RSUs, records.
the Common
of
proxy provided
to be
you
and return
it toof your
(or the
be the
registered
in your
in of
theany
Corporation’s
Such
participant
ceases to
a director,
officer
or bebroker
in the employ
Shares issuable pursuant to such 2015 RSUs will reflect any
of, or a agent
consultant
other Service
Provider
to the Athabasca
broker’s
who or
provided
it to you)
in accordance
with the
Common Shares will likely be registered under the name of your
adjustments for dividends.
Group due to
the death
of the
participant,
any well
unvested
2015
instructions
provided
by such
broker
(or agent),
in advance
broker or an agent of that broker. In Canada, most Common Shares
RSUs
be deemed to have vested immediately prior to the
Change
of Control
of
the shall
Meeting.
are registered
under the name of CDS & Co. (the registration name
date of death of the participant with the result that the deceased
forthere
CDS isClearing
Depository
Servicesbelow
Inc., under
which “Option
acts as
If
a Changeand
of Control
(as defined
participant
shall notare
forfeit
any unvested
These
materials
being
sent to 2015
bothRSUs.
registered and
nominee
for many
Canadian brokerage
firms).
Common
Shares
Plan
– Change
of Control”)
then, subject
to any
provision
to held
the
non-registered
owners
of
Common
Shares.
If you are a
Anti-Dilution
by your contained
broker or in
their
nominee
can only be
upon
your
contrary
a 2015
RSU agreement,
all voted
Common
Shares
non-registered
owner,
and
Athabasca
or
its
agent
has sent these
awarded
pursuant
to any
2015 instructions,
RSUs that have
notbroker
yet vested
and
instructions.
Without
specific
your
or their
The 2015 RSU
Plan contains
anti-dilution
provisions
which allow
materials
directly
to
you,
your
name
and
address
and
been
issued
will vest on
thevoting
date your
that is
immediately
prior
to the
nominee
is prohibited
from
Common
Shares.
Applicable
the Board to make such adjustments to the 2015 RSU Plan, to any
information
about
your
holding
of
Common
Shares
have
been
time
such Change
of Control
place,
or atvoting
such earlier
time
regulatory
policy requires
yourtakes
broker
to seek
instructions
2015 RSUs and to any 2015 RSU agreements outstanding under
obtained in accordance with applicable securities regulatory
as
may
theMeeting.
Board orEvery
the Compensation
and
from
youbeinestablished
advance ofbythe
broker has its own
the 2015 RSU Plan as the Board may consider appropriate in the
Governance Committee, in its absolute discretion, prior to the
requirements
the intermediary
behalf. of
circumstancesfrom
to prevent
substantialholding
dilutiononoryour
enlargement
mailing procedures and provides its own return instructions, which
time such Change of Control takes place.
amounts to be paid to participants under the 2015 RSU Plan.
you should carefully follow in order to ensure that your Common
The Corporation is not using “notice-and-access” to send its
Notwithstanding
the
Shares are voted at
theforegoing,
Meeting. in order to assist the Corporation
Amendments materials to shareholders, and paper copies of
proxy-related
with the retention of employees if there is a Change of Control,
such
materials
sent
all shareholders.
Thethe
Corporation
The form
majority
of brokers
nowentered
delegateinto
responsibility
for obtaining
the
of RSU
agreement
by the Corporation
and
The Board
has will
the be
right
to to
amend
or discontinue
2015 RSU
will
not
send
proxy-related
materials
directly
to
non-objecting
its
Service Providers,
including
those entered
during
the year
Plan or amend any 2015 RSUs granted under the 2015 RSU Plan
instructions
from clients
to Broadridge
Financial
Solutions,
Inc.
Beneficial
Shareholders
and such
materials
delivered
to
ended
December
2019 (the
“2015 RSU IfAgreements”),
without shareholder
approval
or the
consentwill
of abe
holder
of 2015
(“Broadridge”)
or31,
another
intermediary.
you receive acontain
voting
non-objecting
Beneficial
Shareholders
by
Broadridge
or
through
the
following
provisions:
RSUs,
provided
that
such
amendment
does
not
adversely
alter
instruction form from Broadridge or another intermediary it
or impair
any 2015 RSUs
previously
granted under
the 2015 RSU
the
non-objecting
Beneficial
Shareholder’s
intermediary.
The
cannot
beIfused
as a proxy
to vote Common
Shares(adirectly
at the
(a)
a participant
is provided
notice in writing
“Participant
Plan or any intends
related 2015
RSU
Agreement,
except
as otherwise
Corporation
to
pay
for
the
costs
of
an
intermediary
to
Meeting as
the proxy Notice”)
must be that
returned
(or otherwise
reported)
Termination
the participant’s
employment
permitted
under
the 2015
RSU Plan;
however, while
the Common
deliver
to
objecting
Beneficial
Shareholders
the
proxy-related
or service
to the instruction
Corporationform
will well
be terminated
as described
in the voting
in advancewithin
of the
Shares areand
listed
for 54-101F7
trading onRequest
the TSX,for
theVoting
Board Instructions
will not be
materials
Form
of the
date
of a Change
Control, then the
Meeting inthirty
orderdays
to have
the
Common
Sharesofvoted.
entitled to amend the 2015 RSU Plan or any 2015 RSUs granted
Made by Intermediary of National Instrument 54-101.
2015 RSUs granted pursuant to an applicable 2015 RSU
under it without shareholder and, if applicable, TSX approval: (i)
Agreement will vest immediately and will be terminated
to increase the maximum number of Common Shares issuable
th
on the 90 day after the occurrence of the Change of
pursuant to the 2015 RSU Plan; (ii) to cancel 2015 RSUs and
Revocability
Control or of
suchProxy
earlier time as may be established by
subsequently issue the holder of such 2015 RSUs a new grant
the Board prior to the Change of Control.
of 2015 RSUs in replacement thereof; (iii) to extend the term of
the instrument must be in writing and must be deposited either
You may revoke your proxy at any time prior to a vote. If you or
2015 RSUs; (iv) to permit the assignment or transfer of 2015 RSUs,
(b)
However, if a participant is not provided with a
with
c/o as
ourprovided
transferfor
agent
Computershare
Company
of
the person you appoint as your proxy attends personally at the
otherusthan
in the
2015 RSU Plan;Trust
(v) to
add to the
Participant Termination Notice and the participant
Canada,
Proxy
Dept.,
100
University
Avenue,
8th
Floor,
Toronto,
Meeting, you
or
such
person
may
revoke
the
proxy
and
vote
in
categories of persons eligible to participate in the 2015 RSU Plan;
will continue to be employed by the Corporation or
Ontario,
M5J 2Y1,
at any the
timelimitations
prior to 4:30
p.m. (Calgary
time)RSU
on
person. Inits
addition
to revocation
anyChange
other manner
permitted
(vi) to remove
or amend
contained
in the 2015
successor
following inthe
of Control,
then
the
day preceding
thethe
day
of the Meeting,
or any
by law, athe
proxy
mayofbethe
revoked
by angranted
instrument
in writing
Plan;last
or business
(vii) to remove
or amend
amendment
provisions
of
vesting
2015 RSUs
pursuant
to an
the 2015 RSUor
Plan.
adjournment
postponement thereof, at which the proxy is to
2015attorney
RSU Agreement
will in
notwriting
be accelerated
executed applicable
by you or your
authorized
or, if you
as a result under
of a Change
of Control, seal
but shall
be
used,
with the chair of the Meeting on the day of the
are a corporation,
your corporate
or bycontinue
a duly
2010
RSUor
PLAN
vest inoraccordance
the terms of To
thebeapplicable
Meeting, or any adjournment or postponement thereof.
authorizedtoofficer
attorney ofwith
the corporation.
effective
2015 RSU Agreement, provided that: (i) the award value
General and Eligibility
of the 2015 RSUs shall be determined and fixed as of the
The 2010 RSU Plan allowed the Board to grant restricted share
dateMaking
of the Change
Control; and (ii) shall be payable
Persons
theof Solicitation
units (“2010 RSUs”), each of which is a unit that is equivalent
upon vesting in cash only.
in value to a Common Share and that upon vesting and exercise
may
be in
solicited
by telephone,
personal
interviews,
or byShare.
other
This
solicitation
made
behalf of Athabasca’s management.
Additional
2015 is
RSU
Planon
Terms
results
the holder
thereof being
issued
a Common
means
of communication,
by our
directors,
officers
Athabasca will bear the costs incurred in the preparation and
As a result
of the implementation
of the
2015 RSU
Plan, and
the
The 2015ofRSU
that
unless
determined
by
employees
not be remunerated
mailing
the Plan
formprovides
of proxy,
Notice
ofotherwise
Annual General
Meeting
Corporationwho
haswill
determined
to not make therefor.
any further grants under
the Board or unless otherwise provided in a 2015 RSU Agreement
this 2010 RSU Plan.
and the Circular. In addition to mailing forms of proxy, proxies
pertaining to a particular grant or any other written agreement,
including an employment agreement, if a holder of 2015 RSUs
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Purpose of the 2010 RSU Plan
If
you
areRSU
a registered
to attend
the
The
2010
Plan was shareholder
implementedand
for are
the unable
same purpose
as the
MeetingPlan,
in person,
please exercise
yourBoard
rightor
toavote
by proxy.
Option
and is administered
by the
committee
of
the
Boardtoappointed
by the
Board.
In order
be effective,
the
proxy must be sent by mail, hand
delivery
or fax
to Athabasca
Oil Plan
Corporation’s (“Athabasca”, the
Limitations
under
the 2010 RSU
“Corporation”, “us”, “our” or “we”) transfer agent,
As
noted under “General
Limitations
Applicable
to All LTI Plans””
Computershare
Trust Company
of Canada,
as follows:
above, in addition to the other limitations described, the
1. By mail
or hand
Computershare
Trust
maximum
number
ofdelivery
CommontoShares
issuable on
theCompany
exercise
of outstanding
at any time
limited to Avenue,
10% of the
of Canada,2010
ProxyRSUs
Department,
100isUniversity
8th
number
of Common
Shares that
issued
Floor,
Toronto, Ontario,
M5Jare
2Y1;
or and outstanding, less
the number of Common Shares that are issuable pursuant to all
2.
facsimile
to (416)
263-9524arrangements
or 1-866-249-7775.
otherBy
security
based
compensation
of Athabasca.
As
at December please
31, 2019,vote
there were
156,667
Shares
Alternatively,
through
theCommon
internet
at
issuable
upon the exercise
RSUs outstanding
under the
www.investorvote.com
orofby2010
telephone
at 1-866-732-VOTE
2010
0.03%
of the number
of current
(8683)RSU
(tollPlan,
freerepresenting
within North
America)
or 1-312-588-4290
issued and outstanding Common Shares as at that date. During
(outside North America). Registered shareholders will require
the financial year ended December 31, 2019, a total of 1,037,429
the
15-digit
control
numberupon
thatthemay
be found
the
Common
Shares
were issued
exercise
of 2010onRSUs,
instrument
of
proxy
in
order
to
vote
through
the
internet
or
by
representing approximately 0.2% of the number of issued and
telephone.
outstanding Common Shares as at December 31, 2019.
Term, Assignability and Exercise of Options
2010 RSUs have a term not exceeding five years and vest in the
manner
determined
the Compensation
and Governance
Solicitation
of by
Proxies
by Management
Committee. 2010 RSUs vest and are exercisable as to one-quarter
on each of the first, second, third and fourth anniversaries of the
This information circular – proxy statement (the “Circular”) is
grant date, unless otherwise determined by the Board.
furnished in connection with the solicitation of proxies by
2010
RSUs are not
management
of assignable.
the Corporation for use at the Meeting.
Shareholders
of record
on be
April
4, 2019
(the “Record
Date”)
are
If
Common Shares
cannot
issued
pursuant
to any 2010
RSUs
entitled
receive Period
noticeatof,any
and
to within
attendthe
andthree
votebusiness
at, the
due to a to
Black-Out
time
day period prior to the normal expiry date of such 2010 RSUs, the
Meeting.
expiry date of the 2010 RSUs will be extended by seven business
The
appointing
a proxy
must Period
be in writing
andlonger
must
daysinstrument
following the
end of the
Black-Out
(or such
be
executed
by you orbyyour
attorney
authorized
in writing
or, if
period
as is permitted
the TSX
or such
stock exchange
on which
the Common
Shares mayunder
be listed).
you
are a corporation,
your corporate seal or by a duly
authorized
or attorney
ofvesting
the corporation.
As soon as officer
practicable
after the
and exercise of any 2010
RSUs, the Corporation must issue from treasury to the participant
The persons named in the enclosed instrument of proxy are our
the number of Common Shares required to be delivered upon
officers.
Asofa such
registered
shareholder,
youThe
have
the rightmay
to
the vesting
participant’s
2010 RSUs.
participant
appoint
another
person
need
not betoa the
shareholder)
to
exercise any
vested
2010 (who
RSU by
delivering
Corporation
a notice of exercise in writing stating the participant’s intention
to exercise a particular 2010 RSU together with payment of the
Exercise
Discretion
bysoProxy
exercise priceof
of $0.10
per 2010 RSU
exercised. Upon receipt
of the exercise notice and aggregate exercise price from the
participant,
theShares
Corporation
will cause
the Common
The Common
represented
by proxy
will be Shares
voted in
or
respect
whichvoting
the 2010
have been
to be issued
withheldoffrom
on RSUs
any matter
thatexercised
may properly
come
to
the participant.
before
the Meeting. Where you specify a choice with respect to
any
matter
Termination to be acted upon at the Meeting, your Common
Shares will be voted in accordance with your instructions. If you
Unless otherwise determined by the Board, or unless the
do not provide instructions, your Common Shares will be voted
Corporation and participant agree otherwise in a 2010 RSU
in
favour of
be acted(including
upon asan
setemployment
out in the
agreement
or the
othermatters
written to
agreement
Circular.
A
shareholder
has
the
right
to
appoint
a
person
or consulting agreement), each 2010 RSU shall provide
that or
if
entity
(who
need
not
be
a
shareholder)
to
attend
and
act
for
a participant ceases to be a Service Provider to the Athabasca
him or for
herany
on reason
his or her
behalf atincluding,
the Meeting
otherlimitation,
than the
Group
whatsoever
without
retirement,
resignation,
or without
persons named
in theinvoluntary
enclosed termination
instrument(with
of Proxy.
The
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cause) or death, as determined by the Board in its sole discretion,
before all of the participant’s 2010 RSUs have vested or are
The Corporation may use the Broadridge QuickVote™ service to
forfeited pursuant to any other provision of the 2010 RSU Plan:
assist non-registered shareholders to conveniently vote their
(a) such participant shall cease to be a participant in the 2010
common
in the
capital ofDate
the (as
Corporation
(the “Common
RSU Planshares
as of the
Forfeiture
defined below);
(b) the
Shares”).
former participant shall forfeit all unvested awards respecting
2010 RSUs effective as at the Forfeiture Date; (c) any Common
In order
to be valid
and acted
upon
Shares
corresponding
to any remaining
vested
awardatofthe
2010
RSUs
shall be delivered
to the former
participant
accordance
Meeting,
instruments
of proxy
asinwell
as
with
the
2010
RSU
Plan
as
soon
as
practicable
after
the
Forfeiture
votes by internet and telephone must be
Date (or, in the case of death, to the legal representative of the
received
in each
caseestate
not as
less
than
48 hours
deceased
former
participant’s
soon
as practicable
after
(excluding
weekends
before
receipt
of satisfactory
evidence and
of the holidays)
participant’s death
from
the
authorized
the deceased or
participant);
the
time legal
setrepresentative
for the of Meeting
any
and (d) the former participant shall not be entitled to any further
adjournment or postponement thereof.
distribution of Common Shares or any payment in respect of the
2010 RSU Plan.
Shareholders are cautioned that the use of mail to transmit
For the purposes of the 2010 RSU Plan, “Forfeiture Date” means
proxies is at each shareholder’s risk. The Corporation reserves
the date, as determined by the Board, on which a participant
the
right
late proxies.
time2010
limitRSU
for Plan,
deposit
ceases
to to
be accept
a participant
pursuantThe
to the
andof
if
proxies
may
be
waived
or
extended
by
the
Chair
of
the
Meeting
the participant is an employee and the participant’s employment
at
his discretion,
without
Thewill
Chair
of the Meeting
is
is terminated
without
cause,notice.
the date
be extended
to include
under
no obligation
accept
or reject
anyiflate
the applicable
periodtoof
statutory
notice,
any,proxies.
pursuant to the
governing employment standards legislation, but does not include
any period of reasonable notice that the Corporation may be
required at common law to provide to the participant.
Notwithstanding the preceding, if a participant dies, any unvested
represent
you at the
Meeting.
To exercise
right, you
should
awards respecting
2010
RSUs held
by the this
deceased
participant
insert
theimmediately
name of your
representative
in the
blank
shall vest
priordesired
to the Forfeiture
Date with
the result
that the
deceased
participant
shall not
any the
unvested
space
provided
in the
form of proxy
and forfeit
strike out
other
awardsor
ofsubmit
2010 RSUs.
names
another appropriate proxy.
Surrender
Offer
Unless
otherwise
stated, the information contained in the
Circular
is given
as atalso
April
11, 2019.
amounts
the
The 2010
RSU Plan
provides
thatAlla dollar
participant
may inmake
an offer for
the disposition
surrender
the participant
to
Circular,
unless
otherwise and
indicated,
are by
stated
in Canadian
the
Corporation
of
any
2010
RSUs
(a
“Surrender
Offer”),
for
an
currency.
amount not to exceed the five-day volume weighted average
trading
price
the Common
onCorporation
the TSX (orto
such
No
person
hasofbeen
authorizedShares
by the
givestock
any
exchange onor
which
the
Common
Shares may
listed) on with
the date
information
make
any
representations
in be
connection
the
of the Surrender
Offer
less the exercise
price of and,
the 2010
RSUs
Meeting
other than
as described
in the Circular
if given
or
specified
the information
Surrender Offer.
The Corporation
or
made,
anyinsuch
or representation
mustmay
notaccept
be relied
reject any Surrender Offer, in its sole discretion.
upon as having been authorized by the Corporation.
Change of Control
The 2010 RSU Plan provides that subject to any provision to the
contrary contained in a 2010 RSU agreement or other written
agreement (including an employment agreement) between the
persons
named
the enclosed
proxyis will
have of
discretionary
Corporation
and in
a participant,
if there
a Change
Control (as
authority
with
respect
to
any
amendments
or
variations
of and
the
defined in the 2010 RSU Plan) of the Corporation, all issued
matters
of business
to be
Meeting or
any other
outstanding
2010 RSUs
willacted
vest on
andatbethe
exercisable
immediately
prior to the
time such
Changebefore
of Control
place and
will
matters
properly
brought
the takes
Meeting
or any
Change
of Control,
or attosuch
terminate on or
thepostponement
90th day after the
adjournment
thereof,
in each
instance,
the
earlier time
as mayby
be established
by the
prioramendment,
to the time
extent
permitted
law, whether
or Board
not the
such Change
Control.
variation
or of
other
matter that comes before the Meeting is
routine
or not
amendment,
Revisedand
2010whether
RSU Change
of the
Control
Terms variation or other
matter that comes before the Meeting is contested. At the time
In order to provide the Corporation with an employee retention
of
printing inthe
know
of no such
amendment,
mechanism
theCircular,
event of awe
Change
of Control,
on March
27, 2012,
variation or other matter.

APPENDIX B
SHAREHOLDER AND VOTING INFORMATION
the Board approved certain changes to the form of 2010 RSU
if a participant remains in the continuous employ or service of
Advice to Beneficial Holders of Common Shares
agreement (the “Revised 2010 RSU Agreement”) entered into
the Athabasca Group from the date of a Change of Control until
between the Corporation and participants to which 2010 RSUs
either the second or third anniversary of the date of the Change of
Although as a Beneficial Shareholder you may not be recognized
The granted.
information
contained
thisAgreements
section isprovide
of significant
were
The Revised
2010inRSU
that if a
Control (depending on which period is specified in the applicable
directly
atCash
the Bonus
Meeting
for the purposes
of voting
Common
importance istoprovided
you if you
do anot
holdin
your
Common
in your
participant
with
notice
writing
by theShares
Corporation
2010 RSU
Agreement),
any remaining
2010 RSU
Cash
Shares
registered
in
the
name
of
your
broker
(or
agent
of the
own
name
(referred
to
in
the
Circular
as
“Beneficial
Shareholders”).
that the participant’s employment or service with the Corporation
Bonus which has not previously been paid to the participant
in
broker),
youwith
maythe
attend
as proxyholder
the
Onlybe
proxies
deposited
by thirty
shareholders
names
appear on
accordance
abovethe
shallMeeting
be accelerated
and paid for
to such
will
terminated
within
days of whose
the date
of a Change
of
participantshareholder
on the second
third
anniversary
ofinthe
date
of the
registered
andor
vote
Common
Shares
that
capacity.
the
Corporation’s
records
as the Termination
registered holders
of then
Common
Control
(a “2010 RSU
Participant
Notice”),
the
of Control
(as specified
in the applicable
2010vote
RSU Cash
2010 RSUs
pursuantand
to an
applicable
Revised
2010 RSUIf
IfChange
you wish
to attend
the Meeting
and indirectly
your
Shares
can granted
be recognized
acted
upon at
the Meeting.
Bonus Agreement).
Agreement
will vest
immediately
will statement
be terminated
on the
Common
Shares as proxyholder for the registered shareholder,
Common
Shares
are listed
in your and
account
provided
by
afterthen
theinoccurrence
of the
Change
of Control
90th day
you
should enter your own name in the blank space on the form
your
broker,
almost all cases
those
Common
Sharesor
willsuch
not
Anti-Dilution
earlier
time as in
may
be established
by Corporation’s
the Board prior
to the time
of proxy provided to you and return it to your broker (or the
be registered
your
name in the
records.
Such
that the Change of Control takes place.
The 2010 RSU Plan contains the same anti-dilution provisions as
broker’s agent who provided it to you) in accordance with the
Common Shares will likely be registered under the name of your
those contained in the Option Plan and described below under
However,
if agent
a participant
is not
providedmost
withCommon
a 2010Shares
RSU
instructions provided by such broker (or agent), well in advance
broker
or an
of that broker.
In Canada,
“Option Plan – Anti-Dilution”.
Participant
Termination
participant
will continue
of the Meeting.
are
registered
under the Notice
name ofand
CDSthe
& Co.
(the registration
name
to beCDS
employed
the Corporation
its successor
following
Amendments
for
Clearingby and
Depository or
Services
Inc., which
actsthe
as
These materials are being sent to both registered and
Change of
then the
vesting firms).
of the Common
2010 RSUs
granted
nominee
forControl,
many Canadian
brokerage
Shares
held
The Board may amend or discontinue the 2010 RSU Plan or
pursuant to an applicable Revised 2010 RSU Agreement will not
non-registered owners of Common Shares. If you are a
by your broker or their nominee can only be voted upon your
amend any 2010 RSU at any time without shareholder approval or
be accelerated as a result of a Change of Control. Instead, such
non-registered
and Athabasca
or itssuch
agent
has sent these
the consent of aowner,
participant,
provided that
amendment
must
instructions. Without specific instructions, your broker or their
participant’s unvested, unexercised 2010 RSUs shall terminate at
materials
directly
to
you,
your
name
and
address
and
not adversely alter or impair any 2010 RSU previously
granted
nominee
is
prohibited
from
voting
your
Common
Shares.
Applicable
the time that is the first to occur of: (i) the Change of Control; (ii)
information
about
your
holding
of
Common
Shares
have
been
under the 2010 RSU Plan or any related 2010 RSU agreement,
regulatory
policy
requires
to (iii)
seekthe
voting
instructions
the expiration
date
of the your
2010 broker
RSUs; or
Forfeiture
Date.
obtained
in accordance
with byapplicable
securities
regulatory
except as otherwise
permitted
the 2010 RSU
Plan; however,
at
from
you
in
advance
of
the
Meeting.
Every
broker
has
its
own
In this event, any applicable 2010 RSU Cash Bonus Agreement (as
any time whilefrom
the the
Common
Shares holding
are listed
for
trading
on the
requirements
intermediary
on
your
behalf.
defined procedures
below) between
Athabasca
andreturn
participant
will become
mailing
and provides
its own
instructions,
which
TSX, the Board may not amend the 2010 RSU Plan or any 2010
effective,
described
below
(the torevisions
described
in this
you
shouldascarefully
follow
in order
ensure that
your Common
The
usingshareholder
“notice-and-access”
to sendTSX
its
RSU Corporation
granted underis itnot
without
and, if applicable,
paragraph
are referred
to herein as the “Amended 2010 RSU
Shares
are voted
at the Meeting.
approval: (i) tomaterials
increase the
maximum
number
ofpaper
Common
Shares
proxy-related
to
shareholders,
and
copies
of
Change of Control Provisions”).
issuable
pursuant
tobe
thesent
2010
RSU
Plan; (ii) to reduce
the exercise
such
materials
will
to
all
shareholders.
The
Corporation
The majority of brokers now delegate responsibility for obtaining
2010 RSU Cash Bonus Agreements
pricenot
of send
an RSU
or cancel anmaterials
2010 RSUdirectly
and subsequently
issue
will
proxy-related
to non-objecting
instructions from clients to Broadridge Financial Solutions, Inc.
the holderShareholders
of such 2010and
RSU
a new
2010 RSU
in replacement
Beneficial
such
materials
will
be
delivered
to
Participants thatorhave
beenintermediary.
granted 2010
RSUsreceive
pursuant
to a
(“Broadridge”)
another
If you
a voting
thereof; (iii) to extend the term of a 2010 RSU; (iv) to permit the
non-objecting
Beneficial
Shareholders
by
Broadridge
or
through
Revised
2010
RSU
Agreement
(including
NEOs)
have
entered
instruction form from Broadridge or another intermediary it
assignment or transfer of a 2010 RSU other than as provided for
into, or will enter into, cash bonus agreements (“2010 RSU Cash
the
non-objecting
The
cannot be used as a proxy to vote Common Shares directly at the
in the
RSU Plan; (v)Beneficial
to add to Shareholder’s
the categories intermediary.
of persons eligible
Bonus Agreements”) with the Corporation, which provide the
Corporation
intends
to
pay
for
the
costs
of
an
intermediary
to
to participate in the 2010 RSU Plan; (vi) to remove or amend the
Meeting as the proxy must be returned (or otherwise reported)
participants with the right to receive cash amounts (a “2010 RSU
deliver
to
objecting
Beneficial
Shareholders
the
proxy-related
participation limitations and restrictions; (vii) to remove or amend
as
described
instruction
formawell
advance
of the
Cash
Bonus”)inif the
theyvoting
are not
provided with
2010inRSU
Participant
materials
and Form
54-101F7 that
Request
for Voting
Instructions
the restrictions
on amendments
are provided
in the
2010 RSU
Meeting
in
order
to
have
the
Common
Shares
voted.
Termination Notice and they continue to be a Service Provider to
Plan. by Intermediary of National Instrument 54-101.
Made
the Athabasca Group following a Change of Control. Pursuant to
the 2010 RSU Cash Bonus Agreements, if a participant remains in
On termination of the 2010 RSU Plan, any outstanding awards
the continuous employ or service of the Athabasca Group from
of 2010 RSUs will immediately vest and the number of Common
Revocability
of Proxy
the date of a Change of Control until a vesting date that is set
Shares corresponding to the 2010 RSUs that have been awarded
out in an applicable Revised 2010 RSU Agreement (an “2010 RSU
will be delivered to the participant in accordance with and upon
the instrument must be in writing and must be deposited either
You may revoke your proxy at any time prior to a vote. If you or
Bonus Vesting Date”), then a 2010 RSU Cash Bonus (calculated in
compliance with the terms of the 2010 RSU Plan. The 2010 RSU
with
our transfer
Computershare
Trustwhen:
Company
of
the
person you
as your
personally
at the
accordance
withappoint
the formula
thatproxy
is setattends
forth below)
divided
by
Plan us
willc/o
finally
cease toagent
operate
for all purposes
(a) the
Canada,
Proxy
Dept.,
100
University
Avenue,
8th
Floor,
Toronto,
Meeting,
you
or
such
person
may
revoke
the
proxy
and
vote
in
the number of 2010 RSU Bonus Vesting Dates described in the
last remaining participant receives delivery of all Common Shares
Ontario,
M5J 2Y1,
any RSUs;
time prior
to 4:30
p.m. (Calgary
time)
on
person.
addition
to revocation
any
other
manner
permitted
Revised In
2010
RSU Agreement
shallinbe
paid
by the
Corporation
to
corresponding
to at
2010
or (b)
all unexercised
2010
RSUs
the
lastinbusiness
daywith
preceding
theofday
the RSU
Meeting,
or any
the law,
participant
onmay
each be
such
2010 RSU
Vesting Date:
by
a proxy
revoked
by Bonus
an instrument
in writing
expire
accordance
the terms
theof2010
Plan and
the
relevant 2010or
RSU
agreements. thereof, at which the proxy is to
adjournment
postponement
executed by you or your attorney authorized in writing or, if you
(D x E) where:
be
used,
or
with
the
chair“Option
of thePlan”)
Meeting on the day of the
are a corporation, under your corporate seal or by a duly
STOCK OPTION PLAN (the
(i) “D” equals
the or
number
of 2010
RSUs
that had not
as at
Meeting, or any adjournment or postponement thereof.
authorized
officer
attorney
of the
corporation.
To vested
be effective
the date of the termination of the 2010 RSUs pursuant to the
Purpose of the Option Plan and Eligibility
Amended 2010 RSU Change of Control Provisions (“Unvested
The Option Plan first came into effect on September 1, 2009.
2010 RSUs”);
and
Persons
Making
the Solicitation
The Corporation’s Option Plan permits the granting of Options
(ii) “E” equals the difference, if positive, between the consideration
to purchase Common Shares to directors, officers, employees,
may
be solicited
telephone,
or byofother
Thisper
solicitation
made on
behalf by
of Athabasca’s
Commonis Share
received
the holdersmanagement.
of Common
consultants
and by
other
service personal
providersinterviews,
(“Optionees”)
the
means
of communication,
and
Athabasca
will bear tothe
incurredthat
in constitutes
the preparation
and
Shares pursuant
thecosts
transaction
a Change
Corporation,
its subsidiaries, by
and our
any directors,
other entityofficers
designated
employees
who
will time
not be
therefor.
mailing
of the and
formthe
of exercise
proxy, Notice
of Annual
General
of Control
price per
Unvested
2010 Meeting
RSU, as
by the Board
from
toremunerated
time as a member
of the “Athabasca
Group” for the purposes of the Option Plan (the “Athabasca
andprovided
the Circular.
addition Revised
to mailing
forms
proxy, proxies
in theInapplicable
2010
RSU of
Agreement.
Group”). The purpose of the Option Plan is to aid in attracting,
Additionally, pursuant to the 2010 RSU Cash Bonus Agreements,
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retaining, and motivating eligible service providers in the growth
and development of the Athabasca Group by providing them with
If you are a registered shareholder and are unable to attend the
an opportunity to acquire an increased proprietary interest in the
Meeting in person, please exercise your right to vote by proxy.
Corporation. The Option Plan is administered by the Board or a
In
order toofbethe
effective,
the proxybymust
be sent
by mail, hand
committee
Board appointed
the Board
to administer
the
delivery
or
fax
to
Athabasca
Oil
Corporation’s
(“Athabasca”,
the
Option Plan. The Option Plan permits the Board to grant Options
“Corporation”,
“us”,
“our”
or
“we”)
transfer
agent,
to officers, directors and employees of the Corporation.
Computershare Trust Company of Canada, as follows:
Limitations under the Option Plan
1. By mail or hand delivery to Computershare Trust Company
As noted under “General Limitations Applicable to All LTI Plans””
of Canada,
ProxytoDepartment,
University
Avenue, the
8th
above,
in addition
the other 100
limitations
described,
Floor, number
Toronto,ofOntario,
M5J
2Y1; or
maximum
Common
Shares
that are issuable on the
exercise of outstanding Options at any time is limited to 10% of
2. By facsimile to (416) 263-9524 or 1-866-249-7775.
the number of Common Shares that are issued and outstanding,
less
the number please
of Common
that arethe
issuable
pursuant
Alternatively,
voteShares
through
internet
at
to
all
other
security
based
compensation
arrangements
of
www.investorvote.com or by telephone at 1-866-732-VOTE
Athabasca. In addition to the other limitations described under
(8683) (toll free within North America) or 1-312-588-4290
“General Limitations Applicable to All LTI Plans” above, under the
(outside
North
willissuable
require
Option Plan,
theAmerica).
maximumRegistered
number of shareholders
Common Shares
the
15-digit
control
number
that
may
be
found
on
the
on exercise of Options outstanding at any time held by directors
instrument
of
proxy
in
order
to
vote
through
the
internet
or
by
of the Corporation who are not officers or employees of the
telephone. is limited to 0.75% of the issued and outstanding
Corporation,
Common Shares.
Options cancelled, terminated or expired prior to exercise of all
or a portion thereof will result in the Common Shares that were
reserved for issuance
being available
subsequent grants of
Solicitation
of Proxies
by for
Management
Options. As the Option Plan is a “rolling plan”, the issuance of
additional
Common
Shares– by
the statement
Corporation
or “Circular”)
the exerciseis
This information
circular
proxy
(the
of
Options
will
also
give
rise
to
additional
availability
under the
furnished in connection with the solicitation of proxies
by
Option Plan.
management of the Corporation for use at the Meeting.
As
at December
2019,
8,432,067
Common
Shares
Shareholders
of 31,
record
onthere
April were
4, 2019
(the “Record
Date”)
are
issuable upon
exercise
of Options
the Option
entitled
to receive
notice
of, andoutstanding
to attend under
and vote
at, the
Plan, representing approximately 1.6% of the number of current
Meeting.
issued and outstanding Common Shares. During the financial
year instrument
ended December
31, 2019,
a total
number
of zero and
Common
The
appointing
a proxy
must
be in writing
must
Shares
were
issued
upon
exercise
of
Options,
representing
0%if
be executed by you or your attorney authorized in writing or,
of
the
number
of
issued
and
outstanding
Common
Shares
as
at
you are a corporation, under your corporate seal or by a duly
December 31, 2019.
authorized officer or attorney of the corporation.
Grants of Options and Assignability
The persons named in the enclosed instrument of proxy are our
At the time
the Board
will determine
the exercise
price
officers.
As ofa grant,
registered
shareholder,
you have
the right
to
of
an
Option
granted
pursuant
to
the
Option
Plan,
which
exercise
appoint another person (who need not be a shareholder) to
price cannot be less than the five-day volume weighted average
trading price of the Common Shares on the TSX (or such other
stock exchange on which the Common Shares may be listed)
Exercise
of Discretion
immediately preceding
the date of by
grant.Proxy
Options
grantedShares
under the
Option Plan
not assignable.
The Common
represented
byare
proxy
will be voted or
withheld
from
voting
on
any
matter
that
may
properly come
Term, Vesting and Exercise of Options
before the Meeting. Where you specify a choice with respect to
Options
granted
pursuant
the Option
prior to
MayCommon
8, 2014
any matter
to be
acted to
upon
at the Plan
Meeting,
your
have a term not exceeding five years and Options granted after
Shares will be voted in accordance with your instructions. If you
May 8, 2014 have a term not exceeding seven years. Options vest
do
instructions,
your Common
voted
andnot
areprovide
exercisable
as to one-quarter
on eachShares
of the will
first,be
second,
in
favour
of
the
matters
to
be
acted
upon
as
set
out
in
the
third and fourth anniversaries of the grant date, unless otherwise
Circular.
A
shareholder
has
the
right
to
appoint
a
person
or
determined by the Board.
entity (who need not be a shareholder) to attend and act for
If Options cannot be exercised due to a Black-Out Period at any
him or her on his or her behalf at the Meeting other than the
time within the three business day period prior to the normal
persons named in the enclosed instrument of Proxy. The
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expiry date of the Options, the expiry date of those Options will be
extended by seven business days following the end of the BlackThe Corporation may use the Broadridge QuickVote™ service to
Out Period (or such longer period as is permitted by the TSX or
assist non-registered shareholders to conveniently vote their
such stock exchange on which the Common Shares may be listed).
common shares in the capital of the Corporation (the “Common
Termination
Shares”).
Unless the Corporation and Optionee agree otherwise in an option
In orderor to
bewritten
validagreement
and acted
upon
at the
agreement
other
(such as
an employment
Meeting,each
instruments
of proxy as well as
agreement),
Option will terminate:

votes
by internet
telephone
must bybe
(a)
if an Optionee
dies, on and
the date
that is determined
the
Board, which
cannot case
be more
than
twelve
months
from the
received
in each
not
less
than
48 hours
date of deathweekends
and, in the absence
a determination
to the
(excluding
and ofholidays)
before
contrary, on the date that is twelve months from the date of
the
time set for the Meeting or any
death;
adjournment or postponement thereof.

(b) if the Optionee ceases to be a service provider to the Athabasca
Group (other than by reason of death or termination for
Shareholders
cautioned
thenot
usein of
mailoftosixtransmit
cause), on are
the expiry
of thethat
period
excess
months
proxies
is
at
each
shareholder’s
risk.
The
Corporation
reserves
or as prescribed by the Option Committee at the time
of the
the grant,
right to
accept late
proxies.
limit ceases
for deposit
following
the date
that The
the time
Optionee
to beofa
proxies
mayprovider
be waived
or extended
the Chair
service
to the
AthabascabyGroup
and, of
in the
the Meeting
absence
of any
determination
to notice.
the contrary,
ninetyof
days
at his
discretion,
without
The Chair
thefollowing
Meetingthe
is
date
the Optionee
ceases
to beany
a service
provider to any
under
nothat
obligation
to accept
or reject
late proxies.
of the entities comprising the Athabasca Group; and
(c) if the Optionee is terminated for cause, immediately on the
date of such termination (whether notice of such termination
occurs verbally or in writing).
represent you at the Meeting. To exercise this right, you should
The number of Common Shares that an Optionee (or his or her
insert the name of your desired representative in the blank
heirs or successors) will be entitled to purchase until such date of
space provided in the form of proxy and strike out the other
termination is: (i) in the case of the death of an Optionee, all of the
names
or submit
another
Common
Shares that
may appropriate
be acquired proxy.
on exercise of the Options
held by such Optionee (or his or her heirs or successors) whether
Unless otherwise stated, the information contained in the
or not previously vested, and the vesting of all such Options shall
Circular
is givenonasthe
at date
April of
11,death
2019.forAllsuch
dollar
amounts
be accelerated
purpose;
andin(ii)the
in
Circular,
unlessthan
otherwise
statedthe
in number
Canadian
any case other
death or indicated,
terminationare
for cause,
of
currency.
Common Shares which the Optionee was entitled to purchase on
the date the Optionee ceased to be a service provider.
No person has been authorized by the Corporation to give any
Surrender Offer
information
or make any representations in connection with the
Meeting
other
than
as described
the Circular
if given
or
The Option
Plan
provides
that aninOptionee
mayand,
make
an offer
made,
information
or representation
must
be relied
at any any
timesuch
for the
disposition
and surrender by
thenot
Optionee
to
Athabasca
of any
Option
(a “Surrender
for an amount not
upon
as having
been
authorized
by the Offer”),
Corporation.
to exceed the five-day volume weighted average trading price of
the Common Shares on the TSX (or such other stock exchange
on which the Common Shares may be listed) on the date of the
Surrender Offer less the exercise price of the Options that are
specifiednamed
in the Surrender
Offer. The
Corporation
accept or
persons
in the enclosed
proxy
will havemay
discretionary
reject a Surrender Offer, in its sole discretion.
authority with respect to any amendments or variations of the
Change of Control
matters
business to be acted on at the Meeting or any other
matters
properly
brought
Meeting
The Option Plan provides
that,before
subject the
to any
provisionorto any
the
adjournment
or
postponement
thereof,
in
each
to the
contrary contained in an option agreement orinstance,
other written
extent
permitted
by anlaw,
whether or
not the between
amendment,
agreement
(such as
employment
agreement)
the
variation
or and
otheranmatter
thatif comes
the of
Meeting
is
Corporation
Optionee,
there isbefore
a “Change
Control”
of the Corporation
(asordefined
below),
all issued
and outstanding
routine
and whether
not the
amendment,
variation
or other
Optionsthat
willcomes
be exercisable
(whetheris contested.
or not then
vested)
matter
before the Meeting
At the
time
immediately
priorCircular,
to the time
Change
takes place
of
printing the
we such
know
of noof Control
such amendment,
and will or
terminate
on the 90th day after the Change of Control
variation
other matter.
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Option Cash Bonus Agreements
occurs, or at such earlier time as may be established by the Board,
Advice to Beneficial Holders of Common Shares
in its absolute discretion, prior to the Change of Control.
Optionees that have been granted Options pursuant to a Revised
Option Agreement
(including
NEOs) have
also not
entered
into cash
For
purposes contained
of the Option
Plan,section
a “Change
Control”
Although
as a Beneficial
Shareholder
you may
be recognized
The the
information
in this
is ofof significant
bonus agreements
(“Option
Agreements”)
with the
means:
(i) ato
successful
bid; your
or (ii)Common
(A) any change
the
directly
at the Meeting
for Cash
the Bonus
purposes
of voting Common
importance
you if youtakeover
do not hold
Shares ininyour
beneficial
of the
outstanding
securities or
Corporation
whichin
provide
the Optionees
with the
to receive
Shares
registered
the name
of your broker
(orright
agent
of the
own name ownership
(referred toor
in control
the Circular
as “Beneficial
Shareholders”).
cash amounts
(an “Option
CashMeeting
Bonus”) as
if they
are not provided
other
interests
of the Corporation
which whose
results names
in: (I) a appear
person on
or
broker),
you may
attend the
proxyholder
for the
Only proxies
deposited
by shareholders
group of persons “acting jointly or in concert” (within the meaning
with an Optionee Termination Notice and they continue to be a
registered shareholder and vote Common Shares in that capacity.
the Corporation’s records as the registered holders of Common
of Multilateral Instrument 62-104); or (II) an affiliate or associate
service provider to the Athabasca Group following a Change of
If you wish to attend the Meeting and indirectly vote your
Shares
can beorrecognized
and acted
upon
at the
Meeting. If
of
such person
group of persons,
holding,
owning
or controlling,
Control. Pursuant to the Option Cash Bonus Agreements, if an
Common
for the
registered
shareholder,
CommonorShares
are listed
your50%
account
statement
provided
by
directly
indirectly,
moreinthan
of the
outstanding
voting
Optionee Shares
remainsas inproxyholder
the continuous
employ
or service
of the
you
should
enter
your
own
name
in
the
blank
space
on the form
your
broker,
then
in
almost
all
cases
those
Common
Shares
will
not
securities or interests of the Corporation; and (B) members of the
Athabasca Group from the date of a Change of Control
until
of
proxy provided
it to your Revised
broker (or
the
be registered
your name
in the
Corporation’s
Board
who areinmembers
of the
Board
immediatelyrecords.
prior toSuch
the
a vesting
date thattoisyou
set and
out return
in an applicable
Option
earlier
of such
change
and the
first publicunder
announcement
Agreement
(anwho
“Option
Bonusit Vesting
then anwith
Option
broker’s
agent
provided
to you) Date”),
in accordance
the
Common
Shares
will likely
be registered
the name of
of such
your
change
to constitute
a majority
of the
Board
at anyShares
time
Cash Bonus provided
(calculated
accordance
the well
formula
that is
instructions
by in
such
broker (orwith
agent),
in advance
broker orcease
an agent
of that broker.
In Canada,
most
Common
within
sixty days
of such
change;
or (iii)
incumbent
directors
no
setthe
forth
below) divided by the number of Option Bonus Vesting
of
Meeting.
are registered
under
the name
of CDS
& Co.
(the registration
name
longer
a majority
of the
Board; Inc.,
or (iv)which
the winding
Dates described in the applicable Revised Option Agreement, shall
for CDSconstituting
Clearing and
Depository
Services
acts as
up of the Corporation or the sale, lease or transfer of all or
be paidmaterials
by the Corporation
to the
on each
such Bonus
These
are being
sentOptionee
to both
registered
and
nominee for many Canadian brokerage firms). Common Shares held
substantially all of the assets to any other person or persons (other
Vesting Date: owners of Common Shares. If you are a
non-registered
by your broker or their nominee can only be voted upon your
than pursuant to an internal reorganization or in circumstances
non-registered
owner, and Athabasca or its agent has sent these
(A x B) + C where:
instructions.
Without
specific
instructions,
your broker
or their
where
the business
of the
Corporation
is continued
and where
the
materials
directly
to you, your name and address and
nominee is prohibited
voting your Common
Shares.
shareholdings
or otherfrom
securityholdings,
as the case
mayApplicable
be, in the
(i) “A” equals the number of Options that had not vested as at the
information
about
your
holding of Common Shares have been
regulatory policy
requires
your brokeroftothe
seek
voting
instructions
continuing
entity and
the constitution
board
of directors
or
date of the termination of the Options pursuant to the Revised
obtained
in
accordance
with applicable securities regulatory
similar
body
the continuing
entity is Every
such that
the has
transaction
from you
in of
advance
of the Meeting.
broker
its own
Change of Control Provisions (“Unvested Options”);
requirements
from
the
intermediary
holding on your behalf.
would
be considered
a “Change
of Control”
if paragraph
(ii)
mailingnot
procedures
and provides
its own
return instructions,
which
(ii)
“B”
equals
the
difference,
if
positive, between the
above
was applicable
to the in
transaction);
or (v) that
any determination
you should
carefully follow
order to ensure
your Common
The consideration
Corporation is
using Share
“notice-and-access”
send its
pernot
Common
received by thetoholders
of
by
a
majority
of
the
Board
that
a
Change
of
Control
has
occurred
Shares are voted at the Meeting.
Common
Shares
pursuant
to
the
transaction
that
constitutes
a
proxy-related
materials
to
shareholders,
and
paper
copies
of
or is about to occur and any such determination shall be binding
Change
of
Control
and
the
exercise
price
per
Unvested
Option
such
materials
will
be
sent
to
all
shareholders.
The
Corporation
and
all purposes
of the Option
Plan. for obtaining
The conclusive
majority offor
brokers
now delegate
responsibility
provided
in the applicable
Revised
Option
Agreement;
will that
not is
send
proxy-related
materials
directly
to non-objecting
instructions
from
clients
to
Broadridge
Financial
Solutions, Inc.
Revised Option Change of Control Terms
Beneficial
Shareholders
and
such
materials
will
be
delivered to
(iii) “C” equals [(AxB)/2] x Marginal Tax Rate
(“Broadridge”) or another intermediary. If you receive a voting
In order to provide the Corporation with an employee retention
non-objecting
Beneficial
Shareholders
by
Broadridge
or through
1
Marginal
Tax
Rate;
instruction form from Broadridge or another intermediary it
mechanism in the event of a Change of Control, on March 27,
the
non-objecting
Beneficial
Shareholder’s
intermediary.
The
cannot be used as a proxy to vote Common Shares directly at the
(iv) “Marginal Tax Rate” means the ordinary rate of income tax
2012, the Board approved certain changes to the forms of Option
Corporation
intends
to
pay
for
the
costs
of
an
intermediary
to
Meeting as the
must Option
be returned
(or otherwise
reported)
charged on the Optionee’s last dollar of income.
agreement
(theproxy
“Revised
Agreements”)
entered
into
deliver
to
objecting
Beneficial
Shareholders
the
proxy-related
as described
the voting instruction
form under
well in which
advance
of the
between
theinCorporation
and Optionees
Options
Additionally,
to the Option
materials
andpursuant
Form 54-101F7
RequestCash
for Bonus
Voting Agreements,
Instructions
Meeting
in
order
to
have
the
Common
Shares
voted.
are granted. The Revised Option Agreements provide that if an
if an Optionee
remains
in
the continuous
employ
or service of
Made
by
Intermediary
of
National
Instrument
54-101.
Optionee is provided with a notice in writing by the Corporation
the Athabasca Group from the date of a Change of Control until
that the Optionee’s employment or service with the Corporation
either the second or third anniversary of the date of the Change of
will be terminated within thirty days of the date of a Change of
Control (depending on which period is specified in the applicable
Revocability
of
Proxy
Control (an “Optionee Termination Notice”), then the Options
Option Cash Bonus Agreement), any remaining Option Cash Bonus
granted pursuant to an applicable Revised Option Agreement will
which has not previously been paid to the Optionee in accordance
the instrument must be in writing and must be deposited either
You may
revoke your
proxy
any time prior
athvote.
If youthe
or
day after
vest
immediately
and will
beat
terminated
on theto90
with the above shall be accelerated and paid to such Optionee
with us c/o our transfer agent Computershare Trust Company of
the person
you appoint
asearlier
your proxy
attends
personally
at the
Change
of Control
or such
time as
may be
established
by
on the second or third anniversary of the date of the Change of
Canada,
100 University
Floor, Toronto,
Meeting,
person
revoke of
theControl
proxy takes
and vote
in
the
Board you
priorortosuch
the time
thatmay
the Change
place.
Control Proxy
(again,Dept.,
depending
on whichAvenue,
period 8th
is specified
in the
Ontario,
M5J
2Y1,
at
any
time
prior
to
4:30
p.m.
(Calgary
time) on
person. In addition to revocation in any other manner permitted
applicable Option Cash Bonus Agreement).
If an Optionee is not provided with an Optionee Termination
the last business day preceding the day of the Meeting, or any
by law, a proxy may be revoked by an instrument in writing
Notice and will continue to be employed by the Corporation or
Anti-Dilution
adjournment or postponement thereof, at which the proxy is to
executed
by
you
or
your
attorney
authorized
in
writing
or,
if
you
its successor following the Change of Control, then the vesting
be
orPlan
withcontains
the chair
of the Meeting
on which
the day
of the
arethe
a Options
corporation,
under
your tocorporate
seal Revised
or by Option
a duly
Theused,
Option
anti-dilution
provisions
allow
of
granted
pursuant
an applicable
Board to or
make
adjustments to
Option Planthereof.
and to Options
Meeting,
any adjournment
or the
postponement
authorized officer
or be
attorney
of the as
corporation.
effective
Agreement
will not
accelerated
a result ofToabe
Change
of
granted under the Option Plan that the Board deems appropriate
Control. Instead, such Optionee’s unvested, unexercised Options
to prevent substantial dilution or enlargement of rights granted to
will terminate at the time that is the first to occur of: (i) the Change
Optionees. The Board may make the aforementioned adjustments
Persons
the
of
Control; (ii)Making
the expiration
dateSolicitation
of the Options; or (iii) the earlier
in the event of: (i) any change in the Common Shares of the
termination of the Options in connection with the cessation of
Corporation
through
subdivision,
consolidation,
reclassification,
may
be solicited
by telephone,
personal
interviews,
or by other
This Optionee’s
solicitation service
is madetoonthe
behalf
of Athabasca’s
management.
the
Athabasca
Group. In
this event,
amalgamation,
merger
or
otherwise;
(ii)
a
grant
of rightsand
to
any
applicable
Option
Cash
Bonus
Agreement
(as
defined
below)
means of communication, by our directors, officers
Athabasca will bear the costs incurred in the preparation and
holders
of
Common
Shares
to
purchase
Common
Shares
at
prices
between
Athabasca
and
an
Optionee
will
become
effective,
as
employees who will not be remunerated therefor.
mailing of the form of proxy, Notice of Annual General Meeting
substantially below fair market value; or (iii) any recapitalization,
described
below (the
revisions
in this
are
and the Circular.
In addition
to described
mailing forms
of paragraph
proxy, proxies
merger, consolidation or otherwise, the Common Shares are
referred to herein as the “Revised Change of Control Provisions”).
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Shareholder and Voting Information

converted into or exchangeable for any other securities or
property, and an Optionee will be bound by such adjustments.
If you are a registered shareholder and are unable to attend the
Meeting
in person,fixes
please
exercise
your
to vote by
If
the Corporation
a record
date
for right
a distribution
toproxy.
all or
substantially
all effective,
the holdersthe
of the
Common
Shares
cash
or other
In order to be
proxy
must be
sentofby
mail,
hand
assets
(other
a dividend Oil
in the
ordinary course
of business),
delivery
or faxthan
to Athabasca
Corporation’s
(“Athabasca”,
the
the
Board may make
exercise
price of
any
“Corporation”,
“us”,adjustments
“our” orto the
“we”)
transfer
agent,
Options outstanding on the record date for such distribution, and
Computershare Trust Company of Canada, as follows:
make such amendments to any option agreements outstanding
under
Option
Plan delivery
to give effect
thereto as the Board
1. Bythe
mail
or hand
to Computershare
Trust considers
Company
to beof
appropriate
in
the
circumstances.
Canada, Proxy Department, 100 University Avenue, 8th
Floor, Toronto, Ontario, M5J 2Y1; or
Amendments
2.
By facsimile
to (416)
263-9524 orthe
1-866-249-7775.
The Board
may amend
or discontinue
Option Plan at any time
without shareholder approval or the consent of an Optionee,
Alternatively,
please
vote does
through
the alter
internet
at
provided that such
amendment
not adversely
or impair
www.investorvote.com
or
by
telephone
at
1-866-732-VOTE
any Option previously granted under the Option Plan or any related
(8683) agreement,
(toll free within
North
America)
or 1-312-588-4290
option
except as
otherwise
permitted
by the Option
Plan;
however,
Board may
not amend
the Option will
Planrequire
or any
(outside
Norththe
America).
Registered
shareholders
Option
grantedcontrol
under itnumber
without that
shareholder
and,
if applicable,
the 15-digit
may be
found
on the
TSX
approval:
to increase
maximum
number
of Common
instrument
of (i)
proxy
in orderthe
to vote
through
the internet
or by
Shares
issuable
pursuant
to
the
Option
Plan;
(ii)
to
reduce the
telephone.
exercise price of an Option or cancel an Option and subsequently
issue the holder of such Option a new Option in replacement
thereof; (iii) to extend the term of an Option; (iv) to permit the
assignment or transfer of an Option other than as provided for
in the Option Plan;of
(v) to
add to theby
categories
of persons eligible
Solicitation
Proxies
Management
to participate in the Option Plan; (vi) to make any amendment
to
increase
the maximum
on the
number(the
of securities
thatis
This
information
circular limits
– proxy
statement
“Circular”)
may
be
issued
to
insiders
(as
defined
by
the
TSX
for
this
purpose);
furnished in connection with the solicitation of proxies by
(vii) to make any amendment to increase the maximum number
management of the Corporation for use at the Meeting.
of Common Shares issuable on exercise of Options to directors
Shareholders of record on April 4, 2019 (the “Record Date”) are
who are not officers or employees of the Corporation; or (viii)
entitled
to or
receive
of, and to on
attend
and votethat
at, are
the
to remove
amendnotice
the restrictions
amendments
Meeting.
provided in the Option Plan.
DEFERRED
SHARE
UNIT PLAN
The
instrument
appointing
a proxy must be in writing and must
be
executed
by
you
or
your
attorney authorized in writing or, if
General
you are a corporation, under your corporate seal or by a duly
Effective March
2015, upon
recommendation of the
authorized
officer11,
or attorney
of thethe
corporation.
Compensation and Governance Committee, the Board approved
the adoption
of a new
Plan for directors
of the
Corporation.
The
persons named
in DSU
the enclosed
instrument
of proxy
are our
Pursuant
to
the
DSU
Plan,
members
of
the
Board
(“Participants”)
officers. As a registered shareholder, you have the right to
may be granted
or (who
elect to
receive,
DSUs of
appoint
anotherand/or
person
need
not as
beapplicable,
a shareholder)
to
the Corporation, being a right to a cash payment on a deferred
basis equivalent to the Fair Market Value (as defined below)
of a Common Share on the terms contained in the DSU Plan
Exercise
of Discretion by Proxy
summarized below.
Purpose
of the DSU
Plan
The Common
Shares
represented by proxy will be voted or
withheld
from
voting
any
that may
properly
come
The purposes of the DSUon
Plan
arematter
to: (i) promote
greater
alignment
before
the
Meeting.
Where
you
specify
a
choice
with
respect
to
of the interests between the directors of the Corporation
any matter
to be acted
at the
Meeting,
Common
and
its shareholders
by upon
providing
a means
to your
accumulate
a
financial
interest
in in
the
Corporation
the
Shares will
be voted
accordance
withthat
yourcorresponds
instructions.toIf you
risk,
responsibility
and commitment
of directors;
(ii) be
support
do not
provide instructions,
your Common
Shares will
voted
compensation
thatmatters
is competitive
rewards
in favour of the
to be and
acted
upon long-term
as set outsuccess
in the
of
the Corporation
as measured
TSR; and
(iii) attract
retain
Circular.
A shareholder
has thein right
to appoint
a and
person
or
qualified individuals with the experience and ability to serve as
entity (who need not be a shareholder) to attend and act for
directors.
him or her on his or her behalf at the Meeting other than the
persons named in the enclosed instrument of Proxy. The
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Administration of the DSU Plan
The
use the Broadridge
serviceand
to
The Corporation
DSU Plan may
is administered
by theQuickVote™
Compensation
assist
non-registered
shareholders
conveniently
vote
their
Governance
Committee,
or such othertocommittee
of the
Board
as
may be appointed
Board.
If a committee
not “Common
appointed
common
shares in by
thethe
capital
of the
Corporationis(the
by the Board to administer the DSU Plan, the references to the
Shares”).
Compensation and Governance Committee in the following
summary
of the
deemed
to beupon
references
the
In order
to DSU
be Plan,
validareand
acted
at to
the
Board.

Meeting, instruments of proxy as well as
telephone must be
Subject
to the
Plan,
the not
Compensation
and48
Governance
received
inDSU
each
case
less than
hours
Committee
will
determine
the
number
of
DSUs
to
be
granted
(excluding weekends and holidays) before
to each Participant for each year, and the date that the grant
the time
for cases
thewhere
Meeting
or becomes
any
becomes
effective.set
In certain
a Participant
or postponement
thereof.
aadjournment
member of the Board
after DSUs have been
granted to other
Grants
Share Units
votesof Deferred
by internet
and

Board members for that year, DSUs may be granted as of the date
of appointment
a memberthat
of the
andmail
in such
amount
Shareholders
areascautioned
theBoard
use of
to transmit
as determined by the Compensation and Governance Committee.
proxies is at each shareholder’s risk. The Corporation reserves
The Compensation and Governance Committee may also
the right to accept late proxies. The time limit for deposit of
determine from time to time that special circumstances justify a
proxies
be waivedofor
extended
by the
the Meeting
grant tomay
a Participant
DSUs
in addition
toChair
otherofcompensation
at
his
discretion,
without
notice.
The
Chair
of
the
to which the Participant is entitled and determine toMeeting
approve isa
under
no
obligation
to
accept
or
reject
any
late
proxies.
grant of DSUs to the Participant.
The DSU Plan also allows the Compensation and Governance
Committee to grant DSUs to a director, who is not also a full time
employee of the Corporation or a subsidiary of the Corporation
(“Athabasca Entity”), who has elected to receive all or part of
represent
youremuneration
at the Meeting.
To exercise
right, you should
their annual
(the
“Deferredthis
Remuneration”)
in
insert
the ofname
yourannual
desiredremuneration
representative
in theallblank
the form
DSUs.ofSuch
includes
cash
space
provided
of proxytoand
strike outinthe
amounts
payableinbythe
theform
Corporation
a Participant
anyother
year
for service
as a Board
member
including,
without limitation, the
names
or submit
another
appropriate
proxy.
annual base retainer fee for serving as a Board member, the
Unless
otherwisefeestated,
information
contained
the
annual retainer
for the the
Chairman
of the Board,
the in
annual
Circular
as at April
2019.ofAlla dollar
in the
retainer isfeegiven
for serving
as a 11,
member
Board amounts
committee,
annual retainer
for chairing
a Board are
committee,
the fees,
Circular,
unless fee
otherwise
indicated,
stated and
in Canadian
if
any,
for
attending
meetings
of
the
Board
or
Board
committees.
currency.
Such annual remuneration does not include amounts received by
a director
for by
expenses
incurred intoattending
No
person as
hasreimbursement
been authorized
the Corporation
give any
meetings of or
themake
Boardany
or arepresentations
Board committee.
information
in connection with the
Meeting
other of
than
as described
in the Circular
and,DSUs
if given
or
Upon a grant
DSUs,
the Corporation
will credit
to the
made,
any such
information
or representation
not be relied
Participant’s
account
on the date
determined bymust
the Committee
in
upon
as of
having
been grant
authorized
by on
thethe
Corporation.
respect
an annual
of DSUs,
date determined by the
Board in respect of a discretionary grant, and/or on the date the
Participant’s annual remuneration would otherwise be payable,
as applicable. The number of DSUs (including fractional DSUs)
to be credited to a Participant’s account will be determined by
dividing the
amount
of the
Participant’s
persons
named
in the
enclosed
proxy Deferred
will haveRemuneration
discretionary
by
the
Fair
Market
Value
per
Common
Share
date theofDSUs
authority with respect to any amendments on
or the
variations
the
are credited to the Participant’s account.
matters of business to be acted on at the Meeting or any other
For the purpose
of the
DSU Plan,
“Fair Market
Value” means
the
matters
properly
brought
before
the Meeting
or any
volume weighted
average tradingthereof,
price ofinthe
Common
Shares
on
adjournment
or postponement
each
instance,
to the
the TSX permitted
for the 20 trading
immediately
preceding
the day on
extent
by law,days
whether
or not
the amendment,
which theor
Fairother
Market
Value is
to be
determined.
purpose,
variation
matter
that
comes
before For
thethis
Meeting
is
the weighted average trading price shall be calculated by dividing
routine and whether or not the amendment, variation or other
the total value by the total volume of Common Shares traded for
matter
that comes before the Meeting is contested. At the time
such period.
of printing the Circular, we know of no such amendment,
variation or other matter.
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Dividends

Death of Participant
Advice to Beneficial Holders of Common Shares

If dividends are paid on the Common Shares before the maturity
date
the DSUs, such
dividends
creditedis asofDSUs
to the
The of
information
contained
in will
this besection
significant
Participant’s
account
as ofdo
thenot
dividend
payment
date.Shares
The number
importance to
you if you
hold your
Common
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Persons Making the Solicitation
This solicitation is made on behalf of Athabasca’s management.
Athabasca will bear the costs incurred in the preparation and
mailing of the form of proxy, Notice of Annual General Meeting
and the Circular. In addition to mailing forms of proxy, proxies

may be solicited by telephone, personal interviews, or by other
means of communication, by our directors, officers and
employees who will not be remunerated therefor.
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C Information
ShareholderAppendix
and Voting
ATHABASCA
OIL CORPORATION
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Solicitation of Proxies by Management

under no obligation to accept or reject any late proxies.
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